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Abstract

Wireless biomedical electronic implants are rapidly being developed to treat a va-

riety of medical conditions. Current technologies include the pacemaker to treat

arrhythmias, the cochlear implant to overcome hearing impairment and the deep

brain stimulator to treat Parkinson’s disease. Researchers are aiming to create im-

plants that are miniaturised, battery-free, and minimally invasive. This is to ensure

that devices are simpler to implant, to avoid surgical battery replacement and to

minimise the risk of infection. To meet these demands, future biomedical electronic

implants need to be miniaturised and capable of wireless power and data transfer.

This thesis explores and extends the capabilities of three different wireless power

transfer technologies for biomedical electronic implants: inductive, capacitive and

radiative power transfer. This thesis adopts a systems approach to extend the capa-

bilities of wireless power transfer systems.

Wireless inductive power transfer has received thorough attention in the literature

and involves the use of time-varying magnetic fields to transmit power through bi-

ological tissue. Typically, inductive power transfer involves a single transmitter and

single receiver. This thesis demonstrates many receiving devices can be operated

from a single transmitter — without adding complicated electronics to each receiv-

ing device. Moreover, by tuning the receiving coil on each device carefully the trans-

mitter can power individual devices, or multiple devices simultaneously, extending

the capabilities of inductive power transfer systems. Optogenetics, a technique used

to transfect cells to make them light sensitive, is used to provide biological valida-

tion of the multichannel inductive receiving topology. Human embryonic kidney

cells are transfected to be sensitive to blue light and then a twin channel inductive

receiver with a blue and yellow light is modulated to demonstrate a cell response

and no cell response respectively.
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Inductive coupling is not always the most suitable power transfer scheme and wire-

less capacitive coupling is presented as an alternative. This is where time-varying

electric fields transmit power through biological tissue via conductive plates. Stent-

ing, a surgical procedure used to prevent blood vessels from closing, is used to vali-

date the efficacy of capacitive coupling in a biological context. Stents are thin metal

tubes resembling chicken wire made from nitinol — a conductive nickel titanium

alloy. There is significant motivation to include intelligent sensors in stents as they

are simple to implant via angiographic catheter. However, stents preclude the use

of batteries as they cannot be removed after surgery so wireless power and data

transfer is essential.

The optimal frequency to use to transmit power to a stent via capacitive coupling

is derived from first principles. Then, a miniaturised circuit board, capable of wire-

less power and data transmission is fabricated and placed between two stents. The

wireless power and data transfer capabilities of the device are validated in-vitro in

excised muscle tissue and in-vivo in a live ovine model. The results demonstrate that

capacitive power and data transfer is viable for stent-based biomedical implants.

An emerging area of study is wireless radiative power transfer through biological

tissue. Such a technique is promising for powering miniaturised, deep tissue im-

plants. Due to the dispersive nature of biological tissue, finite element analysis is es-

sential to understanding how wireless radiative power transfer can power biomed-

ical electronic implants efficiently. This thesis builds on efficient radiative power

transfer schemes by proposing a new implant and antenna geometry.

Long and thin implants show promise as they have the potential to be delivered

by catheter or injection — reducing surgical risk and overhead. This thesis demon-

strates a technique that uses near-field radiative power transfer to efficiently power

a 20 mm long implant that is sub-millimetre in diameter. To power the device, opti-

mised wide dipole transmitting antennas are simulated, designed, fabricated, tested

and measured for various implant depths. Biological validation is provided by stim-

ulating retinal ganglion cells wirelessly with the miniaturised device designed to

power a small light.
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In summary, the work presented in this thesis demonstrates that by extending wire-

less powering schemes from the well known inductive coil to include capacitive

and radiative power transfer, implants can be miniaturized and inserted in places

in the body that might have not seemed previously possible. Therefore, wireless

biomedical electronics implants are likely to become miniaturised, battery-free and

ubiquitous.

Whilst these techniques may offer significant economic and health benefits, there are

also complicated ethical questions to consider. With the promise of pervasive, safe,

minimally invasive and battery free biomedical electronic implants, humans will

have the choice to enhance their abilities. Naturally, the question of what it means

to be human will emerge.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronics have become sufficiently miniaturized to be implanted into the human

body to provide health benefits. The most popular implants today are the pacemaker

to treat arrhythmias [27], the cochlear implant to overcome hearing impairment [42]

and the more recently invented deep brain stimulator [71], used to treat Parkinson’s

disease. These inventions are at the nexus of multiple scientific disciplines including

electrophysiology [3], electronic engineering, material science and medicine [103].

The aformentioned biomedical electronic implants tend to have a similar structure:

an implanted telemetry unit or signal generator with a battery inside is connected to

cabling that powers stimulating electrodes. In the case of the pacemaker, the signal

generator is implanted into the chest cavity that is connected to a wire threaded

into the heart [209]. The deep brain stimulator on the other hand, has the wire fed

into the brain. The most complex, the cochlear implant, includes an implantable

telemetry unit that communicates with a small computer and battery worn on the

outside of the skin [109]. The cochlear implant is novel in that not only is audio data

communicated wirelessly to the implanted telemetry unit, but also power. Hence,

the implanted telemetry unit requires no batteries.

It is useful to suspend disbelief to imagine an ideal biomedical electronic implant

— something that is done effectively by the future focused dystopian series Black

Mirror [206]. In season four, episode two a three-year-old Sara Sambrell receives a

biomedical electronic implant called ’Arkangel’ [150]. The procedure consists of a

brief injection into the skull that lasts a second. The young Sara feels no pain during

the procedure, no surgical scars remain and she appears entirely unaware that she
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has received an implant. The parent control panel is given to her mother which

provides a stream of data from Sara: health monitoring, location tracking and even

the ability to see through Sara’s eyes.

The ability to quickly and painlessly implant complex bioelectronics could have ma-

jor benefits for the health and well-being of society — provided the dystopian pos-

sibilities are avoided [162, 201].

Unlike Arkangel, current biomedical electronic implants can introduce complica-

tions during surgery. Surgically implanting a pacemaker can cause swelling, bruis-

ing, bleeding, infection, blood vessel damage or nerve damage [43, 55]. Deep brain

stimulators come with similar risks and a more complicated surgical procedure where

the stimulating electrodes need to be placed with millimetre precision in the brain

[186]. Moreover, implanted batteries need to be removed and replaced, meaning

deep brain stimulators and pacemakers require follow up surgical procedures [56,

211]. Medtronic and Nanostim have created miniaturised pacemakers the size of

a large vitamin capsule (2 cm long and 1 cm diameter) that are easier to surgically

implant but they still contain a battery that needs to be replaced [32, 190].

Today’s biomedical electronic implants are comparatively bulky, contain batteries,

require surgical procedures to implant, can result in complications during surgery

and can require follow up surgical procedures. In contrast, the future envisaged by

Arkangel is one where devices are quick and painless to implant, require no surgical

follow up and provide a wealth of patient data. One of the key technologies required

to create such implants is wireless power transfer: a transmitter, worn externally on

the body needs to be able to power a device implanted inside the body [146]. With-

out batteries, implants could be small enough to inject and not need replacment. At

the same time it is essential to omit transcutaneous cabling to mitigate the risk of in-

fection [178]. A similar technology that exists today is the wireless charging mat for

smart phones [1]. This is where coils transmit and receive power wirelessly, without

the need to plug in the phone itself. A similar wireless power transfer scheme can

be used for devices implanted into the body, except the replaced smart phone is a

small biomedical electronic implant and the power needs to be transmitted through

biological tissue. Data also needs to be exchanged wirelessly between the externally
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worn transmitter and the implantable device. A similar technology is Wi-Fi, where

data is exchanged wirelessly between a smart phone and a Wi-Fi router. The dif-

ferences are as described before, that the role of the smart phone is to be a small

biomedical electronic implant inside the body and the Wi-Fi signals need to be able

to propagate through biological tissue.

1.1 Wireless Power Transfer

There are many different ways to transmit power through biological tissue to power

an implanted biomedical electronic device. Some methods are more established in

the scientific literature than others. They include inductive [79], capacitive [140],

radiative [174], infrared [9] and ultrasonic [25] power transfer. Others in the litera-

ture report energy harvesting devices capable of harnessing the power of the human

body itself to power biomedical electronic implants [47, 104, 181] but this topic is

outside the scope of this thesis. Ultrasonic wireless power transfer is also an emerg-

ing topic of interest in the literature and holds promise for powering biomedical

implants [36] and further studies are needed in wireless acoustic power transfer to

determine the effect of implant depth, alignment and orientation [24]. Although an

interesting research area, acoustic energy is used to transmit power instead of elec-

tromagnetic energy, therefore it is considered outside the scope of this thesis. Various

wireless electromagnetic power transfer methods for biomedical electronic implants

are discussed hereafter.

1.2 Wireless Near-Field Power Transfer

Wireless near-field power transfer can be divided into two categories. They are in-

ductive power transfer and capacitive power transfer and they are each explained

below.
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FIGURE 1.1: Depiction of wireless inductive power transfer where B
denotes the magnetic field marked in green (CC 3.0).

1.2.1 Wireless Inductive Power Transfer

The most popular method for transmitting power to an implanted electronic device

is inductive power transfer [136, 184]. This is where an externally worn transmitting

coil of wire is powered by a time-varying electric current, which in turn, induces a

time-varying magnetic field. The magnetic field then induces an electrical current

in the receiving coil, resulting in wireless power transfer. Wireless inductive power

transfer is depicted in Fig. 1.1 Alternative names for wireless inductive power trans-

fer [176] include inductive wireless power transfer [148], near field coupled power

transfer [212] and inductive coupling [156] to name a few. The different terms are

for the most part equivalent and all refer to a slightly different part of the process

involved in transmitting power wirelessly using magnetic fields.

Wireless inductive power transfer has several advantages when used to power biomed-

ical electronic implants. Biological tissue interacts with magnetic fields in a similar

way to air - in other words, the magnetic field ’sees’ biological tissue much like

it ’sees’ air [179]. Therefore, it is possible to design an inductive power transfer

system that operates well in air as the transmission medium and then expect simi-

lar results when air is replaced with biological tissue. There is a penalty in power

transfer efficiency due to the conductive properties of biological tissue, as well as

detuning effects due to the high relative permittivity [212]. However, compared to

capacitive or radiative power transfer the influence of biological tissue on inductive

power transfer is minimal. Magnetic fields do not heat biological tissue much [80],

which is desirable as too much tissue heating can be harmful. The physics underly-

ing inductive power transfer is also very well understood [195] and it is possible to

use computational methods to determine how an inductive link will behave before
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FIGURE 1.2: Depiction of wireless capacitive power transfer where E
denotes the electric field marked in red (CC 3.0).

building it [97]. A novel inductive link with multiple receiving coils is the topic of

Chapter 4.

Inductive power transfer can have limitations depending on the geometry and po-

sition of the implanted device. Highly miniaturised implants that are millimetres

in size may not receive enough power using inductive coupling [101] because the

efficiency scales inversely with the area of the coil. Moreover, the implant geome-

try may preclude a coil entirely [199]. An example is an implant that for the most

part is about as thick as a human hair, which is described in Chapter 6. Implant

depth can also be an issue for inductive coupling. The implant received power de-

creases rapidly as it moves further away from the transmitting coil [90]. Fortunately,

inductive power transfer is not the only available method for transmitting power

wirelessly to biomedical electronic implants.

1.2.2 Wireless Capacitive Power Transfer

A less common method for delivering wireless power to biomedical electronic im-

plants is capacitive coupling [2, 12, 141]. Two transmitting conductors are powered

by a time-varying voltage resulting in a time-varying electric field. Two receiving

conductors that are near each respective transmitting conductor, but separated by

biological tissue, see the time-varying electric field, resulting in a voltage on the re-

ceiving conductors. Wireless capacitive power transfer [173] may also be referred to

as electric near field coupling [88] or capacitive coupling [89] and is depicted in Fig.

1.2.
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The main drawback of capacitive power transfer for biomedical electronic implants

is tissue heating [15]. Electric fields interact with biological tissue very differently

to how they interact with air. When compared to magnetic fields, electric fields

can easily heat tissue, limiting the amount of power that the transmitting plates can

deliver before safety thresholds are breached [21]. Despite this drawback, capacitive

coupling can still be suitable depending on the geometry of the implant. Chapter

5 compares inductive and capacitive coupling for a particular implant type called a

stent, to demonstrate that capacitive coupling can be advantageous.

1.3 Mid-field Wireless Power Transfer

A more recently reported strategy for wireless power transfer to bioelectronic im-

plants is mid-field wireless power transfer [120]. It is a form of radiative power

transfer where the transmitting antenna is designed to simultaneously take advan-

tage of the effects of near-field coupling, as well as radiative far-field power transfer.

Electromagnetic propagation through biological tissue does not have many imme-

diately applicable analytical or empirical formulas due to the complexity of the in-

teraction between electromagnetic radiation and biological tissue. However, a novel

exception is an analytical results reported in [158] and given by,

fopt ≈ 1

2π

√
c
√
εr0

dτ(εr0 − εα)
(1.1)

where c is the speed of light, d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver

and the other parameters relate to the properties of the biological material itself.

Surprisingly, the optimal operating frequency fopt is well described by Eq. 1.1. In

Chapter 6, a new implant geometry is introduced that is powered efficiently using

mid-field wireless power transfer.
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FIGURE 1.3: Depiction of wireless radiative power transfer (CC 3.0).

1.4 Far-field Wireless Power Transfer

Radio waves or microwaves have also been used to power biomedical electronic

implants [44, 114, 137]. The advantage is that receiving antennas can be made small

(milimetres in size) to receive high frequency signals. However, for shallow implant

depths (less than 20 mm), the amount of power received and the power transfer

efficiency is less when compared to inductive or capacitive coupling [175]. Wireless

power transfer systems using radio waves that are designed to operate in air may

not work well in biological tissue. Far-field wireless power transfer may also be

referred to as wireless radiative power transfer and is depicted in Fig. 1.3. Millimetre

sized biomedical electronic implants that use wireless radiative power transfer are

beginning to emerge in the literature [18, 19].

1.4.1 Comparison of Different Wireless Power Transfer Methods

Table 1.1 provides a quantitative comparison of different methods for wireless power

transfer to bioelectronic implants reported in the literature. The comparison includes

the wireless power transfer method, transmission distance, frequency, efficiency,

power levels, advantages and disadvantages. The advantages and disadvantages,

as well as the design trade-offs and bottle necks are discussed.

According to Table 1.1, wireless inductive power transfer provides several advan-

tages. Wireless inductive power transfer relies on time-varying magnetic fields,

which are poor at heating biological tissue. Therefore, in general, the transmit-

ter power level can be higher than wireless capacitive or wireless radiative power

transfer. This can be observed in the "TX Power Level" column where inductive
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power transmission levels are reported to be as high as 4 W [100]. The radiative

power transfer method reported in [135] also uses 4 W of transmission power but

the specific absorption rate safety threshold, a measure of deleterious tissue heating,

is exceed in [135].

Wireless capacitive power transfer is an alternative option to wireless inductive

power transfer, which can have some advantages in some circumstances. According

to [53], wireless capacitive power transfer is less susceptible to electromagnetic inter-

ference. However, capacitive power transfer relies on a comparatively large width

(up to 70 cm) between the pairs of transmitting and receiving plates. Erfani et al.

[53] reports spacing between plates as large as 70 cm to achieve a power transfer

efficiency of 30% across a 5 mm implant depth. Although wireless capacitive power

transfer is yet to be used in a commercially available biomedical electronic implant,

this may soon change if stent-based ’smart’ implants become more common. The

vasculature in the human body is long, meaning that devices implanted a distance

apart in the vasculature may be suitable candidates for wireless capacitive power

transfer. Stents, which are metal implants delivered into the vasculature via angio-

graphic catheter may be a candidate for wireless capacitive power transfer. In [15]

and in Chapter 5, a comparison between stent-based biomedical implants powered

by wireless capacitive and inductive power transfer demonstrates the advantages of

wireless capacitive power transfer.

A common design challenge that is encountered when designing wireless power

links is system integration. The efficiency of the wireless power link can often suf-

fer as a result of incorporating other features. For example, in [207] an inductive

receiving coil is embedded in a silicon device. The advantage of this approach is

high system-integration — the silicon could also be used to incorporate other elec-

tronic functionality to keep the implant small and minimally invasive to the human

body. However, there is a penalty to power transfer efficiency as a copper coil on

a specially made substrate would have a higher power transfer efficiency. In [69],

a similar design trade-off occurs. The receiving device is reported to be intolerant

to angular misalignment but the transmitting side requires two coils instead of one.

In [16] or as explained in Chapter 4, a more extreme example is reported of up to
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FIGURE 1.4: An efficiency comparison of a wireless inductive and
wireless radiative power transfer system with transmitter and re-
ceiver of similar size. Copied and modified from [175] with permis-

sion c©[2017] IEEE.

FIGURE 1.5: Efficiency of a wireless capacitive power transfer link
with varying transmitter plate separation. Copied and modified from

[53] with permission c©[2018] IEEE.

16 receiving coils being used to create a multichannel receiver. The trade-off is that

the coils are very close to each other which results in a penalty to the power transfer

efficiency. Attempts to integrate wireless power transfer links into new geometries

or to expand on their functionality tends to result in a design penalty of some kind.

A natural question emerges. Given a specific bioelectronic implant, which wireless

power transfer scheme should be employed? This thesis reveals that the question

has a great deal to do with the end application. However, some guidance can be

drawn from the literature. Shadid et al. [175] compares an arbitrary wireless induc-

tive power transfer system to a higher frequency radiative power transfer system of

similar size. The transmitter is around 40 mm in diameter and the receiver is around

10 mm in diameter. The comparison is depicted in Fig. 1.4.

It can be observed in Fig. 1.4, radiative power transfer becomes more efficient than

inductive power transfer at an implant depth of around 25 mm. The comparison
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between inductive and radiative power transfer becomes more complicated when

considering operating frequency, driver efficiency, power delivered to the load and

device geometry. However, in general, radiative power transfer can be more efficient

for deep tissue implants. Erfani et al. [53] provide a thorough analysis of the power

transfer efficiency achievable for a wireless capacitive link. In Fig. 1.5, wireless ca-

pacitive power transfer is simulated and measured for a range of plate separations

across an implant depth of 5 mm. It can be observed that a plate separation of up

to 70 cm would be required to match the power transfer efficiency reported by [175]

in Fig. 1.4 for a wireless inductive link. Moreover, the wireless inductive link does

not require two components separated by distance of 70 cm. Nevertheless, wire-

less capacitive transfer may have some suitable biomedical electronic applications,

particularly for stent-based biomedical implants as described in Chapter 5 and Ap-

pendix A [13, 15].

1.4.2 Thesis Contributions

The key contributions of the thesis are:

1. An investigation of the capacitance of parallel-wires implants including a model

to determine the minimum amount of insulation required to limit the leakage

of electrical charge to an acceptable minimum. [163].

2. Implementation of a multichannel optogenetic stimulator enabled by narrow

bandwidth resonant tank circuits, and demonstration of the capability of a sin-

gle power transmitter selectively powering multiple optogenetic receivers [16].

3. Implementation of inductive wireless power transfer to stent-based implants

[15].

4. Implementation of capacitive wireless power and data transfer to stent-based

implants [13].

5. A comparison between capacitive and inductive coupling to stent-based im-

plants[15].
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6. Implementation of radiative power transfer to miniaturised implants through

seven different wide dipole antennas designs[17].

1.5 Thesis Overview

Future biomedical electronic implants aim to be small, minimally-invasive, contain

no batteries and simple to surgically implant. A key technology required to realise

this vision is wireless power transfer. Wireless inductive, capacitive and radiative

power transfer have been explained briefly and are the primary topics of this the-

sis. A complete, systems approach is taken when exploring each idea. A concept

is explored from first principles, then numerically simulated, designed, fabricated

and tested in-vitro or in-vivo. Where possible, animal experiments are avoided but in

some cases they have been required to establish further evidence to support research

findings. Chapter 2 is devoted to the physics and electrical engineering theory re-

quired to design wireless power transfer systems. A breakdown of the rest of the

chapters occurs hereafter.

1.5.1 The Problem with Implanted Wires

Implanted wires are known to be a difficulty for biomedical electronic implants.

Wires break [154], can cause infection [61] and often require complicated biocom-

patible plugs to connect to internal telemetry units or signal generators [118, 121].

Transcutaneous wires or plugs, that travel from outside the body to the implanted

device are not suitable for chronic use — they are more problematic as they result in

infection if the opening is not cleaned daily. Chapter 3 adds another item to the list

of reasons to avoid implanted cabling which is related to how signals propagate in

implanted wires.

Biological tissue has a high relative permittivity, which in simple terms means that it

wants to store electrical charge [58]. Stimulating electrodes aim to deliver charge to

a localised area for therapeutic purposes. Biomedical electronic devices today have

implanted cabling with lots of insulation that stops electrical charge from "leaking"
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out of the cabling before it reaches the stimulating electrode. However, researchers

are aiming to make cables as small, thin and minimally invasive as possible to incor-

porate thousands of electrodes [119]. A recent example is Neuralink’s brain-machine

interface with thousands of stimulating and recording electrodes, each the width of

a human hair [138]. To ensure electrical charge does not "leak" from the cable be-

fore reaching the stimulating electrode, enough insulation on the implanted wires is

needed.

Chapter 3 provides a model to determine the minimum amount of insulation re-

quired before electrical charge starts to "leak" out of the cables and is the first in the

literature to do so. As long as cabling is a reality for biomedical electronic implants,

strategies to make them less invasive are needed. That is, until they can be done

away with entirely. Having established another reason why implanted wires are

undesirable, the rest of the thesis is devoted to exploring wireless power transfer

methods for biomedical electronic implants.

1.5.2 Multiple Distributed Small Inductively Powered Implants

Having established that implanted wires are undesirable, strategies for wireless power

transfer become the focus. Inductive power transfer is a common and popular strat-

egy for powering biomedical electronic implants. However, the majority of the liter-

ature focuses on a single power transmitter and single power receiver [5]. Chapter 4

demonstrates that a single power transmitter can selectively power multiple power

receivers — in a way that does not add complicated electronic circuitry to the receiv-

ing devices.

In-vitro experiments with cells are used to validate this approach. Multiple receiv-

ing devices are designed, fabricated and characterised and then tested using retinal

ganglion cells and human embryonic kidney cells. A retinal ganglion cell from a

mouse is stimulated wirelessly using a single channel receiving device. To demon-

strate that multiple receiving channels that can be selectively targeted are useful in a

biomedical context, optogenetics is introduced as another application. Optogenetics

involves transfecting a cell with a viral vector that makes the cell become sensitive
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to a specific wavelength of light [171]. In Chapter 4, a human embryonic kidney

cell is transfected with channelrhodopsin to make it sensitive to blue light. A multi-

channel device with a blue and yellow light is powered wirelessly and selectively to

demonstrate that only the blue light causes the cell membrane potential to change.

1.5.3 Capacitive Coupling as a Viable Alternative to Inductive Coupling

Inductive coupling is an established method in the literature for achieving wireless

power transfer to biomedical electronic implants. On the other hand, capacitive

coupling has received less treatment. This may be due to the fact that capacitive

coupling uses electric fields for power transfer, which are responsible for deleteri-

ous tissue heating [98]. However, when an implanted device is at least 10 cm long

[15, 52, 53], capacitive coupling can become a suitable alternative to inductive cou-

pling. Chapter 5 and Appendix A demonstrate the utility of capacitive power and

data transfer in the context of stent-based biomedical implants. Stents are biomed-

ical implants that typically contain no electronics [128]. They are delivered via a

catheter — a long thin tube — into the body where they are used to keep veins open

to allow blood to flow more freely [183]. Stents have a long and established his-

tory of being safe and simple to implant, requiring only a short surgical procedure

that may only require local anaesthetic [51]. Hence, there is significant interest in

incorporating intelligent electronic sensors into stents for monitoring physiological

indicators [34, 40]. Since stent removal is complicated and risky [143], batteries that

require replacement are not an option and any intelligent sensors would need to be

wirelessly powered.

Chapter 5 presents a comparison between capacitive and inductive coupling to stent-

based electronics. For inductive coupling, established formulas from the literature

for power transfer optimisation and power transfer efficiency are used. An experi-

ment is then conducted with excised bovine muscle tissue since other studies have

verified that in-vitro measurements for inductive power transfer are adequate for de-

termining the inductive link characteristics. A first principles approach is taken to

understand capacitive power transfer to stent-based biomedical implants. The op-

timum frequency for transmission is derived from first principles using a lumped
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element circuit model. Then, finite element modelling is used to establish the power

transfer efficiency numerically. Experiments to measure power transfer efficiency

are conducted with excised bovine muscle tissue but there is no consensus in the lit-

erature as to whether an in-vitro model is suitable for measuring power transfer effi-

ciency for capacitive coupling. For verification, an in-vivo experiment is performed

in a live ovine animal model to measure the capacitive coupling between a stent

and transmitting plate and compared to the capacitance measured in-vitro. Since the

measured capacitances are similar in-vivo and in-vitro, Chapter 5 also establishes that

excised bovine muscle tissue is a suitable biological medium to use for conducting

wireless capacitive power transfer experiments.

Stent-based electronic biomedical implants would also require a means to transmit

back useful data about physiological indicators. Appendix A demonstrates that it

is possible to simultaneously transmit power capacitively and receive data capaci-

tively. The receiving stents are load modulated, which can be detected by measuring

the changing power requirements of the transmitter. The changing power require-

ments encode the data being sent back, which can then be decoded. This approach

is referred to as back-scattering and is an established method in near-field commu-

nication technologies and inductive power transfer systems [127]. As shown in Ap-

pendix A, back-scattering is also possible when an electronic implant is powered

using capacitive coupling.

1.5.4 Radiative Power Transfer for Sub-millimetre Diameter Implants

The optimal wireless power transfer scheme depends on the implant depth and ge-

ometry of the implanted device. Chapter 6 introduces a new implanted device ge-

ometry and transmitting antenna design to the literature. The device is long and

thin, making it suitable for delivery via catheter or injection. Powering the device

optimally relies on a radiative power transfer scheme as inductive and capacitive

coupling are no longer suitable for a small device that is sub-millimetre in diameter.

Concepts from the literature that have been established for inductive power trans-

fer are incorporated into the study of radiative power transfer. Inductive coupling
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can be optimised for implant depth by choosing appropriate impedance matching

components and coil geometry [180]. In Chapter 6, seven different variations of the

transmitting antenna geometry are simulated, fabricated and measured to demon-

strate that an optimal transmitting antenna exists for a given implant depth in a

radiative power transfer scheme. Moreover, frequency sweeps are performed for

each implant depth to determine an optimum frequency as a function of implant

depth. Biological validation is performed using retinal ganglion cells, using a simi-

lar approach as described in Chapter 4.

1.5.5 Future Outlook

Current biomedical electronic implants require invasive surgery to implant, contain

large internal telemetry units (centimetres in size) or signal generators and typically

contain batteries. The future of biomedical implants is one where devices are minia-

turised, ubiquitous and safe and simple to implant, most probably via keyhole surgi-

cal techniques. Moreover, the economic benefits of future biomedical electronic im-

plants are substantial with a Grand View Research Report estimating that the market

for Microelectronic Medical Implants will be worth $57.12 Billion by the year 2025

[160].

Wireless power transfer is a key technology that will enable the future of bioelec-

tronic implants. Inductive, capacitive, radiative, infrared and ultrasonic wireless

power transfer schemes will all be employed in future bioelectronic implant designs.

It is worth noting that the physics that enables wireless power transfer is a hundred

years old [126] and that modern physics is yet to be harnessed in a biomedical en-

gineering context. Perhaps a hundred years from now engineers will be able to

harness today’s modern physics and create intelligent biomedical implants that are

small and safe. One might imagine that theoretical discoveries that have been made

today will power nano-scale devices in the decades to come. For now, bioelectronic

implants that are less than a cubic millimetre in size seem impossible. Perhaps by the

end of this century, a cubic millimetre will fit thousands of miniaturised distributed

implanted devices, capable of operating symbiotically with the human body.
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Chapter 2

Background

The literature on wireless power transfer is vast and varies in complexity and de-

tail. Comprehensive literature reviews on wireless power transfer for biomedical

electronic implants have been written [5, 184] and tutorials are beginning to emerge

[180]. Here, wireless inductive, capacitive and radiative power transfer are the fo-

cus. The literature review and background information in this thesis is structured as

follows: In this chapter, an introductory treatment of inductive, capacitive and ra-

diative power transfer is provided that elucidates the principles required to design

and fabricate a wireless power transfer link. Each chapter then extends the informa-

tion in Chapter 2 with a more detailed literature review on the topic of the chapter,

as well as further technical details where necessary. For example, Chapter 3 pro-

vides a detailed description on solving the Laplacian numerically. Since Chapters 4

through 6 do not require a solution for the Laplacian from first principles, the nu-

merical details are provided in Chapter 3 only. A table of comparison of different

wireless power transfer techniques reported in the literature is provided in Chapter

1 in Table 1.1.

The papers referenced are chosen based on the following criteria: a novel result is

presented that is well before its time, or the work is particularly effective at provid-

ing motivation for a derived formula or approach. Comparisons of the work in this

thesis to the state of the art are provided at the end of each chapter.
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic of inductive coupling with series-parallel ca-
pacitive compensation.

2.1 Wireless Power Transfer via Inductive Coupling

Wireless power transfer using inductive coupling has received considerable atten-

tion in the literature in the past decades. The principle of operation is depicted in

Fig. 2.1 as an equivalent circuit schematic. The time varying source vin feeds the

coil LTX . The time varying magnetic field surrounding LTX then couples with LRX

inducing a time varying current. This current then feeds a load, denoted in this case

by RL. The capacitors CTX and CRX provide capacitive reactance that compensates

for the inductive reactance created by LTX and LRX . When considered in its sim-

plest form, limited analysis is required to design an inductive link for wireless power

transfer. The formula for the resonant condition of an LC circuit is given by Eq. (2.1).

f =
1

2π
√
LC

(2.1)

Where f is the frequency of vin and L and C are the inductance and capacitance of

either CTX and LTX or CRX and LRX . Efficient power transfer can occur provided

the transmitter and receiver resonate at the same frequency. Moreover, if the induc-

tance of LTX and LRX are equal, it implies that CTX and CRX must also be equal,

such that the resonant frequency f is constant for the transmitter and receiver. It is

desirable to know what geometric properties of a coil determine its inductance. One

of the simplest formulas for inductance is given by Eq. (2.2).

L =
μN2πa2

l
(2.2)
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Eq. (2.2) is the inductance of a solenoid, wound around a coil former of radius a,

with lenth l and number of turns N . The permeability μ is typically the permeability

of free space given by 4π × 10−7 H/m. This is especially true in biomedical appli-

cations were the magnetic properties of tissue are close to that of air. In the first

instance, Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) and Fig. 2.1 are enough to design an inductively coupled

wireless power transfer link. Note that many publications will denote this "resonant

coupling" due to the incorporation of capacitive compensation. Eq. (2.1) and (2.2)

are useful in determining how coil size influences inductance and in turn, influences

resonant frequency. It is possible to design a wireless power transfer link using these

equations. However, there are many other important quantities that are essential for

characterising a wireless inductive link.

2.1.1 Power Transfer Efficiency and Mutual Inductance

One of the most important parameters to consider when designing a wireless power

link is the power transfer efficiency. The power transfer efficiency for Fig. 2.1 is

given by Eq. (2.3) [6, 92].

η =
k2QTXQRX(

1 + QRX
ωCRXRL

+ k2QTXQRX

)
+ ωCRXRL + 1

QRX

(2.3)

Where η is the power transfer efficiency, QTX and QRX are the quality factors of

the inductors on the transmitting and receiving sides respectively, ω is the circular

frequency, RL is the load resistance and k is the coupling coefficient. For Eq. (2.3)

to be useful it must be possible to relate the circuit model abstraction to the coil

geometry of the transmitter and receiver. To do this, the quantities in Eq. (2.3) must

be analysed further. The quality factor of a coil, denoted Q and represented by QTX

and QRX can be expressed by Eq. (2.4).

Q =
ωL

R
(2.4)

Where L is the inductance of a coil and R is the parasitic resistance associated with

the coil windings. This formula would suggest that increasing L and ω improves the
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quality factor of a coil, increasing the power transfer efficiency, while an increase in R

decreases quality factor and in turn, power transfer efficiency. However, limitations

are encountered when trying to achieve high quality factor. Increasing the thickness

of wire used to form the coil reduces R, but this reduction is limited by the skin effect

represented by Eq. (2.5) [131, 203].

δ =

√
2ρ

ωμ

√√
1 + (ρωε)2 + ρωε (2.5)

Where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor, μ is the magnetic permeability, ε is the

permittivity and δ is the skin depth, defined as the depth below the conductor sur-

face at which the current density has dropped to around 37%. The skin effect has

two implications. Firstly, the diameter of the conductor used to form the coil is of

considerable importance. If it is too thick, the conductor at the centre of the wire car-

ries little current and is reduntant and if it is too thin then the AC resistance of the

wire will reduce the coil quality factor [50]. Secondly, varying the wire construction

is a viable technique for reducing the deleterious influences of the skin effect. Hol-

low conductors can be used to save on material costs if necessary. Moreover, Litz

wire, which is conductor formed by several singular core wires wrapped together

can increase coil quality factor [63]. Another contributor to the AC resistance of the

inductor wire is the proximity effect which depends on the coil geometry used [180].

The final and most challenging quantity to determine is k, the coupling coefficient

of the power transfer link. k is a dimensionless quantity between zero and one that

indicates how much flux linkage there is between the transmitting and receiving

coil. A value of zero indicates that no flux from the transmitting coil passes through

the receiving coil and a value of one indicates that the coils are perfectly coupled.

That is, all the magnetic flux from the transmitter passes through the receiver. Eq.

(2.6) shows how the coupling coefficient relates to the inductance of the coils and the

mutual inductance M shared by the coils.

k =
M√

LTXLRX
(2.6)
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A natural question emerges. Given a pair of coils with a known geometry how is

the coupling coefficient determined? This is a question in magnetostatics that has

few known closed form analytical solutions. Nevertheless, a solution for the mutual

inductance between two circular and parallel loops can be found by referring to

Maxwell’s original texts on electromagnetics [125].

Consider two circular loops of radius a and b in parallel planes separated by some

distance l. The parameters in in 2.7 can then be calculated.

A =
a2 + b2 + l2

a2 + b2
B =

2

ab
β =

√
2B

A+B
(2.7)

The mutual inductance between the two loops is then given by Eq. (2.8).

M = 2μ

√
A+B

B

[(
1− β2

2

)
K(β)− E(β)

]
(2.8)

Where μ is the permeability and K and E are the elliptic integrals of the first and

second kind respectively. A first order approximation for the mutual inductance M1

between two flat conducting spirals is given by Eq. (2.9).

M1 = n1n2M (2.9)

Where M is the mutual inductance from Eq. (2.8) and n1 and n2 are the number

of turns forming the transmitting and receiving coils respectively. Eq. (2.1) to (2.9)

provide a complete description of the power transfer efficiency between two coils

formed by single loops of conductor. A closed form solution is desirable as it allows

rapid design and prototyping of inductive power transfer systems. However, limi-

tations of using Eq. (2.8) to calculate mutual inductance need to be discussed. Eq.

(2.8) assumes a constant current is flowing through the coil, which is not the case

in a wireless power transfer system. Hence, it is a quasistatic approximation[77].

Furthermore, other published approximations of self and mutual inductance can

be inaccurate depending on the operating frequency or geometry. An example is
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vin
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LTX LRX
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FIGURE 2.2: Schematic of inductive coupling with series-series capac-
itive compensation.

Wheeler’s incremental inductance rule, which is incorrect at low frequencies [77,

204]. Nevertheless, there are numerous sources that provide closed form solutions

for inductors of various geometries [66, 76, 151, 152, 168, 169, 205] all of which can

be traced back to Maxwell’s seminal work [125].

2.1.2 Receiver Topology

Fig. 2.1 also motivates the study of receiver topology. The resonant circuit condition

is achieved when the inductive and capacitance reactance of LRX and CRX respec-

tively, are equal, a condition captured by Eq. (2.1). However, there are two ways in

which the receiver elements could be arranged. LRX and CRX are shown in parallel

in Fig. 2.1, whereas Fig. 2.2 depicts the receiver in the series resonant configuration.

The power transfer efficiency given by Eq. (2.3) is no longer valid for this configura-

tion. Instead the power transfer efficiency is now given by Eq. (2.10).

η =
k2QTXωCRXRL(

1 + 1
QRX

+ k2QTX

)
+ ωCRXRL

(2.10)

Where the quantities are the same as those defined previously for Eq. (2.3). Both the

parallel and series topologies are able to meet the resonant condition of Eq. (2.1).

Therefore, determining which topology is best is a non-trivial exercise [4, 35, 54, 84].

A study by Jegadeesan and Guo answers this question and surprisingly, the ideal
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Operating condition Topology choice Typical operating condition

f > fc Series resonant receiver High frequency, small load

f < fc Parallel resonant receiver Low frequency, large load

TABLE 2.1: Summary of how to interpret Eq. (2.11), where f is the
operating frequency and fc is the cross over frequency.

FIGURE 2.3: a) Series-Series b) Series-Parallel c) Parallel-Series d)
Parallel-Parallel. All possible configurations for the compensation
network for a wireless inductive link. Reproduced from [180] with

permission c©[2018] IEEE.

receiver topology depends on the operating frequency [87]. Eq. (2.11) defines this in

terms of a cross-over frequency fc.

fc =
RL

2πLRX

⎛
⎝
√
1− k2LTXRRX

LRXRTX

⎞
⎠ (2.11)

Where RTX and RRX are the parasitic resistances associated with the transmitting

and receiving coils. Table 2.1 demonstrates how to use Eq. (2.11). When the op-

erating frequency for the wireless power transfer link is greater than fc, the series

resonant topology is more efficient and vice-versa.

The analysis by Jegadeesan and Guo [87] considers two options for capacitive com-

pensation on the receiving side of the wireless inductive link. Since then, further

studies have analysed four different compensation possibilities that consider both

the transmitting and receiving sides: Series-Series (SS), Series-Parallel (SP), Parallel-

Series (PS) and Parallel-Parallel [180]. The four possible combinations are depicted
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in Fig. 2.3.

The analysis of the four possible configurations in [180] leads to a useful summary

table for determining the link impedance, gain and power transfer efficiency as de-

picted in Fig. 2.4. The quantities in Fig. 2.4 are as follows: C1, C2, L1, L2 and M

are as depicted in Fig. 2.3, ZL1 and ZL2 are the impedances of L1 and L2, includ-

ing their parasitics and Zout is the output impedance of the link, a generalisation of

RS as depicted in Fig. 2.2. Analyses such as the one presented by Schormans et al.

are essential to support design choices around component values and performance

margins for inductive links [180].

2.2 Wireless Power Transfer via Capacitive Coupling

Another method of wireless power transfer is capacitive coupling. Like inductive

coupling, the goal is to achieve power transfer from an AC voltage source denoted

vin to a load RL. A geometric comparison between inductive and capacitive power

transfer is depicted in Fig. 2.5 and an equivalent circuit schematic is depicted in Fig.

2.6.

The principle of circuit duality [28] is useful for understanding the elements that

comprise a capacitive power transfer link. Instead of a quasistatic magnetic field

coupling one inductor to another, a quasistatic electric field couples two pairs of ca-

pacitive electrodes. Moreover, the capacitive reactance typically used to compensate

an inductive link is replaced with inductive reactance. In fact, vin and RL could be

replaced with a current source and conductance respectively for either the inductive

or capacitive link. However, convention dictates the use of a voltage source and load

resistance.

The resonant condition represented by Eq. (2.1) still holds for capacitive equivalent

circuit schematic shown in Fig. 2.6. That is, maximum power transfer efficiency

occurs when the inductive reactance of L is equal to the capacitive reactance of the

two capacitors C. More specifically, in the ideal case where there are no losses, as

depicted in Fig. 2.6, the power transfer efficiency is 100% at the resonant frequency.
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FIGURE 2.5: A schematic depicting a comparison between capaci-
tive and inductive coupling. Reproduced from [11] with permission

c©[2014] IEEE.

RL

L

vin

C

C

FIGURE 2.6: Schematic of capacitive coupling with a single series in-
ductor for compensation.
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Unfortunately, there are many non-ideal conditions that need to be modelled when

using a capacitive link. Each capacitive plate is in contact with biological tissue,

hence, conduction losses occur. Moreover, biological tissue has a higher relative per-

mittivity than air [58], which is both helpful and deleterious to the wireless link. It is

helpful since a high relative permittivity means a higher coupling capacitance, im-

proving power transfer efficiency. However, the corresponding increase in electric

flux density increases the ability of the link to heat tissue, which is typically unde-

sirable [214].

The complexity of designing a capacitively coupled link is increased by the fre-

quency dependence of the relative permittivity for biological tissue. Gabriel et al.

[58] provide a comprehensive analysis of the relative permittivity and conductivity

of various biological materials as a function of frequency. Typically, with increased

frequency relative permittivity decreases and conductivity increases. These changes

are significant and span several orders of magnitude for frequency, relative per-

mittivity and conductivity. A useful model for this behaviour is Debye-relaxation

shown in Eq. (2.12) [210].

εr(ω) = εα + j
σ

ωε0
+

εr0 − εα
1 + jωτ

(2.12)

Where εr(ω) is the relative permittivity as a function of angular frequency ω, σ is the

conductivity and τ is the relaxation time of the tissue. The relative permittivity at

very low and very high frequencies are denoted εr0 and εα respectively. Moreover,

the model can be extended with additional terms due to other relaxation regions

present in tissue. Various authors report using anywhere between one and four

poles for their electrical models of biological tissue [57, 75, 139].

One proposal for modelling the power loss associated with tissue in a capacitive

link is shown in Fig. 2.7 [88]. A comparison between Fig. 2.6 and 2.7 reveals the

circuit element responsible for modelling the losses in the system. The inductance L

in Fig. 2.6 is split into L1 and L2. The loss associated with the matching inductances

is represented by RL1 and RL2, while C1 and C2 represent the coupling capacitance

and RT1 and RT2 are the conduction loss in tissue. An expression for the power
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FIGURE 2.7: Schematic of capacitive coupling as reported in [88].

transfer efficiency as a result of these losses is provided in [88] and given by Eq.

(2.13).

η =

{
1 +

RS

RL
+

d

RL

(
(σ + ε0(εr0 − εα)ω

2τ)

(ε20ε
2
r0ω

2) + (σ + ε0(εr0 − εα)ω2τ)2

(
1

A1
+

1

A2

)

+
1

ε0εr0ω

(
1

A2QL2
+

1

A2QL2

))}−1

(2.13)

Where η is the power transfer efficiency, A1 and A2 are the areas of the capacitive

plates, d is the distance between the plates, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, σ is

the conductivity and εr0, εα and τ are the previously defined debye parameters from

Eq. (2.12) and Q denotes the quality factor of each inductor. The main loss is due to

power dissipation in tissue and is modelled by RT1 and RT2 as a series conduction

loss. One limitation of the circuit model in Fig. 2.7 is it assumes there is no coupling

capacitance between the two transmitting plates. This coupling capacitance results

in power being delivered back to the source and also has an associated conduction

loss. To incorporate this loss into the capacitive coupling circuit model, Fig. 2.8,

described in this work incorporates circuit element CS and RS , which form a shunt

conduction loss.

The idea behind Fig. 2.8 is that power is either delivered to the load RL, dissipated

in tissue which is represented by RS or sent back to the source, which is represented
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L1

CS RS

C

C
RL

vin

Zs

FIGURE 2.8: Schematic of capacitive coupling as reported in [15].

by CS . Chapter 5 compares this model with results from a full-wave electromagnetic

solver, as well as experiments with excised bovine muscle tissue. Fig. 2.8 is repeated

here for comparison with Fig. 2.7. Regardless of whether the losses are represented

using a series or shunt impedance, both models are limited in the same way. Fig. 2.7

was devised in [88] and in their work they use a transmission frequency of around

400 MHz. In the present thesis, Fig. 2.8 is used in Chapter 6 with a transmission

frequency of 250 MHz. Lumped element models are typically considered valid for

less than λ/10, that is when the electrical length of the component is less than a tenth

of the wavelength. In air, the frequencies 400 MHz and 250 MHz have wavelengths

of around 1.2m and 75cm respectively. Hence, if the wireless links were operating in

air a lumped element model would be accurate for transmission distances no greater

than 12 cm and 7.5 cm. However, since tissue has a high relative permittivity, around

60 for these frequencies [58], the λ/10 values become 1.6 cm and 1 cm respectively.

The λ/10 rule is a guideline rather than a cut-off frequency. Nevertheless, this means

the accuracy of each capacitive coupling model diminishes as the transmission depth

increases.

The next challenge is determining the magnitude of the coupling capacitance. Un-

like the case for an inductive link, the relative permittivity of the biological media

significantly influences the coupling capacitance. There are several closed form ana-

lytical expressions for capacitance given a known electrode geometry [86, 124, 192],

which are either obtained by finding an analytical solution to the Laplacian or using

a conformal mapping method. If a closed form solution does not exist for a given

electrode geometry, which is typically the case, then numerical methods are neces-

sary.
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2.3 Radiative Wireless Power Transfer

The study of radiative wireless power transfer through biological tissue relies on

numerical methods to solve Maxwell’s equations. Using Heaviside’s representation

[70], they famously take the form shown in Eq. 2.14 [126]

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε
,

∇ ·B = 0,

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
,

∇×B = με
∂E

∂t
.

(2.14)

where ∇· is the divergence operator, ∇× is the curl operator, ρ is the total electric

charge density, E is the electric field intensity, B is the magnetic flux density, μ is

the permeability of the medium and ε is the permittivity of the medium. For dis-

persive biological media, ε is not a constant value as is the case in free space [58]

and is determined using Eq. (2.12) at a given frequency for a given biological ma-

terial. Analytical solutions to Eq. (2.14) are difficult to find [96]. Hence, numerical

methods are necessary and the technique mostly used throughout this work is the

finite-difference time-domain method [73, 216].
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the Capacitance of

Minimally Insulated Parallel Wires

Implanted in Biological Tissue

The main results of this chapter are published.
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Abstract

State of the art bioelectronic implants are using thin cables for therapeutic electrical

stimulation. If cable insulation is thin, biological tissue surrounding cables can be

unintentionally stimulated. The capacitance of the cable must be much less than the

stimulating electrodes to ensure stimulating currents are delivered to the electrode-

tissue interface. This work derives and experimentally validates a model to deter-

mine the capacitance of parallel cables implanted in biological tissue. Biological

tissue has a high relative permittivity, so the capacitance of cabling implanted in the

human body depends on cable insulation thickness. Simulations and measurements

demonstrate that insulation thickness influences the capacitance of implanted paral-

lel cables across almost two orders of magnitude: from 20 pF/m to 700 pF/m. The

results are verified using four different methods: solving the Laplacian numerically

from first principles, using a commercially available electrostatic solver, and measur-

ing twelve different parallel pairs of wires using two different potentiostats. Cable

capacitance simulations and measurements are performed in air, a porcine blood

pool and porcine muscle tissue. The results do not differ by more than 30% for a

given cable across simulation and measurement methodologies. The modelling in

this work can be used to design cabling for minimally-invasive biomedical implants.

3.1 Introduction

The most efficient technique to transmit power from point A to point B through bi-

ological tissue is wired power transfer. A pair of conductors implanted in biological

tissue will always provide a higher efficiency than wireless inductive, capacitive or

radiative power transfer. The main disadvantage is the risk of infection associated

with implanted cabling [178]. This chapter highlights another possible disadvantage

of implanted cabling — charge leakage into surrounding biological tissue, which

further supports the need to remove cabling from biomedical electronic implants.

Motivated by this need, Chapters 4 through 6 all describe wireless power transfer to

bioelectronic systems without cabling.
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Commercial pacemakers, cochlear implants and deep brain stimulators require ca-

bling from an implanted stimulation and telemetry unit to stimulating electrodes.

Modern designs in the literature attempt to avoid implanted cabling by connecting

the telemetry unit directly to the electrode or actuator [15, 16]. However, implanted

cabling is an inevitable feature of most existing electronic biomedical implants [14,

110, 116, 191].

Ineffective design of implanted cabling can have undesirable consequences. If cable

insulation is too thin, the cables could have more capacitance than the electrodes. In

the case of electrical stimulation, the cables would then have more charge injection

capacity than the electrodes and in turn, stimulation of biological tissue surround-

ing the cable, and not the electrode-tissue interface, would occur. Power would be

wasted charging and discharging the cables and measurements of charge injection

capacity at the electrode-tissue interface would be overstated. However, thin cabling

is desirable as it can minimise immune response [99], allow more conductors to fit

in the same volume [117] and be implanted using minimally-invasive surgical tech-

niques such as an angiographic catheter [145]. Existing biomedical implants have

cables whose capacitance are several orders of magnitude less than the electrodes.

However, the capacitance of implanted cabling is becoming increasingly important

as state of the art implants emerge with thousands of electrodes and limited cable

insulation [138]. Therefore an understanding of how the geometry of implantable

wires influences their capacitance will become useful when designing state of the

art biomedical implants.

To the author’s knowledge this chapter is the first in the literature to provide a model

for the capacitance of insulated parallel wires implanted in biological tissue. The key

findings of this chapter are summarised by Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.1 depicts in-

sulated parallel wires implanted in biological tissue. The capacitance per meter is

determined by the quotient of the inner radius and outer radius, the permittivity

of the insulation material and the permittivity of the biological material. The simu-

lation and measurement results are depicted in Fig. 3.6 where the capacitance per

metre can span an order of magnitude in air and two orders of magnitude in porcine

blood or porcine muscle.
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FIGURE 3.1: A cross-section of insulated parallel conductors im-
planted in biological tissue where ri is the radius of the conducting
wire, ro is the radius of the insulated conducting wire, εi is the relative
permittivity of the insulation and εt is the relative permittivity of the
biological tissue. Typically, εt � εi so as ri

ro
decreases the capacitance

of the pair of parallel wires decreases.

This chapter is split into three key sections. Section 3.2.1 specifies two numerical

methods used to calculate the capacitance of implanted and insulated parallel con-

ductors. The numerical results are verified in Section 3.2.2 using twelve different

pairs of insulated parallel conductors of different geometry with capacitance mea-

surements taken using two different instruments. Capacitance is measured with

cables in air, a porcine blood pool and porcine muscle tissue. The results are then

discussed in Section 3.3. Biological tissue can have a static relative permittivity in

the order of 107 [58]. Hence, the capacitance of implanted conductors depends on

the thickness of the wire insulation. Imagine a pair of parallel conductors placed

apart in an infinite uniform block of insulating material. Materials used to insulate

conductors typically have relative permittivity of 2 to 4. The capacitance of a pair of

wires will be some small quantity Csmall. Replacing the infinite uniform block with

biological material of relative permittivity in the order 107 would increase the capac-

itance to Clarge, where Clarge ≈ 107 × Csmall. Some arbitrary geometry of insulation

placed around the wires with the rest of the dielectric medium being biological tis-

sue would cause the capacitance to become Cwires where Csmall < Cwires < Clarge.

That means the capacitance of a pair of insulated conductors implanted in biologi-

cal tissue could span seven orders of magnitude, depending on the conductor and
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R L

C
Ztissuevin

Transmission Line Stimulation Site

FIGURE 3.2: Equivalent circuit model of an implanted transmission
line driving an electrode to stimulate biological tissue where R, L and
C are the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the transmission

line and Z is the impedance of the stimulation site.

insulation geometry. Fig. 3.1 depicts a cross-section of parallel cylindrical conduc-

tors implanted in biological tissue. Provided the conductors are electrically short

e.g. the wire length is λ
10 or less, a lumped-element circuit model can be used to

represent the inductance, resistance and capacitance. An equivalent circuit model is

depicted in Fig. 3.2, where R, L and C are the resistance, inductance and capacitance

of the pair of conductors respectively. The quantity Ztissue is the impedance of the

electrode-tissue interface as well as the impedance of the tissue itself. Several equiv-

alent circuit models that replace Ztissue can be found in the literature [33, 157, 172].

The resistance R in the equivalent circuit model in Fig. 3.2 can be obtained using the

closed form equation

R =
2ρl

π(ri)2
(3.1)

where ρ is the resistivity, l is the length of the cabling and ri is the inner diameter

of the wire shown in Fig. 3.1. The inductance L can also be obtained from a closed

form analytical solution since the relative permeability of biological tissue and the

insulation material on the wire is very close to unity. Hence, the inductance of the

pair of parallel wires is given by

L =
μ0l

π
cosh−1

(
ro
ri

)
(3.2)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, ro is the outer radius as shown in Fig. 3.1
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and the rest of the quantities are as previously defined. The capacitance is difficult to

solve for as it depends on the permittivity and geometry of the surrounding material.

A closed form analytical solution for the capacitance is given by

C =
πε0εrl

cosh−1
(
r0
ri

) (3.3)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the relative permittivity of the sur-

rounding medium and the rest of the quantities are as previously defined. However,

equation (3.3) relies on a uniform dielectric medium of constant permittivity. In-

stead, a numerical method to solve for C is needed using Maxwell’s equations. The

scalar potential V , is subject to [86]

∇2V = 0 (3.4)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator. The surface charge Q on the conductors can be

found using Gauss’s law

Q =

∮
ε|ET |dl (3.5)

where ε is the permittivity, ET is the electric field and dl denotes infinitesimal lengths

around the conductor of which a closed integral is taken [167]. Dividing the surface

charge Q by the potential difference between the conductors gives the capacitance C

C =
Q

Vb − Va
(3.6)

where Va and Vb are the voltages at each conductor. Eq. (3.4) and (3.5) require the

use of numerical methods to find a solution.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Numerical Analysis

The work herein uses two numerical methods for comparison: a finite element method

implemented in MATLAB and an electrostatic solver in CST Studio Suite.

Finite Element Method

A finite element method is used to solve Eqs. (3.4) to (3.6) [48]. The geometry de-

picted in Fig. 3.1 is a cross-section of insulated wire implanted in biological tissue.

Assuming the wire is much longer than it is thick, it is reasonable to assume a uni-

form field in the direction the wire is travelling. The Laplacian in Eq. (3.4) is then

reduced to two dimensions and can be expressed as

∇2V =
∂2V

∂x2
+

∂2V

∂y2
= 0 (3.7)

A grid of square mesh cells is superimposed over Fig. 3.1 where i and j denote the

column and row references respectively, for each mesh cell. An approximation of

the Laplacian can then be calculated by iteratively solving

Vi,j =
1

2

[
εi−1,j

εi−1,j + εi+1,j
Vi−1,j +

εi+1,j

εi−1,j + εi+1,j
Vi+1,j

+
εi,j−1

εi,j−1 + εi,j+1
Vi,j−1 +

εi,j+1

εi,j−1 + εi,j+1
Vi,j+1

]
(3.8)

where Vi,j is the scalar potential at a mesh cell in the mesh grid at location i, j and

εi,j is the relative permittivity at the same location. Solving Eq. (3.8) iteratively until

all mesh cells converge to a value gives an approximate solution to the Laplacian in

Eq. (3.4).

An approximate solution to Eq. (3.5) can then be obtained using Eq. (3.9). An

enclosed path around one of the conductors is identified. The scalar potentials at
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FIGURE 3.3: Output plots produced by the finite element method
written in MATLAB a) placement of conductor, insulator and biologi-
cal material in mesh grid b) initial voltages placed on each conductor
c) initial relative permittivity placed on the insulator and biological

material d) scalar field generated by iterating the Laplacian.

the mesh cells on the outer section are multiplied by the permittivity at the same

mesh cell and the values are summed forming the first term in (3.9). The second

term in (3.9) is obtained in the same way, except using the inner mesh cells on the

enclosed path. The enclosed line integral can then be approximated by taking the

difference of these two terms, resulting in the conductor surface charge Q.

Q = ε0
[∑

εriVi(outer)
]− ε0

[∑
εriVi(inner)

]
(3.9)

The surface charge Q and the initial voltage on each conductor Vb and Va can then be

substituted into Eq. (3.6) to solve for the capacitance per meter of the transmission

line.

A MATLAB script was used to solve Eqs. (3.4) to (3.6) using the approximations

and numerical methods detailed in Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9). The input parameters are the

inner and outer radii ri and ro in Fig. 3.1, as well as the relative permittivity of the

insulating material εi and of the biological tissue εt. The output is the capacitance in

Farads per meter and the output plots are depicted in Fig. 3.3. Several optimisation
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strategies were used. Eq. (3.5) involves the integral of |ET |, which is the amplitude

of the electric field along its direction. If an arbitrary path is chosen, the exact ampli-

tude of the electric field must be used in the integral, which is difficult to implement.

However, if the path is on the surface of the conductor, the direction of electric field

must be perpendicular to the surface of the conductor. Then, the absolute value of

electric field of each mesh cell is equal to the difference between the current mesh

cell and the minimum adjacent mesh cell, because it is known that mesh cells on the

conductor are constant with the highest amplitude. The technique outlined permits

a circular enclosed integral to be approximated accurately in a Cartesian coordinate

system, simplifying the algorithm and reducing error.

The MATLAB script was run for all quotients of ri and ro from 0.05 to 0.95 in steps of

0.05. The relative permittivity of the insulation material was set to εi = 3, which is a

typical approximate value for wire insulation materials like Polyvinyl Chloride, Flu-

orinated Ethylene Propylene or Thermoplastic Elastomer. The biological materials

chosen were blood and muscle since they have different values for relative permit-

tivity that are representative of most biological materials. The electrical model is for

low frequency applications, where the wavelength is far greater than the physical

length of the wire. Hence, the static relative permittivity for blood and muscle was

used and the biological tissue relative permittivity was set to εt = 5.26 × 103 and

εt = 2.6× 107 respectively. The MATLAB script was also run with εt = 1 to simulate

parallel wires in air.

CST Studio

The physical wire geometries in Table 3.1 were also simulated in a commercially

available electromagnetic solver. A meter long 3D model of each wire geometry

was designed in CST Studio R©. The copper wires were modelled as perfect electrical

conductors and the materials around the wire were modelled with their respective

relative permittivity. An arbitrary potential of plus and minus 5 V was placed on

each conductor respectively. A tetrahedral mesh was chosen and the accuracy of the

electrostatic solver was set to 10
-12. The electrostatic solver was run for each wire

geometry and the capacitance was taken to be the capacitance of the line per meter.
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The influence of the fringing fields at the ends of the line were considered negligible

and ignored.

3.2.2 Experimental Analysis

To provide experimental verification, several pairs of parallel wires with insulation

were obtained. Nine, 30 cm long parallel pairs of wires were purchased from 3M,

which were chosen since the data sheets contained details about the conductor di-

mensions, insulation dimensions and the dielectric constant of the insulation ma-

terial. Another three 30 cm long custom cables were constructed using brass rods

and heat-shrink tubing to obtain more extreme quotients of ri and ro. The details

are shown in Table 3.1. The capacitance of the wires were measured in air, a porcine

blood pool and excised porcine muscle tissue. Two measurement instruments were

used: a Gamry potentiostat and a BioLogic potentionstat.

Measurement set ups used to obtain the capacitance of the cables in porcine blood

and porcine muscle are depicterd in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. The Gamry potentiostat

measures complex impedance including capacitances in the fF range. The frequency

of measurement ranges from 10 μHz to 100 kHz. Since the numerical methods as-

sumed a static relative permittivity a very low frequency was desirable. However, 10

μHz measurements take significant time and the difference in the relative permittiv-

ity of blood and muscle at 1 Hz compared to 10 μHz is negligible [58]. Hence, 1 Hz

was used as the measurement frequency. Three readings were taken and averaged

for each pair of parallel wires and the capacitance was calculated using

C =
1

2πf |�{Z}| (3.10)

where C is the capacitance, f is the measurement frequency and |�{Z}| is the ab-

solute value of the imaginary part of the complex impedance. The measurements

for the twelve cables were taken in air, a porcine blood pool and excised porcine

muscle tissue. The experiment was repeated with a BioLogic potentiostat at 1 Hz for

comparison.
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FIGURE 3.4: Experimental set up used to measure the capacitance of
twelve different pairs of parallel wires using the Gamry potentiostat

in a porcine blood pool.

FIGURE 3.5: Experimental set up used to measure the capacitance of
twelve different pairs of parallel wires using the Gamry potentiostat

in porcine muscle.
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3.3 Results

Fig. 3.6 depicts the relationship between the capacitance of parallel cables and the

quotient of inner and outer radii obtained by solving the numerical equations in Sec-

tion 3.2.1, using the electrostatic solver in Section 3.2.1 and measuring twelve pairs

of parallel wires with two different potentiostats in Section 3.2.2. It can be observed

that as ri
ro

approaches unity, the capacitance increases markedly when cables are im-

planted in a porcine blood pool or porcine muscle. The capacitance spans almost

two orders of magnitude suggesting insulation thickness is a crucial consideration

for designing minimally insulated implantable cabling for the human body. Both

the finite element method in Section 3.2.1 and the electrostatic solver in Section 3.2.1

give identical results to the second decimal place when compared to themselves for

both blood and muscle, despite the fact that the relative permittivity of blood and

muscle differs by four orders of magnitude. The simulation results in Fig. 3.6 are

presented in three different plots in Appendix A with a minor modification: εi is set

to the appropriate value from Table 3.1 rather than the average value of 3 used to

create the curves in Fig. 3.6.

The capacitances in blood and muscle are higher than those in air due to the higher

relative permittivity of biological tissue. The results are summarized in Table 3.2,

which shows the maximum difference that the most outlying value for each wire

type was from the average across measurements and simulations. The differences

are no more than 30% for any of the wires, which is a typical component tolerance

for off-the-shelf capacitors.

3.4 Discussion

The simulation and measurement results demonstrate that changes in relative per-

mittivity or insulation thickness result in non-linear changes to cable capacitance.

When the material outside the insulation is changed from air to blood, the change in

relative permittivity from εr = 1 to εr ≈ 5000 causes the cable capacitance to double,

depending on the insulation thickness. However, increasing the relative permittivity
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Finite Element Method with Air
Finite Element Method with Blood
and Finite Element Method with Muscle
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FIGURE 3.6: A summary of the capacitances obtained using four dif-
ferent methods for a pair of insulated parallel wires in air, porcine
blood and porcine tissue. The continuous curves were created us-
ing the numerical methods explain in Section 3.2.1, while the discrete
points were measured using the experiments outlined in Section 3.2.2.
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from εr ≈ 5000 to εr ≈ 2.4× 107 by replacing blood with muscle results in no change

in the cable capacitance. Moreover, reduction of insulation thickness for cables in bi-

ological material appears to cause an exponential increase in the cable capacitance.

Changes in the material surrounding the insulated conductors as well as the thick-

ness of the insulation itself can influence the capacitance of the cabling in the range

of almost two orders of magnitude from 20 pF/m to 700 pF/m.

It is surprising that the capacitance does not change when the biological material sur-

rounding the cable changes from blood to muscle. It was expected that an increase

in permittivity from εr ≈ 5000 to εr ≈ 2.4 × 107 would cause a notable increase

in cable capacitance. This motivated the use of two different potentiostats and two

numerical methods for verification.

The simulation results produced by the finite element method and electrostatic solver

have subtle similarities and differences. The finite element method outputs the same

capacitance for blood and muscle resulting in the overlapping curves in Fig. 3.6.

Similarly, the electrostatic solver outputs the same capacitances for blood and mus-

cle resulting in another pair of overlapping curves. However, the finite element

method capacitances are slightly larger than the electrostatic solver capacitances.

This trend is further demonstrated in Appendix A by dividing the results into three

plots depending on the material surrounding the insulation cables.

The capacitances obtained in this work provide insight into two use cases for im-

planted cabling: biological signal recording and biological stimulation. With regards

to biological signal recording, in particular neural recording it can be demonstrated

that cable insulation thickness is not a limiting factor. Consider an extreme design

example where l = 1m, ri = 0.9 μm and r0 = 1 μm. Reading from Fig. 1 gives capac-

itance C = 700 pF and solving Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 gives 83 kΩ and 187 nH respectively,

giving a cut-off frequency of around 14 MHz. With repsect to neural recording, local

field potentials and extracellular neural action potentials are of interest which occur

at frequencies in the range of 1 Hz to 10 kHz [60]. The cut-off frequency of 14 MHz

is well above what would be required. Moreover, 14 MHz is a conservative cut-off

frequency since the relative permittivity of muscle and blood drops considerably at

higher frequencies. Hence, limited insulation thickness is not a limiting factor when
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designing parallel cabling for neural recording.

On the other hand, biological stimulation or neural stimulation does need to con-

sider the influence of limiting cable insulation thickness. The amount of charge

injected into tissue at the electrode site is usually measured via cabling, without

considering how much current is charging up the cable itself. This is a non-trivial

consideration since according to Fig. 3.6 the capacitance seen by the cable can span

three orders of magnitude in biological tissue. The intention to increase the number

of electrodes in neural prostheses will mean smaller electrode sizes and less charge

injection capacity per electrode. Hence, as electrode sizes decrease with an increas-

ing density of electrodes, the capacitance of the cable connected to the electrode will

become a more important design consideration.

Recent examples in the literature demonstrate the need to consider the capacitance

of implanted cabling. Luan et al. [119] report the fabrication of ulterflexible neural

probes that are microns in size. In [119], supplementary Fig. S11 shows that the elec-

trodes have a capacitance of no more than 300 pF at 1 Hz. According to Fig. 3.6 300

pF of electrode capacitance is well within the range at which cable capacitance may

no longer be negligible for neural stimulating applications. Pancrazio et al. [147]

report even smaller electrode capacitances, identifying that carbon fibers for neural

recording and stimulation that have an exposed geometric surface area of 500 μm2

have a capacitance lower than 160 pF. Tungsten microwires reported by Zhao et al.

[215] with diameters of 12 μm exhibit capacitances as small as 1.6 nF. Similarly, the

cables connected to these 12 μm microwires may have non-negligible capacitance.

Recent microfabrication technologies are allowing for electrodes to be miniaturized,

which is desirable as smaller electrodes appear to evade the foreign body response

[147]. Despite what techniques or materials might be used to increase charge injec-

tion capacity [198], geometry dictates that smaller electrodes have smaller capaci-

tance when compared to their larger cousins [72]. As neural electrodes shrink to the

nano-scale [115] cable capacitance will become increasingly important.

If the 300 pF electrodes reported in [119] were to be used for deep brain stimula-

tion, a cable would need to be around 10 cm long to reach the stimulation site from

the surface of the brain. Since the majority of the charge should be injected at the
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electrode-tissue interface and not stored in the cable itself, a cable capacitance of less

than 30 pF, which is an order of magnitude less than the electrode capacitance would

be desirable. Reading from Fig. 3.6 the quotient ri
ro

needs to be less than 0.8 to ensure

less than 30 pF of cable capacitance. Hence, if an inner conductor diameter of 20 μm

were chosen, at least 5 μm of insulation would be required.

The choice of geometry in Fig. 3.1 is not arbitrary and can inform many implantable

cable designs. A pair of conductors in another cable design can be reduced to a

form where it contains the geometry in Fig. 3.1 plus some additional insulation. The

caveat is that the distance between conductor centres must be less than the distance

between the conductor center and the edge of the insulation. The additional insula-

tion will act to reduce cable capacitance, so the curve in Fig. 3.6 provides an upper

bound on capacitance rather than a precise capacitance. With respect to the deep

brain stimulator design example, if a pair of conductors is part of a multi-core cable,

or a twisted pair or another conceivable geometry, an insulation thickness of at least

5 μm would ensure a cable capacitance of less than 30 pF.

Cable capacitance is only one limitation encountered when designing implantable

cabling. Other considerations that are yet to be explored in the literature include

if and how cables might influence the operation of wireless power transfer to im-

planted telemetry units, cross-coupling between implanted channels and electro-

magnetic interference between implanted cabling and the strong carrier signal trans-

mitted from wireless power transmitters. Due to these unknowns, it is desirable to

remove implanted cabling entirely and to keep the wireless power receiver as close

to the implanted electrode, sensor or actuator as possible. Devices that aim achieve

this goal are the topic of the next three chapters.

3.5 Conclusion

Cable insulation thickness is a non-trivial consideration in biological environments.

The capacitance of parallel cabling implanted in biological tissue was simulated

from first principles using MATLAB, then a commercially available electrostatic solver

for comparison. The simulation results were verified by measuring the capacitance
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of twelve different sizes of parallel wires implanted in excised porcine tissue, as

well as a porcine blood pool with two different measurement instruments. The re-

sults demonstrate that the ratio of insulation to conductor thickness can influence

the capacitance seen by the wires across almost two orders of magnitude. Hence,

insulation thickness is important to consider when designing implantable cables for

electrical stimulation.
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Wireless Multichannel Optogenetic

Stimulators Enabled by Narrow

Bandwidth Resonant Tank Circuits

The main results of this chapter are published.
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H. C. Parkington, I. Clarke, J.-M. Redoute, D. J. Garrett and S. Prawer. "Wireless

multichannel optogenetic stimulators enabled by narrow bandwidth resonant tank
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Abstract

This chapter details the design, fabrication and testing of multichannel wirelessly

powered optogenetic devices. By employing several carefully tuned resonant tank

circuits, this work demonstrates the ability to address a scalable number of light

sources on a single device. Single channel, dual channel and 16 channel devices were

fabricated, achieving light output readings of up to 15 mW at 473 nm, suitable for

activating channelrhodopsin. Wireless power transmission was characterized in air

and porcine tissue for implant depths up to 30 mm, making device implantation fea-

sible. The device was successful in activating endogenous (in retinal ganglion cells)

and exogenously transfected channelrhodopsin in human embryonic kidney cells,

providing biological validation. The significance of this approach is the removal of

power-hungry and area-consuming electronics from the implant, while the ability to

address and modulate individual light sources is maintained by shifting this com-

plexity to the external wireless power transmitter.

4.1 Introduction

Most light delivery techniques for optogenetics rely on a tethered system, which

permit the delivery of significant optical power. This can involve either a percuta-

neous fiber optic cable [22] or a wired micro-LED [68]. It is desirable to demonstrate

devices of implantable size that can be wirelessly powered as they are a step closer

towards using optogenetic strategies to manage disease in humans. Montgomery et

al. [135] have demonstrated the most significant progress towards this goal. Using
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a single-channel wirelessly powered implant, they were able to activate ChR2 ex-

pressed in a mouse model. This is the first work to demonstrate wirelessly powered

neuromodulation in a freely moving animal. Park et al. [149] extend the concept

demonstrated by Montgomery et al. by creating an addressable two channel im-

plant in a mouse model. Both approaches use high frequency microwave frequency

signals, above 1 GHz to power their devices. Shin et al. [187] report a 10mm diam-

eter flexible and fully implantable device that is powered at 13.56 MHz, reducing

the transmission frequency. A reduction in transmission frequency can be desirable

as higher frequencies are more able to cause tissue heating [214]. This work aims to

extend that of Shin et al. by demonstrating how several coils can be tuned to receive

at different frequencies, meaning a device with several channels can be fabricated.

Several electronic designs have been proposed to address the need for wirelessly

powered optogenetic stimulators. An example is a strategy by Lee et al. [111] that

involves an inductive power link to an integrated circuit that drives an array of light

sources. Although such designs are powerful, they are typically unavailable to the

research community due to the requirement of a custom integrated circuit [100]. The

majority of other demonstrations involve a wirelessly powered headborne device on

a mouse [108, 170].

Optogenetic light sources need to meet several design requirements to be effective.

Light intensity needs to be sufficient to activate cells, the light source needs to be

modulated and ideally, several addressable light channels need to be made avail-

able [64, 95]. This work describes a novel wireless power technique for meeting

these needs that removes power-hungry and area-consuming electronics from the

implantable device. Furthermore, readily available components are used. The need

for varying intensity is met by changing the amplitude of the wireless power signal.

By modulating the transmitted signal, the light source can in turn be modulated. In-

dividual light sources are addressed by tuning each receiving channel to a different

frequency, meaning the transmitter can select a light source to activate by varying

its carrier frequency. The design equations, fabrication and measurement results are

detailed in this work.
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FIGURE 4.1: Multi-resonant coil electronic schematic. The transmit-
ter is tuned to the same resonant frequency as one of the receiving

devices.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Design Principles and Equations

Fig. 4.1 depicts an overview of the wireless n-channel optogenetic system and Eq.

(4.1) to (4.9) outline the design parameters. On the transmitter side a signal gener-

ator feeds an amplifier that drives a series-resonant LC tank circuit formed by LTX

and CTX1, CTX2 to CTXN . Jegadeesan & Yong-Xin identify that the series resonant

topology on the transmitter side improves power transfer efficiency [87]. Moreover,

they identify that a parallel resonant tank on the receiving side is suitable for lower

frequencies and larger loads, which is the case herein. Hence, each receiving device

contains a parallel resonant tank circuit formed by LRXN and CRXN . The parallel

tank serves two purposes: to receive power at a given transmission frequency and

to act as a band pass filter to stop other frequencies powering up the device. The

Schottky diode rectifies the incoming AC signal and CSMOOTH removes the carrier

frequency, while maintaining any frequency modulation present in the signal. This

in turn drives the LED on the output.

To transmit and receive power efficiently LRX1 must have high quality factor, de-

noted QL. This is calculated using Eq. (4.1), where L is the inductance of the coil and

RL as the parasitic series resistance of the inductor at a given frequency.
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QL =
2πfL

RL
(4.1)

A desired resonant frequency is chosen, denoted as fRES in Eq. (4.2) which permits

the calculation of the matching capacitor CRX1.

fRES =
1

2π
√
LRXNCRXN

(4.2)

QPAR denotes the parallel resonant quality factor of the tank circuit and is a different

quantity to QL. A high QL is required to ensure effective wireless power reception,

whereas a high QPAR is required for narrow frequency selectivity. QL should be

chosen to be larger than QPAR. VLED and ILED denote the voltage and current

operating point of the LED used.

QPAR =
VLED

ILED

√
CRXN

LRXN
(4.3)

LRX1 receives maximum power at fRES and half the amount of power at fLOW

and fHIGH , which are calculated using Eq. (4.4) and (4.5). The other devices are

then tuned such that their resonant frequency is spaced apart from fLOW and fHIGH

meaning they cannot be activated when the transmitter is tuned to fRES for LRX1.

This design procedure is then repeated for n devices up to LRXN .

fLOW = fRES − fRES

2QPAR
(4.4)

fHIGH = fRES +
fRES

2QPAR
(4.5)

CSMOOTH is a less critical value and is chosen such that fRES is filtered out, while

any modulation in the transmitted signal, denoted by fMOD is maintained. Hence,

CSMOOTH must fall into the bounds shown in Eq. (4.6).
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fMOD <
ILED

2πVLEDCSMOOTH
< fRES (4.6)

Once the number of devices condition is satisfied, LTX and a number of capacitor

values denoted by CTX1, CTX2. . . CTXN are chosen such that the transmitter can

match the resonant frequency of any receiving device. LTX is also required to meet

the QL specified for the receiving inductors and calculated using Eq. (4.1). The

circuit simulation software SPICE can then be used to verify channel spacing, power

output and LED modulation.

fRES =
1

2π
√
LTXCTXN

(4.7)

4.2.2 Fabrication Process

Single channel, two channel and 16 channel devices are fabricated for testing. Each

receiving coil is wound around a 2 mm coil former with 0.5 mm diameter enameled

copper wire. Each printed circuit board is milled using T-tech tools Quick Circuit

Prototyping Systems. Single channel, two channel and 16 channel boards measure

5 mm by 2.5 mm, 5 mm by 5 mm and 11 mm by 18 mm respectively. LRXN varies

between 8 and 20 turns and the corresponding inductance is approximated using

Eq. (4.8) [202].

L ≈ N2μ0
D

2

(
ln

8D

d
− 2

)
(4.8)

Where N is the number of turns, D is the loop diameter, d is the diameter of the wire

and μ0 is the permeability of free space. An alternate equation for the inductance of

a solenoid is given by Eq. 4.9.

L ≈ N2μ0πd
2

4h
(4.9)

Where h is the height of the solenoid and the other quantities are previously defined.

CRXN varies in value from 910 pF to 1200 pF and are 0402 sized (1 mm by 0.5 mm)
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(A) (B) (C)

FIGURE 4.2: a) 3D rendering of component layout for a single channel
receiver b) Side-view of 16 channel device showing inductive coils C)

Single channel and two channel devices.

surface mount devices with NP0 dielectric. LRXN and CRXN are chosen based on the

design equations specified previously. The Schottky diodes used are MMDL301T1G

fast switching silicon hot-carrier diodes, which are capable of forward currents of up

to 100 mA while maintaining a low forward voltage drop. CSMOOTH is a 0402 NP0

1 nF capacitor and the LEDs chosen are also 0402 sized. 473 nm blue LEDs and 590

nm yellow LEDs are chosen, operating at VLED = 2.8 V, ILED = 5 mA and VLED =2 V,

ILED = 20 mA respectively. Fig. 4.2 depicts the component layout of a single channel

on a printed circuit board, as well as two single channel, two double channel and

one 16 channel device.

The signal generator used is a Rigol DG4162, which feeds an LZY-22+, 0.1 to 200

MHz amplifier with 43 dB gain from Mini-Circuits. The output power of the signal

generator is measured using an RF power meter, a SynthNV from WindFreak Tech-

nologies. This permits the transmitter output power to be calculated. The transmit-

ting coil is made by winding four turns of 1 mm diameter enameled copper wire

around a 30 mm diameter coil former. This is connected in series with a switched

capacitor bank of values 47 pF, 68 pF, 82 pF and 100 pF. Layers of 1.1 mm glass slides

are used to separate the transmitting coil and the receiving device. The light output

power of the LEDs is measured using a Field Max laser power meter from Coher-

ent. Measurements are taken in a dark room and the LED is placed as close to the

light output power sensor as possible. The transmitted carrier signal was square

wave modulated at 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz. A photodiode was connected to

an LM358 operational amplifier circuit and powered by a 5V supply. The photodi-

ode was placed near the powered LED and a Lecroy 6100A oscilloscope was used to
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FIGURE 4.3: Experimental setup used to test light output power,
modulation and channel selectivity of optogenetic devices.

measure the voltage change on the output of the operational amplifier with respect

to time. Post processing of the time domain signal from the oscilloscope was done

in MATLAB. The test set up used is depicted in Fig. 4.3. Power output, modula-

tion and channel selectivity were measured and verified. All measurements were

repeated with the volume between the transmitting coil and device replaced with

porcine tissue. Moreover, the devices were embedded in porcine mince to simulate

device implantation. The influence of angular displacement was also monitored.

4.2.3 Quality Factor Measurement Process

The quantity QPAR was obtained using two different methods. Each channel on each

single channel, double channel and 16 channel device was individually connected

directly to a signal generator configured with a 50 Ω output impedance. The voltage

across each channel was monitored on an oscilloscope. QPAR was found by measur-

ing the resonant frequency and 3 dB cut-off frequencies either side of the resonant

frequency, fH and fL. QPAR was then calculating using Eq. 4.10.

QPAR =
fRES

fH − fL
(4.10)
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The second method used took the measured inductances, the chosen capacitor val-

ues, the operating voltage and operating current of each LED and substituted them

into Eq. 4.3. Both methods gave the same result within 5 %.

4.2.4 Simulation Process

Electromagnetic simulation software was used to determine how the wireless link

heats tissue. A volume of muscle tissue measuring 100 mm by 100 mm by 50 mm

was created in the simulation software CST Studio Suite R©. Four turns of 1 mm

diameter wire with an inner diameter of 30 mm was placed 1 mm above the tissue

volume. Simulations were run for frequencies between 5 MHz and 25 MHz in 5

MHz steps. The input power to the coil was increased at each frequency step until a

specific absorption rate (SAR) threshold was reached. The figure for the SAR safety

limit was taken as 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g of tissue [37].

4.2.5 In-vitro Cell Testing

Whole cell recordings of a retinal ganglion cell (RGC) were performed using the

current-clamp technique described previously in [19-22] and shown in Fig. 4.4. In

brief, an adult rat was anaesthetized with a mixture of Ketamine (100mg/kg) and

Xylazine(10mg/kg). After enucleation, the rat was killed with an intracardiac injec-

tion of Letherbarb (1ml). The retina was then dissected, flat-mounted with RGC side

up on a glass coverslip, placed in a recording chamber and superfused (3-8 ml/min)

with carbogenated Ames’ medium at room temperature. A single channel device

was mounted under the cover slip and the transmitting coil was mounted around the

recording chamber prior to patch clamping. To obtain a whole cell recording a sharp

glass pipette was used to make a hole in the inner limiting membrane to expose the

RGC to be tested. The RGC was then patch-clamped with a recording glass pipette

filled with 6.5 μL of 90 % potassium gluconate, 5% energy cache, 2.5 % biocytin and

2.5 % Alexa Fluor (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). The impedance of the recording

pipette was 6 MΩ. Once a quality recording was established, the single channel de-

vice was modulated at 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz and 2 Hz. Following the recording, superfusion
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FIGURE 4.4: Electrophysiological set up configuration used for in-
vitro cell testing. The transmitting coil can be seen around the record-

ing chamber whereas the receiving device is under the cover slip.

was stopped and 1.5 μl of 10 mM sulforhodamine 101 was added to the recording

chamber. The recorded RGC was imaged with a confocal microscope and the mor-

phology was reconstructed with depth imaging. All animal experiments were con-

ducted as per the policies of National Health and Medical Research Council of Aus-

tralia and were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Mel-

bourne. A dual channel device was tested using Human Embryonic Kidney cells.

(HEK)-293 cells were grown on 9 mm glass coverslips in DMEM in the presence of

10 % fetal calf serum, penicillin and streptomycin [4]. Cells were then transfected

with pAAV-EF1a-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP using calcium chloride. Two days later, the

cells were studied using patch-clamp electrophysiology with a dual channel device

mounted under the cover slip. The transmitter was driven with a 13.4 MHz and 15.6

MHz carrier to drive the yellow and blue LEDs respectively and modulated at 1 Hz,

2 Hz, 5 Hz and 10 Hz for each colour. The cell response was recorded.
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FIGURE 4.5: Measured and calculated inductance of receiving coils,
LRX . Coils are of diameter 2mm with 7, 8, 11, 12, 16 and 20 turns.
‘Calculated 1’ and ‘Calculated 2’ are obtained using Eq. (4.8) and (4.9)

respectively.

4.3 Results

Fig. 4.5 depicts the inductance and quality factor of each receiving coil. Eq. (4.8)

and (4.9) are both used to calculate the inductance of a solenoidal coil for compari-

son. It can be observed that Eq. (4.8) and (4.9) overestimate and underestimate the

measured inductance respectively. The quality factor of each coil reduces with an in-

creasing number of turns. By Eq. (4.1), this means extra turns are contributing more

series resistance than inductive reactance to the total impedance of the coil. The coil

characterization results did not differ in porcine tissue by more than 3%. Hence, the

results are taken to be the same in air and porcine tissue.

Tables 4.1 to 4.3 describe the parameters for each single channel, two channel and

16 channel device. LRX is calculated using Eq. (4.8) and (4.9) and in turn, fRES is

calculated using Eq. (4.2). The value of fRES is also measured by measuring the fre-

quency for which maximum LED brightness is observed. Calculated and measured

values for fRES are compared in each table.

The light output power of single channel device 2 is plotted against the transmission

distance in Fig. 4.6. The transmitted signal is a sine wave of 20 MHz delivered with

varying power as identified in the figure legend. A value of light output power in

mW/mm2 is often desirable as a point of comparison between various published
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FIGURE 4.6: Light output power plotted against wireless power
transmission distance for a single channel device.

works. This can be calculated by taking the surface area of the LED into considera-

tion. Each LED is an 0402 surface mount device, which is 1 mm by 0.5 mm in surface

area. Hence, a mW/mm2 value can be obtained by dividing each measured output

power by 0.5 mm2.

The light output power of dual channel device 2 is shown in Fig. 4.7. Once again, the

13.4 MHz and 15.6 MHz signals are sine waves and a mW/mm2 value can be calcu-

lated by dividing the light output power by 0.5 mm2. When one carrier frequency

and hence, LED is selected, the other channel is measured to ensure it is off. This is

to confirm that the channel spacing is significant enough to stop the 13.4 MHz signal

driving the tank tuned to 15.6 MHz and vice versa. Light output power as a function

of frequency is measured to verify minimal cross talk and depicted in Fig. 4.8.

The ability to address individual channels across two, double channel devices is

shown in Fig. 4.9. The devices are separated from the transmitting coil by a distance

of 11 mm and the input power is set to 5 W. Each channel of each device is addressed

by transmitting a sine wave of frequency 13.4 MHz, 15.6 MHz, 16.2 MHz and 17.8

MHz. The corresponding response of each transmitted frequency is pictured from

left to right in Fig. 4.9. The capacitor bank switches are adjusted to allow for opti-

mum tuning. This is done by observing the LEDs to determine maximum brightness

for a given switch configuration. It is also evident that the resonant frequency of each

channel is spaced enough such that no channel interference is observed.
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FIGURE 4.9: Channel selectivity demonstrated across two, double
channel devices by varying transmission carrier frequency a) 13.4

MHz b) 15.6 MHz c) 16.2 MHz d) 17.8 MHz.
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(A) (B) (C)

FIGURE 4.10: 16 Channel device channel selectivity a) 15.4 MHz sin-
gle channel selection b) frequency sweep from 12 MHz to 20 MHz se-
lecting channels 1 to 12 c) frequency sweep from 12 MHz to 27 MHz

selecting channels 13-16.

The ability to address multiple channels simultaneously is shown in Fig. 4.10, with

the 16 channel device. Channels one to four are numbered from top right to top left

with channel 16 in the bottom left corner. The device is separated from the trans-

mitter by 5.5 mm. Channel 6 is addressed by setting the transmitted power and

frequency to 5 W and 15.4 MHz respectively. This is depicted in Fig. 4.10a. A si-

nusoidal frequency sweep from 12 MHz to 20 MHz activates channels one to 12 in

Fig. 4.10b and all channels are shown to be working with a sweep from 12 MHz to

27 MHz in Fig. 4.10c. Due to tuning considerations and varying coil sizes, it can be

seen that each light varies in brightness with the frequency sweep. However, this

is solved using an arbitrary waveform that varies the transmitted power with fre-

quency. Once again, identical channel selectivity behaviour was observed in porcine

tissue.

The influence of angular displacement on power transfer is depicted in Fig. 4.11.

The left two images show a test of a double channel device. The device could be

turned counter clockwise to 80◦ with the channel remaining activated. This was

limited to 70◦ when turning the device clockwise. A similar test was performed for

the 16 channel device as shown in the right two images. It is evident that the double

channel device demonstrates greater tolerance to angular displacement than the 16
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FIGURE 4.11: Influence of misalignment on two channel and 16 chan-
nel devices. Each pair of figures shows the angular range within

which the selected channel remains activated.

channel device.

Fig. 4.12 depicts how the transmitting coil heats tissue. Fig. 4.12a shows the CAD

model used with the coil above a volume of muscle tissue. Fig. 4.12b shows that

the safety limit of 1.6 W/kg is only reached when the transmitting power is much

larger than 10 W, the maximum transmitting power used in this work. This is par-

ticularly evident for a transmitting frequency of 5 MHz, where over 200 W of input

power is required to breach the safety threshold. Fig. 4.12b also assumes that the

carrier frequency is continuously transmitting. This is known not to be the case,

since modulation is a requirement of optogenetic systems as depicted in Fig. 4.13.

Therefore, a more accurate input power threshold can be realised by multiplying the

maximum input power by the reciprocal of the modulation duty cycle. For example,

in Fig. 4.13, the carrier frequency is on 50 % of the time, meaning the duty cycle is

50 %, meaning the maximum input power transmitted by the coil could be doubled

before safety thresholds were reached.

4.3.1 Frequency Response and In-vitro Cell Study

Light modulation is an essential requirement for optogenetic experiments and is

shown in Fig. 4.13. The behavior shown in Fig. 4.13 was observed for modulation

frequencies of up to 1 kHz. Fig. 4.14 depicts the response of a RGC to a single chan-

nel device. The cell exhibited spontaneous activity when the device was switched

off. When the device was modulated, the RGC responded precisely to the stimulus

such that bursts of action potentials occurred in synchrony with the light stimulus.

The activity of the RGC is clearly in synchrony with the modulated single channel
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FIGURE 4.12: a) Depiction of CAD model used for electromagnetic
simulation of transmitting coil above a volume of muscle tissue. At
an input power of 25 W at 20 MHz, the maximum 1 g averaged SAR
is 1.44 W/kg, which is still below the safety threshold of 1.6 W/kg. b)
The continuous input power to the coil required to exceed the safety
threshold for SAR (specific absorption rate) of 1.6 W/kg averaged

over 1 g of tissue.

device, indicating the cell is an ON type cell. Fig. 4.15 shows the response of HEK-

293 cells to a dual channel device. The cells were held at -60 mV and illumination

with blue light evoked a robust inward current. This is consistent with the opening

of a light-sensitive, cation-conducting ion channel. The responses followed repeti-

tive light stimulation at 1-10 Hz (Fig. 4.15). When the cells were held at positive

potentials the current reversed to outward, consistent with the opening of a cationic

channel. Stimulation with yellow light did not evoke a response. Removal of the

electrode from the cell was also without effect.

4.4 Discussion

An optogenetic stimulator needs to provide spatiotemporal resolution, sufficient

light intensity, multiple channels and modulation capability. This chapter demon-

strates that spatial resolution can be achieved with individual channels spaced as

close as 2.5 mm apart. Power outputs of up to 15 mW are shown, which converts

to 30 mW/mm2 based on the LED surface area. The light output power at 590 nm

is limited compared to that at 473 nm, due to LED efficiency. Several reports de-

scribe varying light power density requirements ranging from below 1 mW/mm2

to 10mW/mm2, being largely dependent on implant location and the light delivery
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FIGURE 4.13: Square wave modulation of carrier frequency superim-
posed onto the photodiode response to the light source for modula-

tion frequencies of 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz.

FIGURE 4.14: Left). A confocal reconstruction of the retinal ganglion
cell recorded and labelled with Alexa 488 (green) with the extracellu-
lar spaces labelled with Sulforhodamine 101(red). Right) Recordings

of the retinal ganglion cell in response to light stimulation.

FIGURE 4.15: HEK-293 cells were transfected with blue-sensitive
opsin for 48 hr (left) and studied under patch-clamp. The cells were
held at -60 mV and stimulation with blue light evoked robust inward

currents.
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method used [23-26]. Light pulsing requirements are also met by using modulation

on the transmitted sinusoidal carrier wave. Square wave modulation at 2 Hz, 5 Hz,

10 Hz and 20 Hz was measured with a photodiode and was also shown to work up

to 1 kHz. Modulation requirements do not typically exceed 50 Hz in the literature,

meaning that the modulation strategy used in this work is more than sufficient. Test-

ing of a single channel and dual channel device on RGC and HEK-293 cells provides

biological validation. The magnetic field produced by the transmitter did not appear

to adversely affect the cells. At 5 Hz and 10 Hz square wave modulation, the HEK-

293 cells did not recover entirely. However, this could be changed by using pulsed

modulation to increase recovery time or by increasing the light intensity [4], both of

which are possible with the system described in this work. As expected, HEK-293

cells did not respond to yellow light, providing biological validation of the channel

selectivity feature in Fig. 4.9. Further validation of channel selectivity is depicted in

Fig. 4.8 where minimal cross talk is shown and since the response of tissue is very

non-linear, minimal cross talk will not excite the tissue. The narrow bandwidth of

the resonant tanks is important for limiting cross talk. For example, for the double

channel devices, the QPAR values are 12.2, 10.6, 14.6 and 12.7, which corresponds

to narrow bandwidths of 1 MHz, 680 kHz, 1.1 MHz and 1.4 MHz respectively. Ad-

dressing multiple channels simultaneously is achieved through multiplexing, but

this presents a limitation. That is, less optical power is available for each individual

channel as it is shared between channels. However, if this is taken into consideration

at the design phase, sufficient light output power can be made available.

All measurements were done in air, as well as in porcine tissue for biological vali-

dation and results were found to differ by no more than 3 % in the two media. This

is surprising, as electromagnetic fields and waves are known to interact with tissue.

Nevertheless, the result can be understood by appreciating the subtleties of the ex-

perimental setups described in this work. Wireless power transfer in this work is

due to inductive coupling in the quasi-static magnetic near field of the transmitting

coil. The relative magnetic permeability of biological tissue is close to unity. Hence,

a magnetic field sees biological tissue much like it sees air. However, this is not

the case for the frequency dependent relative permittivity, which is around 100 for
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muscle in the frequency range used in this work [28]. Out of all biological media,

muscle is used since it has average electrical characteristics. Due to the high relative

permittivity of muscle, the extra parasitic capacitance created by the surrounding

porcine tissue should influence the resonant frequency and quality factor measure-

ments. Moreover, the lossy nature of the parasitic capacitance due to its conductiv-

ity should reduce light output power. Why then, does biological tissue have such a

negligible effect on these variables in these experiments? There are three probable

reasons: CRX is two orders of magnitude greater than the parasitic capacitance, the

inside of each receiving coil LRX does not contain porcine tissue and the receiving

resonant tank is loaded with an LED.

The majority of solenoid self-capacitance emerges between windings, and on the

inside of the coil. The capacitance emerging from the outside is much less, in this

work likely less than a 1 pF based on the measurement results. Even when the coil

is surrounded by biological material with relative permittivity of 100, the increase in

parasitic capacitance is negligible compared to the choice of tuning capacitors that

range from 910 pF to 1200 pF. This explains the limited influence of porcine tissue on

fRES and Q. The negligible influence of porcine tissue on light output power can be

understood by appreciating that the LEDs place considerable load on the resonant

receiving tank, in the order of 100Ω. The loss due to the surrounding porcine tissue

is easily an order of magnitude or two less than the power consumed by the load.

Angular displacement or coil misalignment has greater effect with an increase in the

number of channels as depicted in Fig. 4.11. The dual channel device is slightly more

tolerant to counter clockwise angular displacement. In Fig. 4.11a and 4.11b, the left

coil is driving the blue LED, meaning the right coil attenuates the received signal.

The same effect can be observed in Fig. 4.11c and 4.11d, and is more significant due

to the increased number of coils blocking the signal.

In its current form the device still requires biocompatible packaging that permits

transmission of light. For short term applications, low temperature melting glass

or epoxy are likely to suffice as an encapsulate. For longer term implantation, a

previously reported method of forming hermetic packages from diamond and gold

braze could be suitable [29]. Moreover, receiving coils could be embedded into the
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diamond substrate itself [30]. It is known that diamond has high transmittance in

visible wavelengths and causes negligible immune response making it potentially

suitable for this application [31].

Eq. (4.8) and (4.9) for calculating the inductance of a solenoid differ by an order

of magnitude. However, they do bound the measured inductances, which can be

explained by the origins of each formula. Eq. (4.9) assumes that the wire used is

an infinitely thin filament, which is not the case as the winding thickness is 20 % of

the coil diameter [32-33]. Eq. (4.8) on the other hand is empirical and was initially

devised as an approximation of the inductance of a loop antenna [17]. As the number

of turns increases, Eq. (4.8) over approximates inductance. Nevertheless, Eq. (4.8)

and (4.9) are useful bounds for approximation.

The different coil sizes mean the power transfer efficiency differs for each channel.

This is shown by the scaling factor PO/PM in Table 4.3. A strategy that could be

used to compensate for this difference is driving each channel with a different in-

put power. Most signal generators can be programmed to deliver waveforms of

arbitrary amplitude and frequency. This technique was used for channel selection

by varying frequency and can be extended to include amplitude to provide a con-

stant light output per channel. The light output power in Fig. 4.6 does not scale

linearly with an increase in transmitted power. Linear scaling would be expected

for an ohmic load but the LED efficiency is dropping at high current, resulting in a

non-linear response. The light output power is not expected to scale linearly with

distance.

The error between measurement and calculation in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 can be

substantial at around 40 %. The source of error can be traced back to Eq. 4.8 and

4.9. Both are empirical formulas for the inductance of a solenoid and they under-

estimate and overestimate the inductance respectively. Using a numerical method

gives a very accurate result compared to the measured inductance. The measured

inductance for 8 turns of 0.5 mm diameter wire around a 2 mm diameter coil former

is 49 nH. Using a Inca [45] to approximate the inductance, which uses Maxwell’s

approximation of decomposing the inductor into thin rings, gives an inductance of

50 nH. Hence, numerical methods can be used to obtain a more accurate inductance
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value.

Table 4.4 provides a comparison between this work and other miniature wireless

optogenetic devices. Studies [135] and [149] demonstrate that their devices work

in home cages, whereas this work focuses on the design equations used, bench top

characterization and in-vitro cell studies. The wireless system in this work could

be used in a home cage where the coils form part of the platform. Since the trans-

mitter coil is 30 mm in diameter, it would take several coils to cover a reasonable

area, increasing power consumption, although, such a configuration would also re-

duce SAR dramatically. The size of the transmitting coil and mass of the devices in

this work means it is likely more suited to a large animal model, where the animal

can wear the coil above its skin, above the location of the implanted optogenetic

device. There are several advantages to having a wireless link between a wearable

coil and an implant. Infection is less likely to occur since percutaneous wires are

not used [83, 99, 177] and wire breakages would not occur. Furthermore, from a de-

sign perspective, this work emphasizes that variables such as coil quality factor and

power transfer efficiency can be traded for an increase in the number of individual

channels. Hence, this work is useful for the optogenetic user, as the implant design is

simple and uses only readily available components. The techniques described herein

provides researchers involved in optogenetics with a tool kit for creating bespoke,

multiple wavelength, implantable, individually tunable devices.

Since the publication of the contents of this chapter [16], others have reported more

advanced systems in the literature. The individually addressable "microbeads" re-

ported by Khalifa et al. [100] use a similar technique to power multiple receiving

devices selectivity, with the devices miniaturised on silicon to a size of 200 μm by

200 μm by 200 μm. Gougheri et al. report a similar concept too, that includes dis-

tributed 3 mm by 2 mm ASICs with wireless power and data capability that can

power an optogenetic shank [64]. Wireless ultrasonic power transfer is also proving

to be a promising option for powering distributed optogenetic devices [166]. Al-

though these techniques provide for superior performance, the system presented in

this Chapter is easy and cheap to implement as a first prototype.
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter describes a multichannel inductively coupled link for the purposes of

wireless optogenetic stimulation. By encoding light intensity, modulation and chan-

nel selection into the transmitted carrier wave, complex electronics are removed

from the implant. Light output power, modulation and channel selection are all veri-

fied experimentally in various configurations and biological settings to demonstrate

design efficacy. Moreover, readily available components are used for all aspects of

the design, making the described technique accessible to researchers.
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Chapter 5

Wireless Power Transfer to

Stent-Based Biomedical Implants

The main results of this chapter are published.

A. Aldaoud, J.-M. Redoute, K. Ganesan, G. S. Rind, S. E. John, S. M. Ronayne, N.

L. Opie, D. J. Garrett and S. Prawer. "Near-Field Wireless Power Transfer to Stent-

Based Biomedical Implants." In: IEEE Journal of Electromagnetics, RF and Microwaves

in Medicine and Biology (2018), vol. 2, no. 3, pp. 193 - 200.
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Abstract

Stent-based devices are being recognized as a minimally invasive alternative to tra-

ditional surgery. Hence, the idea of using the body of the stent as the power receiv-

ing element is becoming increasingly attractive. The objective of this chapter is to

analyze two near-field wireless power transfer methods to stent-based devices, viz.,

inductive and capacitive coupling. The methods used are lumped element model-

ing, ac circuit theory, finite-element analysis, experiments with excised bovine mus-

cle tissue, and a live ovine vascular model. Capacitive coupling is proposed as an

alternate method due to the transmitter design that can be worn anywhere on the

body. It achieves power transfer efficiencies of 2.6 % and 1 % when placed at depths

in muscle tissue of 15 mm and 30 mm, respectively

5.1 Introduction

Stents have a long history of chronic implantation, traditionally being used to treat

arterial atherosclerosis [153]. Potential applications have been extended to include

sensing blood flow [196], arterial pressure [144], restenosis [38] and the accumulation

of intimal tissue and sludge [65].

Previous work on stent-based sensors can be classified into three categories: passive,

semi-active and active devices. Studies [153] to [65] involve the stent behaving as a

passive electrical component. This involves the relevant biological indicator influ-

encing the shape of the stent, which changes the resonant frequency of the stent-

based LC tank, which in turn can then be interrogated by an external antenna. A

key limitation is that these devices employ no active circuitry on the stent. Hence,

they are passive in their response to their biological environment.

An advance by Son et al. [188] has seen the creation of semi-active stents. Unlike

passive devices that are memoryless, the semi-active stent employs a non-volatile
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memory based on memristors. The biological indicator directly influences the state

of the memristor, which once again could potentially be interrogated by an external

antenna.

Fully active stent-based devices involve the incorporation of electronics as part of

the stent. As a result, these electronics require a wireless power and data link. Sig-

nificant progress towards this goal has been made in the work by Chow et al. [40].

This involved the design of an integrated circuit capable of receiving RF power and

transmitting data back. The key limitation of the device envisaged by Chow et al.

is low power transfer efficiency of 0.06%, resulting in the specific absorption rate of

tissue being exceeded. This means in its current form, the device could potentially

be unsafe for human use [82].

Inductive coupling via a magnetic field has been studied extensively, particularly

for biomedical applications [194] [212]. Combining this understanding with the in-

ductive stent design in Mohammadi et al. [133], the present chapter will evaluate

the possibility of using an inductive link to deliver power to a stent. A less com-

monly used technique for wireless power transfer is capacitive coupling [78]. In this

case, an electric field is used to deliver power. The present work extends that of

Jegadeesan et al. [88] and Erfani et al. [52, 53] by demonstrating that stents could

potentially be used as receiving electrodes in this scheme. Moreover, data transfer

via capacitive coupling could also be included and is discussed in Appendix A [13,

14].

This chapter is divided into six main sections. Section 5.2 gives an overview of how a

wearable transmitter could power a stent-based implant using either an inductive or

capacitive link. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are highlighted.

Section 5.3 describes the inductive link and contains a lumped element analysis and

the experimental method used to test the link. Section 5.4 on the capacitive link

follows on in a similar manner, with the addition of finite element and ovine vas-

cular models. Section 5.5 is a safety verification that uses a finite element model to

check the specific absorption rate of a volume of tissue for both the capacitive and

inductive link. This is followed by the results in Section 5.6 with the implications

explained in Section 5.7.
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FIGURE 5.1: An overview of an inductive powering scheme for a
stent-based device involving a wearable coil. An advantage of this
technique is that significant amounts of power could be transmitted
to the stent before safety thresholds are reached. However, the pair of
coaxial inductors that form the wireless link limit the orientations in
which the transmitter could be worn. To power a stent implanted in

the heart, a coil around the entire torso would be required.

5.2 Overview of Power Transfer Methods to Stent-Based De-

vices

Three methods involving electromagnetism could be used to deliver wireless power

to a stent. As mentioned earlier, a study on the use of propagating electromagnetic

waves to power a stent-based device has already been reported. Hence, this work

will focus on two other possible methods of wireless power delivery in the near field,

viz., inductive and capacitive coupling.

Fig. 5.1 is a schematic overview of an inductive powering scheme. Pictured is a

wearable transmitter coil driven by an ac source. The inductive ’receiving’ stent

situated in a blood vessel can then magnetically couple with the transmitting coil.

An advantage of this approach is safety. The specific absorption rate (SAR) is a

measure of how much electromagnetic energy is absorbed by tissue. A high rate

can result in excessive tissue heating and damage. SAR is also directly related to

the extent at which the source produces an electric field. Wireless inductive links

predominantly produce a magnetic field, with a residual electric field produced by
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FIGURE 5.2: Wireless power transmission to a stent-based biomed-
ical implant using capacitive coupling. The plates are driven by an
ac source which creates an electric field. This in turn is received by
the stents. This technique could potentially be used anywhere in the
body. A limitation is that electric fields can cause tissue to heat more
than magnetic fields. This means a stricter threshold on the amount

of power that could be delivered.

parasitic elements. This means the amount of power delivered by the inductive

scheme can be sizable before safe SAR thresholds are breached.

A notable disadvantage of the inductive approach in Fig. 5.1 is the geometry. The

windings of the stent have to be in the same direction as the transmitting coil. If the

magnetic field produced by the transmitting coil were perpendicular to the stent,

no power would be transmitted. The majority of the vascular system where a stent

could be placed will run parallel to the skin. Hence, the transmitting coil is required

to wrap around the body. In the situation shown in Fig. 5.1, this is not too trou-

blesome as a coil wrapped around the arm could potentially be discrete and com-

fortable. Furthermore, this could be useful for powering future implants that could

monitor health indicators such as blood glucose. However, a coil wrapped around

the torso or the head would be fairly uncomfortable. Therefore, for the transmitter

to be wearable, the inductive set up would likely only be feasible for the arms or

perhaps the legs. Another option that could be considered is a flat coil placed on top

of the stent. However, it is unclear how the coil could compress to less than 1 mm in

diameter to ensure it could be delivered via angiographic catheter.
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The capacitive power transfer link pictured in Fig. 5.2 offers different properties

to the inductive link. The two plates on the transmitter form capacitors with their

respective stents. The plates are driven by an ac source and power is transmitted

to the device via an electric field. The advantage in this scenario, when compared

to the inductive scheme is the geometry. The stents could be placed in the major-

ity of the vascular system and the transmitting plates could remain the same size.

However, this scheme requires two stents with an electronic device placed between

them, which could make implantation more difficult. More importantly, the use of

an electric field to transmit wireless power means that safety thresholds for power

transmission through tissue are more likely to be breached. This is due to the fact

that the specific absorption rate relates directly to the intensity of electric field pro-

duced, which is the dominant mode by which power is transmitted in this scheme.

However, modern integrated electronic devices can be designed to require very little

power. Hence, depending on the efficiency of the link the capacitive scheme could

still be useful, though careful analysis is required. The average parasternal distance

between the skin and the heart is 30 mm [164] and the distance between the top of

the skull and superior sagittal sinus is less than 30 mm [145], hence, 30 mm has been

chosen as a target distance to achieve for capacitive power transfer.

5.3 Inductive Power Transfer to a Stent

This section analyzes a power transfer link to a stent using inductive coupling. This

is done using a circuit model in Section 5.3.1 and an experimental set up specified in

Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Lumped Element Model for Inductive Power Transfer to a Stent

Extensive information on inductive power transfer can be found in the literature.

Comparisons of parallel and series resonance techniques, coil alignment [102] and

coil topologies [182] are all common. The work herein will use a parallel-resonant

receiver topology with two coaxial coils forming the inductive link.
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η =
k2QTXQRX(

1 + QRX
ωCRXRL

+ k2QTXQRX

)
+ ωCRXRL + 1

QRX

(5.1)

Eq. (5.1), which is repeated from Chapter 2 for clarity, can be used to calculate the

power transfer efficiency for an inductive link [6]. QTX and QRX are the primary

and secondary inductor quality factors, k is the coupling coefficient, CRX denotes

the capacitance of the parallel tuning capacitor on the receiver side, RL is the load

resistance and η is the power transfer efficiency. The parameters required to solve

Eq. (5.1) can be found using the freely available software Inca [45].

5.3.2 Experimental Method for Inductive Power Transfer to a Stent

The experimental set up in Fig. 5.3 was devised to test inductive power transfer

to a stent. Eight turns of 0.5 mm enamel coated copper wire form the receiving

stent, which has a diameter of 4 mm and a length of 40 mm. Strictly speaking,

this is not a stent but is designed to mimic the inductive stent shown in the work by

Mohammadi et al [133]. The transmitting coil is made from 3 turns of 3 mm diameter

copper wire, with a coil diameter of 100 mm and a length of 70 mm and surrounds

the biological tissue, which is made up of two pieces of 15 mm thick excised bovine

muscle tissue. The stent is placed between the pieces of biological tissue for power

transfer readings. Two extra 15 mm pieces are placed either side of the stent to

emulate the stent being implanted deeper into the body. Hence, two sets of readings

are taken, one at 15 mm deep and another at 30 mm deep.

The signal generator is set to supply a 10 Vpp sine wave at 4 MHz with a 50 Ω source

impedance. This is connected to the transmitting coil in series with a 400 mΩ current

sensing resistor and a parallel pair of 680 pF capacitors in series for reactive compen-

sation. The receiver coil is connected in parallel with a 50 V NP0 10 nF capacitor for

reactive compensation and then loaded with a 2 kΩ single turn potentiometer. The

AC output voltage across the load is measured with an oscilloscope. A switch is

used to disconnect the load from the coil stent such that the load resistance RL can

be measured. The load resistance is varied for each transmission depth from 5 Ω to 2
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(A) (B)

N = 8 turns
D = 4mm
L = 40mm
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D = 100mm
L = 70mm 10nF
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(C)

FIGURE 5.3: a) Eight turns of 0.5 mm diameter enamel coated copper
wire forming a 40 mm long receiving coil. b) Experimental set up
with excised bovine muscle tissue placed around the receiving stent
and inside a 3 turn, 100 mm diameter transmitting coil. c) Equivalent

circuit schematic of (b).

kΩ and the received power is calculated as V 2
out_p/(2RL). Peak readings of the volt-

age and current on the transmit coil are taken using the oscilloscope and the power

delivered to the transmit coil is taken to be (Vsense_pVin_p)/(2Rsense).

5.4 Capacitive Power Transfer to Stents

Capacitive power transfer to stents is analyzed in three different ways. A circuit

model is specified in Section 5.4.1. This is followed by a computational CAD model

(Section 5.4.2), an experimental set up (Section 5.4.3) and an ovine vascular model

(Section 5.4.4).
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(A)
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FIGURE 5.4: Diagram of a capacitive wireless power transfer link to
two stents and its associated equivalent circuit. The letters in blue
denote the geometry of the set up, whereas the letters in black are the
impedances. D is the distance between the transmitter and receiver,
d is the distance between the two transmitting plates, A is the area of

a transmitting plate and a is the radius of a stent.

5.4.1 Lumped Element Model for Capacitive Power Transfer to a Stent

Eq. (5.2) to (5.6) can be used to calculate the power transfer efficiency of the capaci-

tive link in Fig. (5.4). The quantities L, D and a refer to the geometry shown in Fig.

5.4, where L is the length of a stent, D is the distance between the stent and the trans-

mitting plate, a is the radius of the stent and A is the area of a transmitting plate. εr

is the relative permittivity of the biological tissue and ε0 is the permittivity of free

space. The first equation in (5.2) is an exact expression for the capacitance between

a cylinder and an infinite conducting plane [86]. For the sake of approximation, it is

assumed that the area of the plate is large compared to the size of the stent e.g. the

stent sees the plate as an infinite plane.

The losses in the system are approximated by the quantities CS and RS . These are

the familiar expressions for a parallel plate capacitor and resistor. This is not entirely

accurate due to the geometry, as well as the fact that there are other losses in the

system. This includes the coupling capacitance, which would dissipate energy, as
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well as the parastic coupling between the receiving stents themselves. However,

simplifying the system losses to RS and CS provides clarity regarding the frequency

response of the system, since the majority of loss is assumed to behave like a shunt

impedance.

C =
2πεrε0L

cosh−1
(
D
a

) CS =
ε0εrA

d
RS =

ρd

A
(5.2)

Eq. (5.3) is used to calculate the ideal load resistance for maximum power transfer ef-

ficiency. Based on the schematic in Fig. 5.4, when the total reactance of the coupling

capacitances C is equal to the load resistance, maximum power is transferred to

the load. Including inductive reactance could improve impedance matching. How-

ever, the coupling capacitance C changes with the distance between the transmitting

plates and stents. Therefore any inductive compensation would need to be variable,

adding further complexity [78].

RL =
2

ωC
(5.3)

The impedance seen by the source in Fig. 5.4 is shown in (5.4). It is the series combi-

nation of the coupling capacitances C and the load resistance RL, all in parallel with

RS and CS . This expression is useful for simplyfying (5.5).

Zeq =

(
jωC

jωRLC + 2
+

1

RS
+ jωCS

)−1

(5.4)

VO

VS
=

Zeq

ZS + Zeq

(
jωR2

LC

jωC + 2RL

)
(5.5)

Pout =
|VO_RMS |2

RL
Pin = �

{ |VS_RMS |2
Z∗
S + Z∗

eq

}
(5.6)
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 5.5: a) A CAD model of a capacitive power transfer link to
a stent-based device. The model is used to numerically solve for the
amount of power transferred to the stents, as well as evaluate the
safety of the wireless link b) Transmitting coil model with diameter
100 mm and length 70 mm around a 200 g mass of tissue to check for

tissue heating.

The power transfer efficiency of the capacitive link can then be calculated with ac

circuit theory using Eq. (5.4) to (5.6). VO is the voltage across RL, ZS is the ac

source impedance, VS is the ac source voltage, ω is the circular frequency, VO_RMS

and VS_RMS emphasise that RMS quantities must be used for (5.6). � denotes taking

the real part of a complex quantity, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and εcap is the

power transfer efficiency of the wireless link.

5.4.2 Finite Element Model for Capacitive Power Transfer to Stents

The system depicted in Fig. 5.4 is modelled using the numerical electromagnetic

simulation software CST Studio Suite R© in Fig. 5.5. Each plate is 30 mm by 30 mm

and separated by a 20 mm gap. The tissue is a block of muscle with a conductivity

1 S/m and a relative permittivity of 60, which are the conductivity and permittivity

of muscle at 250 MHz [155]. The total volume of the tissue is 300 cm3 at an implant

depth of 15 mm and 600 cm3 at a depth of 30 mm. This gives tissue masses of 312 g

and 624 g respectively. The stents are made of nitinol, which has a conductivity of

1.32×106 S/m. A numerical full-wave finite element electromagnetic solver is run to

determine the power transfer to the stent-based device.
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5.4.3 Experimental Method for Capacitive Power Transfer to Stents

Capacitive power transfer to stents is tested experimentally in Fig. 5.6. Two trans-

mitting plates are fabricated using a single piece of blank printed circuit board cut to

a size of 80 mm by 30 mm. The required sections of copper are covered with tape and

the rest is etched away in a solution of ferric chloride. An SMA connector is soldered

to the printed circuit board to feed the transmitting plates. Two Trevo Proview R©
stents are soldered either side of another SMA connector. Each stent measures 4 mm

in diameter and 40 mm in length and is made of a conducting nickel titanium alloy

called nitinol. Each stent has a DC resistance of 2 Ω when measured lengthways.

The stent receiver and transmitter are connected to a USB controlled RF signal gen-

erator from WindFreak Technologies. It can sweep between 34 MHz and 4.4 GHz

outputting up to 20 dBm. This RF output is connected to the transmitting plates and

the stents are connected to an RF power detector on the same device. The connec-

tions are made using flexible 50 Ω coaxial cable from minicircuits.

The stent receiver is placed between two pieces of 15 mm thick excised bovine mus-

cle tissue. The transmitting plates are driven from 200 MHz to 400 MHz in 10 MHz

steps, with the received power recorded at each step. This frequency range is cho-

sen since the lumped element and finite element modelling both predict peak power

transfer efficiencies within this range. The same process is repeated with two extra

pieces of 15 mm tissue placed either side of the stent receiver. This increases the

transmission distance to a depth of 30 mm.

The power output of the SynthNV is not flat as a function of frequency. Hence

the power transfer efficiency is calculated using the known power output of the

signal generator and the RF power detector. Reflections at the input to the trans-

mitting plates are not taken into consideration when calculating the power transfer

efficiency.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 5.6: Experimental components used for the capacitive power
transfer set up a) The transmitting plate dimensions b) Two 40 mm
long Trevo R© stents made from nitinol attached to an SMA connector

placed between two pieces of excised bovine muscle tissue in (c).
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5.4.4 Ovine Vascular Model

Fig. 5.7 depicts simulations and experiments to compare the electrical characteristics

of excised bovine muscle tissue with a live ovine vascular model. Due to the diffi-

culties associated with implanting a coaxial cable to receive power as shown in Fig.

5.6, the coupling capacitance C is measured in lieu of the power transfer efficiency.

Since C is a proxy for power transfer efficiency, a similar value for C for each model

would indicate similar electrical properties across single layer and multilayer tissue

models. Due to the long leads required for the ovine vascular model, the frequency

at which capacitance is measured is lowered to 1 MHz.

In each set up in Fig. 5.7 a transmitting plate is 15 mm from a receiving stent. The

top two figures depict both a simulation and experiment involving a single layer,

homogeneous muscle model. The bottom two figures depict a multilayer tissue

model, with the live ovine model depicted in the bottom figure. The capacitance be-

tween the transmitting plate and receiving stent is simulated in CST Studio Suite R©
and measured using a Gamry Potentiostat. Standard angiogrpahic procedures are

followed to deliver a Trevo Proview R© stent into the ovine vasculature, with the

lead wire exiting the sheep’s skin at the incision site. All animal experiments were

conducted as per the policies of National Health and Medical Research Council of

Australia and were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of

Melbourne.

5.5 Safety Verification

The safety of the wireless power links can be evaluated by calculating the specific

absorption rate in Eq. (5.7).

SAR =
1

V

∫
sample

σ(r)|E(r)|2
ρ(r)

dr (5.7)

The SAR safety threshold is 1.6 W/kg when averaged over 1g of tissue. σ is the con-

ductivity of the tissue, E is the RMS electric field, ρ is the tissue density and V is the
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(A) (B)

(C)

(D)

FIGURE 5.7: Simulations and experimental set ups to measure the
capacitance between a transmitting plate and a stent at 1 MHz in sin-
gle layer and multilayer tissue models a) single layer, homogeneous
muscle volume simulation b) single layer experiment with excised
bovine muscle tissue c) multilayer simulation d) angiographic prode-
cure used to implant stent into live ovine animal model for a multi-

layer experimental measurement.
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TABLE 5.1: Lumped-element model for inductive power transfer to a
stent.

Parameter Description Value
f Frequency 4 MHz
QP Primary coil quality factor 98
QS Secondary coil quality factor 14
k Coupling coefficient 0.012
η Peak power transfer efficiency 2.25%

TABLE 5.2: Fixed parameters used to evaluate the wireless capacitive
link.

Parameter Description Value
a Radius of stent 2 mm
d Distance between transmitting plates 20 mm
A Area of transmitting plate 900 mm2

ρ Conductivity of bio tissue 1 S/m
ρstent Conductivity of stent 1.32×106 S/m
L Length of stent 40 mm
εr Relative permittivity of bio tissue 60
ZS Source impedance 50 Ω
D Transmission distance/depth 15 mm and 30 mm

TABLE 5.3: Ovine vascular model comparison.

Method Capacitance (pF) % deviation
from mean

Homegeneous muscle volume 1151 4.8%
Excised bovine muscle tissue 1270 13.7%
multilayer tissue volume 1063 3.1%
Ovine vasculature 918 16.2%
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volume of the tissue. Calculating SAR for inductive links can be difficult and often

relies on upper-bound approximations for the electric field produced. To overcome

this, the inductive link described in Section 5.3.2 is constructed using a CAD model

in CST Studio Suite R©, pictured in Fig. 5.5. A numerical finite element full-wave

electromagnetic solver is run on a muscle tissue volume of 200 g. Symmetry is used

where possible to speed up the computation time. The safety of the capacitive link

is evaluated in a similar manner.

5.6 Results

This section outlines the results obtained from the circuit models, numerical meth-

ods and experiments previously described. Table 5.1 shows the inductive parame-

ters from Inca [45] that are substituted into Eq. (5.1) to create the lumped element

model curve in Fig. 5.9. Both depths of 15 mm and 30 mm gave the same power

transfer efficiency for the inductive experiment, provided the excised muscle tissue

was not pressed against the transmitter coil, detuning the wireless link. Table 5.2

depicts the parameters used for the lumped element and finite element models of

the capacitive link. The results plot depicted in Fig. 5.8 include all power transfer

efficiencies as a function of frequency. Table 5.3 shows the measured capacitances

from Fig. 5.7. The low percentage deviation from the mean for the measured capac-

itance suggests a homogeneous muscle model is electrically similar to a multilayer

tissue model for capacitive power transfer measurements. Finally, a state of the art

review is shown in table 5.4.

5.7 Discussion

Wireless power transfer to stent-based biomedical implants is feasible while remain-

ing under the 1.6 W/kg SAR threshold. The specific absorption rate for the inductive

link is notably small. At a SAR of 60 μW/kg for 500 mW of input power, it would
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FIGURE 5.8: Power transfer efficiency as a function of frequency for a
capacitive link to a stent-based receiver using lumped element, finite
element and experimental models for implant depths of 15 mm and

30 mm.
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FIGURE 5.9: Power transfer efficiency as a function of load resistance
for an inductive link to a stent-based receiver using lumped element
and experimental models. The results are identical for implant depths
of 15 mm and 30 mm which is to be expected due to the coaxial ge-

ometry of the coils.

take 13 kW of input power to reach the SAR threshold, assuming a linear relation-

ship. The capacitive link on the other hand is far more susceptible to tissue heating,

albeit safe provided the input power is below 53 mW.
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The inductive power transfer efficiency results appear accurate as the lumped ele-

ment circuit model matches the experimental result in excised muscle tissue closely

in Fig. 5.9. For both curves the peak power transfer efficiency is around 2% and

occurs at 140 Ω. Conversely, the capacitive lumped element circuit model warrants

more careful analysis. Given the model’s simplicity when compared to the finite el-

ement method, it is significant that it is able to determine the optimal transmission

frequency as depicted in Fig. 5.8. The approximations regarding the losses in the sys-

tem are less accurate as seen by the difference of a few percent between the lumped

element power transfer efficiency and the experimental result. Further work could

be done here to approximate the losses while still using a simplified circuit model.

Table 5.4 provides a state of the art review which compares the results obtained.

Compared to [40], which is the other stent-based wireless power technique in the

literature, this work provides wireless power transfer methods that are two orders

of magnitude more efficient, and that do not exceed the SAR safety threshold of

1.6 W/kg. Authors [120] and [89] provide a point of comparison where the power

receiving element is not restricted to the geometry of a stent.

The results in table 5.3 for the capacitance values in Fig. 5.7 demonstrate that a ho-

mogeneous muscle model is electrically similar to a multilayer tissue model. Hence,

excised muscle tissue provides a suitable electrical approximation of a multilayer

tissue medium for capacitive power transfer measurements. Similar results are high-

lighted in [158] where muscle is adopted as an appropriate average biological medium

with respect to its electrical properties.

The wearable power transmitters analyzed in this work could power a host of stent-

based biomedical implants. The fact that SAR restrictions are met means continuous

operation is possible. Applications include blood pressure monitoring, blood glu-

cose monitoring and the detection of restenosis. One possible application may be

the creation of a stent-based brain machine interface [145].

The maximum input power of 53 mW for wireless capacitive power transfer to the

stent-based device is lower than the several hundred milliwatt input power values

reported by Erfani et al. and Jegadeesan et al. [52, 53, 88]. However, the work in [52,
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53, 88] do not use stents and the maximum specific absorption rate in this chapter

occurs on the stent struts near the receiving ports. The stents used for capacitive

power transfer have a resistance of a 2 Ω when measured end to end, so they are bet-

ter at dissipating power than a conductive sheet. Therefore, the lower than expected

maximum input power is likely due to the use of stents as power receiving elements.

Gurun et al. report that a catheter fed device can take three-dimensional images from

within a blood vessel [67]. The addition of a wireless power link could mean that

devices like this could be made fully wireless. The next step required to achieve this

goal would be a device that is capable of relaying data back to the wireless power

transmitter, which is the topic of the next chapter.

5.8 Conclusion

This chapter has evaluated the efficiency and safety of near field wireless power

transfer to a stent-based biomedical implant. Both inductive and capacitive meth-

ods of power transfer were analyzed and it was found that both methods are suitable

for wireless power transfer to a stent. Although the inductive link is safer, the ca-

pacitive link still remains below the required safety thresholds, while offering the

flexibility of being able to be used discretely on more places of the body. Future

work involves incorporating a data link and intelligent sensors into stents to create

minimally invasive intravascular biomedical devices.
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Abstract

Wide dipole antennas are proposed as an alternative power transmitter for long and

thin implants. A miniaturised bioelectronic device measuring 1 mm by 1 mm by 20

mm was fabricated, wirelessly powered and used to stimulate retinal ganglion cells

to provide biological validation of its functionality. Optimised wide dipole antennas

operating in the GHz range for implant depths of 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps

were simulated, fabricated and measured. Saline solution was used as a biological

tissue phantom for power transfer efficiency measurements. The maximum safe de-

liverable power to the device was 1.7 mW in simulation and 1.3 mW in measurement

at power transfer efficiencies of 15 % and 11 % respectively. This chapter confirms

that wide dipole transmitting antennas are suitable for radiative near field power

transfer to long and thin implants.

6.1 Introduction

Typical wireless power transfer schemes to biomedical implants employ inductive

coupling. This involves transmitting and receiving coils that are coupled by a time-

varying magnetic field [208]. Although popular, inductive power transfer suffers

several limitations as implant size decreases. Kim, Ho & Poon demonstrate that

once the receiving coil size is reduced to millimetres in an inductive link the power

transfer efficiency drops significantly [101], and Ma & Poon report that a radiative

slotted antenna becomes more efficient [120]. Capacitive coupling can also be ad-

vantageous when compared to inductive coupling for some implant geometries.

Aldaoud et al. demonstrate the advantages of capacitive coupling for minimally

invasive stent-based implants in-vivo [16], reporting on a specific use case for the

capacitive coupling regime reported by Jegadeesan et al. [88]. Others report on the

advantages of ultrasonic power transfer for miniaturised devices [200], while optical

wireless power transfer is also presented as another alternative [9]. Inductive cou-

pling remains an effective wireless power transfer regime but is not typically optimal

for miniaturised devices or implants that adopt an unusual geometry.
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Attempts to shrink biomedical implants to less than one cubic millimetre are re-

ported in the literature but they tend to lack biological validation [19] or not report

on the antenna size as part of the device [41]. The present work shrinks a biomedical

implant to be less than a millimetre in two dimensions, creating a string-like device.

This morphology is motivated by recent interest in devices that can either be injected

[26] or inserted via angiographic catheter [148]. Wireless inductive power transfer

is not suitable for a device of these dimensions and a novel wide dipole antenna

is created to provide optimum power transfer efficiency in the radiative near-field.

Towe et al. report on the fabrication of a sub-millimetre diameter biomedical device

[199] but according to the work herein, their radiative power transfer regime can be

optimised and greater power transfer efficiency can be achieved.

To the authors knowledge this chapter is the first to demonstrate an optimised power

transfer regime in the radiative near field to power sub-millimetre diameter biomed-

ical implants. Moreover, that a given implant depth has a corresponding wide dipole

antenna size best suited for optimal power transfer efficiency. This work is split into

five key sections: Section 6.3.1 outlines the simulation procedure that determines

the optimum wide dipole antenna for a given implant depth, Section 6.3.2 describes

device fabrication and the measurement procedure used to measure power transfer

efficiency, Section 6.3.5 provides biological validation by demonstrating that the fab-

ricated device can be used to optically stimulate retinal ganglion cells and section

3.3 details the results.

6.2 Problem Statement

Consider a half wavelength dipole antenna implanted in biological tissue. Assuming

the implant is thin and insulation thickness is small with respect to the conductor

diameter, the dipole will resonate at frequency given by

f =
c

2L
√
εr

(6.1)
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FIGURE 6.1: Finite element simulation demonstrating that optimised
wide dipole antennas are more efficient than a classical half wave
dipole antenna. (a) Variable parameters in a wide dipole power trans-
fer regime: plate dimensions X and Y, implant depth D and implant
length L (b) Design example employing a classical half wave dipole
antenna (c) corresponding power density in simulation for half wave
dipole (d) Design example employing an optimised wide dipole an-
tenna (e) corresponding power density in simulation for an optimised
wide dipole antenna. The optimised geometry in (d) has greater

power transfer efficiency than the classical geometry in (b).

where L is the length of the receiver depicted in Fig. 6.1, c is the speed of light in a

vacuum and εr is the relative permittivity of the biological tissue at the transmission

frequency f given a homogeneous biological medium. According to Ma & Poon

[120], centimetre long implants receive power optimally in the sub-GHz range in bi-

ological tissue. In this work L is fixed to 20 mm and by equation 6.1, the transmission

frequency should be around 1 GHz.

Consider the problem of transmitting power to the implanted dipole antenna. One

approach might be to place a transmitting half-wave dipole antenna of length 150

mm above the biological tissue as depicted in Fig. 6.1a. 150 mm is chosen as it is

half a wavelength of 1 GHz in air. A cross section of Fig. 6.1b is shown in Fig.

6.1c at a transmission frequency of 1 GHz with the colour map representing the

power density. Most of the power in Fig. 6.1c is lost in the tissue before reaching the

implanted dipole.

For an implanted dipole of length L and implant depth D in biological media there

must exist an optimum transmitting antenna. The transmitter in Fig. 6.1a with vari-

able dimensions X and Y and variable transmission frequency f is contrived using

the following assumptions. In the first instance ignore the biological media and as-

sume the implanted dipole is electrically very close to the transmitter. It follows
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that the dominant mode of power transfer is electric near field coupling and the X

and Y dimensions should be maximised to increase capacitive coupling between the

transmitter and receiver. Now consider the case where the receiving dipole is elec-

trically far from the transmitter. It then follows that an ideal transmitting antenna is

in resonance with the receiver. One example of a resonant transmitter is a half-wave

dipole antenna. Consider the case where the receiver is somewhere in the order

of a wavelength from the transmitter. It follows that a candidate for an optimum

transmitting antenna is two plates of dimensions X and Y , meaning the transmit-

ter is somewhere in between the ideal large plate geometry of the electric near field

and thin half-wave dipole antenna useful for far field transmission. Therefore, it is

proposed that a wide dipole antenna is more suited for transmitting power to an

implanted dipole receiver.

Fig. 6.1d depicts an optimised wide dipole antenna for an implant depth of 10 mm

to a receiving dipole 20 mm long with the corresponding power density depicted

in Fig. 6.1e. Compared to the naïve half-wave dipole transmitter in Fig. 6.1c, the

optimised wide dipole antenna has better power transfer efficiency. Hence, there is

a wide dipole antenna transmitting at some frequency for a given implant length

and depth resulting in optimal power transfer efficiency.

6.3 Materials and Methods

First, the simulation procedure used to optimise the wide dipole antenna geometry

is detailed. Then, the fabrication process used to create a sub-millimetre diameter

receiving device is provided. The device is capable of optical stimulation allowing

power transfer efficiency to be measured using a photodiode. Moreover, retinal gan-

glion cells are optically stimulated by the device wirelessly, validating that it can be

used in a biological setting.
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6.3.1 Simulation Procedure

Optimum wide dipole antennas for various implant depths were found by perform-

ing simulations in CST Microwave Studio. The receiving implant length was fixed

to 20 mm and an arbitrary implant diameter of 0.1 mm was chosen. Implant depths

from 1 mm to 40 mm in 1 mm steps were considered and muscle was used as ap-

proximate average biological medium [120]. For each implant depth D, simulations

using a parametric sweep of X and Y , the wide dipole antenna arm length and

width were performed from 1 mm to 40 mm in 1 mm steps. Simulations were per-

formed using a finite difference time domain (FDTD) method for frequencies in the

range of 0.5 to 1.5 GHz. Hence, the optimisation strategy can be summarised as fol-

lows: for a given implant depth D, there exists some tuple (X,Y, f) resulting in a

maximum power transfer efficiency to the receiving dipole implanted in biological

media. Optimum tuple values are depicted in Fig. 6.4a, 6.4b and 6.4c.

Once the optimum tuple (X,Y, f) was calculated for each implant depth D, several

other parameters were determined. A measure of deleterious tissue heating called

the specific absorption rate (SAR) was calculated by first fixing the transmitting an-

tenna source to 1 V and its optimum transmission frequency f . The 1 g averaged

SAR was then recorded. To find the maximum input power, the input power at the

transmitter was increased until the SAR safety limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1

g of tissue was reached [81] . The power at the receiving dipole was recorded and

taken to be the maximum output power of the wireless link. The steps above were

repeated for a multilayer tissue model with 2 mm of skin and 5 mm of fat above

the muscle volume. Implant depths of 10 mm to 40 mm in 1 mm steps, instead of 1

mm to 40 mm, were chosen to avoid the receiving implant being surround by skin

or fat, ensuring comparable results between the homogeneous and multilayer tissue

models. The steps above were also repeated, except for the optimisation stage, for

a half-wave dipole transmitter with homogeneous muscle tissue as well as with a

multilayer tissue model. The results comparing the half-wave dipole transmitter to

the optimised wide dipole transmitter in muscle and a multilayer tissue model are

summarised in Fig. 6.4.
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FIGURE 6.2: (a) Electronic schematic for miniaturised submillimeter
diameter receiving device with a voltage doubling rectifier power-
ing an LED (b) Fabricated submillimeter diameter device with com-
ponents soldered directly together to minimise size (c) Electronic
schematic of calibration set up used to determine light output power
of device given a known power and frequency at input (d) Depiction

of experimental calibration set up.

6.3.2 Device Fabrication

A sub-millimetre diameter device, 20 mm long that is capable of receiving wireless

RF power and outputting optical power was fabricated. Bare surface mount devices

were soldered together directly to avoid the need for a printed circuit board to min-

imise device size. The electronic schematic is depicted in Fig. 6.2a. Two, 1 cm long,

100 μm diameter copper wire lengths form the dipole receiving antenna. The in-

coming AC signal from the antenna is converted to DC using a zero-bias voltage

doubling rectifier made from two capacitors and two diodes. Two 100 pF 0201 sized

(600 μm by 300 μm by 300 μm) capacitors with NP0 dielectric were chosen due to

their small size and suitable RF properties. The diodes are 0201 sized RF Schottky

diodes that were chosen due to their low forward voltage drop and junction capac-

itance. A low power 0402 sized LED was connected to the output of the rectifier to

provide optical stimulation to target cells. The device was coated in PDMS to avoid

toxic materials contacting cells during biological validation. A complete fabricated

device is depicted in Fig. 6.2c along with a sugar grain for size comparison.
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6.3.3 Calibration Procedure

The fabricated device in 6.3.2 can be used for power transfer efficiency measure-

ments to verify the simulations in Section 6.3.1. Before this can be done the effi-

ciency of the implant itself must be determined. That is, how efficiently the received

RF power at the antenna is converted to optical power. This later permits the calcu-

lation of the power transfer efficiency of the wireless link by measuring the optical

output power. The receiving device was placed and glued to a transparent con-

tainer and the 1 cm long antenna lengths were removed. An RF signal generator

was connected directly to the device via a short coaxial cable. A custom light power

meter made from a photodiode and microcontroller development board was used

to measure the light intensity. A constant input power of 5 dBm from the RF signal

generator was set and the ADC values from the light power meter were recorded for

RF frequencies of 0.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz.

6.3.4 Power Transfer Efficiency Measurement Procedure

A typical power transfer efficiency measurement set up would involve a coaxial

cable connected to the receiver. However, due to the receiver size the coaxial cable

would add a significant amount of ground to the device, artificially increasing the

amount of power received. Instead, a novel power transfer efficiency measurement

scheme is employed where the optical output power is measured. This electrically

isolates the receiving device from the measurement instrument. The procedure is

described as follows with the complete set up depicted in Fig. 6.3. A USB controlled

RF signal generator was connected to an RF amplifier. Seven different wide dipole

antennas were fabricated on FR4 for implant depths of 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps.

The dimensions X and Y of the optimal wide dipole antenna for a given depth and

optimal operating frequency f were determined by the simulations in Section 6.3.1

and are shown in Fig. 6.4a and 6.4c. Furthermore, each wide dipole antenna had a

corresponding 1:1 balun soldered to it to ensure the unbalanced coaxial feed from

the antenna was suitably matched to the balanced feed required for the wide dipole

antenna. A 1:1 balun along with a wide dipole antenna is depicted in Fig. 6.3b and
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FIGURE 6.3: (a) Schematic of set up used to determine power transfer
efficiency for a given implant depth in 0.5 % saline solution. A USB
controlled RF signal generator feeds a power amplifier which feeds
a balun, powering an optimised wide dipole antenna for the given
implant depth. A light power meter detects the device output power
so that power transfer efficiency can be calculated (b) depiction of

experimental set up explained in (a).

the dimensions a and b depend on the operating frequency of the antenna such that

a is a quarter wavelength and b is three quarters of a wavelength.

The same custom light power meter from Section 6.3.3 was used to measure the

light output power of the device glued to the base of the transparent container. A

Perspex fixture was fabricated to adjust the transmitting antenna distance from the

receiving device, effectively adjusting the implant depth. Perspex was chosen since

metallic materials could interfere with the power transfer efficiency measurements.

The transparent container was filled with 0.5 % saline solution to emulate biological

tissue [120]. The solution was adjusted in depth from 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps

and the wide dipole antenna and balun were replaced for each implant depth. The

antenna was then driven at its optimum frequency. The output power of the RF

signal generator was adjusted until the light power meter reached an ADC value

corresponding to 5 dBm of received power at the device input. The power transfer

efficiency of the radiative near field link was then calculated.
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6.3.5 Biological Validation

Biological validation was performed using the set up depicted in Fig. 6.5b. The

current-clamp technique described previously [189] was used to obtain whole cell

recordings of a retinal ganglion cell. In brief, an adult rat was anaesthetized with

a mixture of Ketamine (100mg/kg) and Xylazine(10mg/kg) and then killed. The

retina was then dissected, flat-mounted with the retinal ganglion cells side up on a

glass coverslip. To obtain a whole cell recording a sharp glass pipette was used to

make a hole in the inner limiting membrane of a retinal ganglion cell to expose the

cell to be tested. The cell was then patch-clamped with a recording glass pipette.

The RF transmitter was then driven at 1 GHz, 1 Hz modulation, 50 % duty cycle

and 1 GHz, 0.5 Hz modulation, 20 % duty cycle without the device present to ensure

the retinal ganglion cell did not respond to the 1 GHz RF signal. The stimulating

device was then placed in a pipette above the glass coverslip and the RF transmitter

was driven again. The retinal ganglion cell response to the optical stimulation was

recorded. The recorded retinal ganglion cell was imaged with a confocal microscope

and the morphology was reconstructed with depth imaging. The intracellular solu-

tion that fills the recording pipette includes Alexa Fluor 488 (fluorescent) dye, which

fills the retinal ganglion cell during recording, hence one can see the morphology

of the retinal ganglion cell under bright light after the experiment as shown in Fig.

6.5a. All animal experiments were conducted as per the policies of National Health

and Medical Research Council of Australia and were approved by the Animal Ethics

Committee of the University of Melbourne.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Power Transfer Simulations

The power transfer simulations in Section 6.3.1 yield the results depicted in Fig. 6.4

. Fig. 6.4a, 6.4b and 6.4c show the optimum dimensions, X and Y and optimum

frequency f for wide dipole antennas powering a receiving dipole of length 20 mm

implanted at a depth D in muscle tissue as well as in a multilayer tissue model. The
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FIGURE 6.4: Simulation and measurement results for the radiative
wireless power transfer regime described in this work (a) Optimised
wide dipole antenna dimensions for maximum power transfer effi-
ciency vs implant depth in muscle tissue (b) Optimised wide dipole
antenna dimensions for maximum power transfer efficiency vs im-
plant depth in a multilayer tissue model (2 mm skin, 5 mm fat, mus-
cle) (c) Optimum transmission frequency for maximum power trans-
fer efficiency vs implant depth for optimised wide dipole antennas
(d) Simulation results for specific absorption rate vs implant depth
for traditional half wave dipole antennas and optimised wide dipole
antennas with muscle tissue and a multilayer tissue model (e) Sim-
ulation results for maximum power available at receiver vs implant
depth for traditional half wave dipole antennas and optimised wide
dipole antennas with muscle and a multilayer tissue model (f) Power

transfer efficiency vs implant depth in simulation and experiment.
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FIGURE 6.5: Test setup and results for device biological validation
(a) Retinal ganglion cell (b) patch clamp set up with device placed
inside pipette and above cell (c) retinal ganglion cell response to 1
Hz modulation with a 500 ms pulse length (d) retinal ganglion cell
response to 0.5 Hz stimulation with a 200 ms pulse length. The cell in

(a) is therefore an OFF type.
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multilayer tissue model is 2 mm of skin, 5 mm of fat and then muscle. Quantities

a and b in the insert in Fig. 6.3b are calculated using the transmission frequency

f and are the dimensions for the 1:1 balun connected to the wide dipole antenna.

The optimum dimensions for a wide dipole antenna that transmits with the highest

efficiency differ depending on the biological medium. Fig. 6.4a shows the optimum

dimensions for muscle whereas Fig. 6.4b is for a multilayer tissue model, which

includes skin and fat as well as muscle. The optimum transmission frequencies for

muscle and a multilayer tissue model show a similar trend. Therefore, even with

a changing biological medium the optimum frequency remains similar. However,

if this wireless power transfer method were to be adopted in a clinical setting the

transmitting antenna would need to be optimised in dimension depending on the

location of the implant and the surrounding biological material.

The optimised wide dipole antenna outperforms the traditional half wave dipole

antenna in maximum output power and power transfer efficiency. Fig. 6.4e and

6.4f demonstrate that the advantages of using an optimised wide dipole antenna

are more pronounced in muscle than in a multilayer tissue model. The simulations

were performed from depths of 10 mm to 40 mm in the multilayer tissue model to

ensure the receiving dipole would consistently be surrounded by muscle due to the

2 mm of skin and 5 mm of fat above the muscle tissue. The specific absorption rate

(SAR) results for muscle differ notably from the multilayer tissue model. The SAR

measure determines the maximum input power to the transmitter as a SAR of 1.6

W/kg is generally considered the safety threshold [81]. When the biological medium

is homogeneous muscle tissue, the wide dipole antenna results in lower SAR than

the half wave dipole antenna. However, the multilayer tissue model responds in

the opposite way with the half wave dipole causing less tissue heating. SAR safety

thresholds limit how much power can be provided at the input of the transmitter.

However, the wide dipole antenna transmission efficiency overcomes the limitations

of the SAR safety threshold meaning the maximum output power for a multilayer

tissue model with wide dipole transmitter is still greater than that of a multilayer

tissue model with a half wave dipole antenna. The depth vs. optimum transmission

frequency shows the same pattern with sharp dips and peaks appearing at 10 mm
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and 30 mm whereas the depth vs. optimum antenna dimensions does not appear to

follow a pattern. tissue.

6.4.2 Power Transfer Measurements

Fig. 6.4f depicts a comparison between the power transfer efficiency simulation re-

sults from Section 6.3.1 and the measurement results from Section 6.3.4. The 0.5 %

saline solution is intended to emulate the electrical properties of muscle tissue. How-

ever, it can be observed that the measurement results are closer to the multilayer

tissue simulation model. There are many possible reasons for the slight discrepancy

between the simulation and measurement results. The RF signal generator used has

a 0.5 dB output amplitude step size, the RF amplifier does not have a flat frequency

vs output power response and saline solution is not a perfect model of biological tis-

sue. Whether the optimum frequency in simulation is also the optimum frequency

in measurement is difficult to determine. Since the wide dipole antenna has a nar-

row bandwidth 1:1 balun attached, a frequency sweep in measurement would not

be comparable to the simulation results. Nevertheless, the measurement results do

follow a similar trend to the simulation results.

Although the experimental set up is effective in obtaining measurement results, it

does have drawbacks. It is tedious to glue the implant at the bottom of the trans-

parent container, glue the photodiode in place, remove the receiving antenna from

the device, power the device directly from the signal generator to obtain calibration

readings and then reattach the antenna to the device, while keeping it in the exact

same position and not damaging it. If the position of the device changes, the amount

of light detected by the photodiode also changes and the measurement results be-

come inaccurate. The measurement method is also limited as it relies on the use of

a transparent medium to permit the light to transmit power to the photodiode. In

this instance, saline solution is used but it would be desirable to use porcine tissue

or blood as these biological media might provide more meaningful measurement

results. Ma & Poon report the use of a fibre optic cable coupled to their device’s

LED for received power measurements [120]. However, this adds further complex-

ity as the loss at the input to the fibre optic cable and the output from the cable to
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the sensor needs to be considered. Ma & Poon report a similar discrepancy between

simulation and measurement results in saline solution [120].

6.4.3 Biological Validation

The retinal ganglion cell response to optical stimulation from the device is depicted

in Fig. 6.5c and 6.5d. It can be observed that the retinal ganglion cell membrane po-

tential is affected by the wirelessly modulated light source as the cell shows spiking

activity in response to the light source. Two different stimulation regimes with dif-

ferent modulation frequency and pulse length provide further confirmation. The cell

is an OFF type, since the membrane potential drops when the light is on and spikes

are only observed after the light is switched off. It is worth noting that the transmis-

sion medium used for the biological experiment is air, whereas the power transfer

efficiency experiments used saline solution. Air attenuates the transmitted power

to the device less than biological material, so the biological validation experiment is

not comparable with the power transfer efficiency experiment and the light output

power of the LED is not known. The interesting aspect of the biological experiment

is that the device is placed within a narrow pipette as shown in Fig. 6.5b, supporting

the possibility of the device being used for delivery via injection or catheter. Further-

more, the biological experiment was also performed with the transmitting antenna

turned on, without the device present. The retinal ganglion cell did not respond to

the GHz frequency signals used to power the device, demonstrating that the wire-

less power transfer regime described in this work did not unintentionally cause a

physiological cell response.

6.5 Discussion

It is difficult to verify the optimum operating frequency and antenna dimensions for

a given depth in measurement. Verifying the frequency would be challenging since

the 1:1 balun has a narrow bandwidth. A wide bandwidth 1:1 balun would need

to be designed, fabricated, tested and measured. Verifying the optimum antenna

dimensions found through simulation presents an even greater challenge. Since the
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parametric sweep for the X and Y dimensions covers 1 mm to 40 mm in 1 mm steps,

this would involve fabricating 1600 different antennas. Nevertheless, the measure-

ments provide enough verification to demonstrate that antenna dimensions and op-

erating frequency can be optimised for implant depth. Since the receiving implant

is within the radiative near field of the transmitting antenna, it is expected that the

receiver can influence the transmitter characteristics [193].

The custom antenna dimensions based on implant depth presents pros and cons.

By customising the antenna, power transfer efficiency is increased, increasing the

amount of available power at the receiving device. However, system complexity

and implementation are also a consideration and a design that uses custom anten-

nas based on implant depth may not be suitable for all bioelectronic applications.

It should be mentioned that electric dipoles are generally much less efficient than

magnetic dipoles for implantable devices, due to the absorption incurred by the

predominantly electric reactive field. A comparison is provided by Nikolayev et

al [142].

The results in this work demonstrate that wide dipole antennas are a promising

option for wireless power transfer to sub-millimetre diameter devices. Several av-

enues exist by which this work could be extended. The wide dipole antennas that

were fabricated are rigid and the simulations also assumed a rigid antenna. If the

antenna is to be worn on a subject, a flexible wide dipole antenna would be more

functional for the user [7]. Exploring how a flexible wide dipole antenna interacts

with biological tissue would require further extensive simulations. Moreover, there

is no obvious measurement strategy for determining the power transfer efficiency

of a flexible wide dipole antenna. This work also assumes that the transmitting an-

tenna is positioned above the receiving device. Future opportunities also include

determining the influence of transmitting antenna offset and angular displacement.

The measurement results for power transfer efficiency differ from the simulation re-

sults marginally in Fig. 6.4f. Many possible sources of error exist, particularly since

the set up in Fig. 6.3 is complex. Possible sources of error include the RF output

power of the signal generator, the gain of the RF amplifier, losses in the coaxial ca-

bles, inaccuracies in the use of saline solution as a biological tissue model, ambient
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Reference Method Power Transfer Efficiency Device Dimensions
This work Radiative 5 % at 10 mm 20 mm by < 1 mm by < l mm
[197] Radiative 10 % at 10 mm 13 mm by 2 mm by 1 mm
[30] Inductive 1.4 % at 10 mm 16.25 mm by 12 mm by 1.57 mm
[120] Radiative 0.075 % at 10 mm 2 mm by 2 mm by 2 mm
[165] Radiative 0.23 %* at 20 mm 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm by < 1 mm
[49] Radiative 0.0014 % at 10 mm 10 mm by 10 mm by 1 mm
[18] Radiative 0.5 %** 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm

TABLE 6.1: State of the art comparison of wireless power transfer
to an implanted dipole antenna from an optimised wide dipole an-
tenna to other radiative and inductive power transfer methods. All
comparative works use biological tissue or a suitable phantom as the
transmission medium with two exceptions: *transmission medium is
1 cm chicken breast and 1 cm air **exact distance between transmitter

and receiver is unclear but must be at least 2.5 mm.

light sources, photodiode displacement and ADC error from the light power meter.

A simpler set up to measure power transfer efficiency would include a coaxial ca-

ble connected directly to the receiving device. However, due to the extremely small

size of the receiving device, any length of coaxial cable or electrically connected in-

strumentation adds extra grounding. artificially and significantly increasing the re-

ceived power. Given the complexity of the experimental set up, the error seen when

comparing simulation and measurement results can be considered reasonable.

Table 1 provides comparison between this work and the current state of the art. Tan-

abe et al. report the highest power transfer efficiency of 10 % at an implant depth of

10 mm for a similarly sized device [197]. However, Tanabe et al. also report a power

transfer efficiency of less than 1 % at 20 mm, which is surpassed experimentally in

this work [197]. The other devices reported in the literature report power transfer

efficiencies one or two orders of magnitude less than what is reported in this work.

However, they tend to aim to be small in all three dimensions. Therefore, significant

gains in power transfer efficiency can be made by increasing the size of an implanted

device in only a single dimension.

6.6 Conclusion

This work details the simulation, design, fabrication and measurement of a minia-

turised bioelectronic device measuring 1 mm by 1 mm by 20 mm. By optimising the
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transmitting wide dipole antenna dimensions and operating frequency, it is possible

to improve power transfer efficiency. To the authors’ knowledge this work is the first

to demonstrate that wide dipole antennas can be optimised to transmit power to a

sub-millimetre diameter biomedical implants. Furthermore, submillimetre diameter

devices show potential to be injectable as demonstrated by placing the device into

the end of a pipette and stimulating retinal ganglion cells. This work advances the

state of the art in creating smaller more innovative electronic implantable devices.
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Chapter 7

Discussion, Conclusion and Future

Outlook

7.1 Discussion

The design of wireless power transmission for bioelectronic implants requires con-

sideration of multiple parameters [213]. A limited list of parameters includes de-

vice power requirements, power transfer efficiency, voltage at the load, data trans-

fer requirements, device size and geometry, device application, encapsulation ma-

terial, biocompatibility, hermeticity, surgical delivery, acute or chronic device use

and tissue heating [107]. The initial intention of this thesis was to devise a com-

plete methodology for choosing between wireless inductive, capacitive and radia-

tive power transfer for bioelectronic implants. However, after exploring the require-

ments of bioelectronic devices in multiple applications, the complexity of such a

framework emerged and it became apparent that a complete methodology was out

of reach for this thesis. Instead, wireless inductive, capacitive and radiative power

transfer have each been applied to a bioelectronic application to extend the state of

the art [15–17]. In particular, distributed devices using inductive power transfer in

Chapter 4 [16], stent-based devices using capacitive power transfer in Chapter 5 [15]

and sub-millimetre diameter devices using radiative power transfer in Chapter 6

[17]. Charge leakage is presented as another disadvantage of implanted cabling as

described in Chapter 3 [163], further motivating the need for wireless power transfer
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techniques. Fig. 7.1 provides a visual summary of the contributions to the literature

made by this thesis and is explained in further detail herein.

The most efficient method for transferring power from point A to point B through

biological tissue is via conductive cabling. Hence, with regards to power transfer

efficiency, the methodology described in Chapter 3 is optimal [163]. However, im-

planted or transcutaneous cabling is fundamentally flawed as it results in a high

infection risk and is not scalable for many channels [83, 130]. Hence, Chapters 4

through 6 are dedicated to designs where cabling is limited in length or essentially

non-existent. The flaws associated with implanted cabling indicate the need for mul-

tidisciplinary research in biomedical electronic implant design more broadly. For ex-

ample, from a purely electronic perspective, 100% power transfer efficiency is ideal.

However, from a surgical perspective, transcutaneous cabling is not a chronic solu-

tion [83, 130, 209]. Compromises must be made between disciplines to support the

goal of creating effective wireless biomedical electronic implants.

When the contents of Chapter 4 [16] was published, it extended the state of the art

by providing a methodology to create distributed devices, powered by inductive

coupling, that could be selectively powered by varying the frequency of the wireless

carrier signal, while using readily available components. Moreover, the devices had

the capability to be used for optogenetic experiments. It is useful to consider work

published in the year prior to [16] and the year after to demonstrate how rapidly the

field of bioelectronics is developing. The work of Mirbozorgi et al. is depicted in

Fig. 7.1a and depicts a single wireless inductive transmitter that has the capability

to power multiple, miniaturised distributed receivers, with biological validation re-

ported in an ovine model [132]. The intention is to create free-floating devices that

can provide electrical stimulation to the brain [132]. Since then, the work in Chapter

4 was published and reports a similar concept, where instead, the wireless carrier

signal frequency is changed to address individual devices and biological validation

is reported for an optogenetic application. The following year, Jia and Ghovanloo

[91] reported a square millimetre ASIC, depicted in Fig. 7.1c that can provide both

electrical and optical stimulation via a wireless inductive link to multiple distributed

implants, effectively synthesising the work in [16] and [132]. The progress shown in
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Fig. 7.1a through 7.1c demonstrates the rapid development bioelectronic devices are

making. The devices in Fig. 7.1a through 7.1c also demonstrate some of the capabili-

ties that are possible when wireless inductive power transfer is used for bioelectronic

devices.

Wireless inductive power transfer is the most popular method used for bioelectronic

implants [14–16, 30, 46, 69, 94, 100, 207]. However, it may not always be the most

suitable method for all applications as indicated by the works depicted in Fig. 7.1d

through 7.1f. When considering a wireless power transfer method, it is useful to

evaluate multiple strategies, which in this thesis includes wireless inductive, capaci-

tive and radiative power transfer. Fig. 7.1d through 7.1f depict stent-based biomed-

ical devices that receive power using wireless inductive, radiative and capacitive

power transfer respectfully. The stent reported by Mohamamdi et al. [133] in Fig.

7.1d is an inductively-coupled stent. However, its applications are limited as the

stent is passively tuned by the pressure placed on it by its environment, and it does

not have the potential to incorporate active electronics. The work by Son et al. [188]

uses radiative wireless power transfer to deliver power to a stent. However, the

power transfer efficiency is limited to 1% over a short distance of a few millimetres,

as shown in Fig. 7.1e. The published work in Chapter 5 [15] and depicted in Fig. 7.1f

reports a 1% efficiency over 30 mm using capacitive coupling. The power transfer

efficiencies reported may seem low but it is key to note that the works in Fig. 7.1d

through 7.1f use stents as the power receiving elements, which have a considerable

series resistance [15, 41, 133]. For stent-based devices, it is useful to consider wire-

less inductive, capacitive and radiative power transfer as options. As reported in

[15], in the case of stent-based devices, wireless capacitive power transfer has many

advantages over wireless inductive and radiative power transfer.

Wireless radiative power transfer tends to use carriers in the sub-GHz or GHz fre-

quencies lending itself well to miniaturised devices [17, 93, 197]. Fig. 7.1g through

7.1i depict some of the implant morphologies possible when using wireless radiative

power transfer. Ho et al. [93] report radiative power transfer at GHz frequencies to

the device depicted in Fig. 7.1g. The miniaturised device is 2 mm by 2 mm by 2 mm,

but its small size limits power transfer efficiency to 0.075 % at 10 mm [93]. Tanabe et
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(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

(G) (H) (I)

FIGURE 7.1: A comparison of wireless inductive, capacitive and ra-
diative power transfer techniques used in this thesis comapred to the
literature a), b) and c) are bioelectronic systems that use wireless in-
ductive power transfer. a) Robust Wireless Power Transmission to
mm-Sized Free-Floating Distributed Implants [132] copied and mod-
ified with permission c©[2017] IEEE b) Wireless multichannel opto-
genetic stimulators enabled by narrow bandwidth resonant tank cir-
cuits (Chapter 4) [16] c) Towards a mm-Sized Free-Floating Wireless
Implantable Opto-Electro Stimulation Device [91] d), e) and f) are
wireless bioelectronic systems that use stents d) Inductive antenna
stent: design, fabrication and characterization [133] copied with per-
mission e) Bioresorbable Electronic Stent Integrated with Therapeutic
Nanoparticles for Endovascular Diseases [188] copied with permis-
sion f) Near-Field Wireless Power Transfer to Stent-based Biomedical
Implants (Chapter 5 [15] g), h) and i) are bioelectronic systems that
use wireless radiative power transfer g) Wireless power transfer to
deep-tissue microimplants [93] h) High-performance wireless pow-
ering for peripheral nerve neuromodulation systems [197] i) Wide
dipole antennas for wireless powering of miniaturised bioelectronic

devices (Chapter 6) [17].
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al. [197] demonstrate that a slightly larger device that is 13 mm by 2 mm by 1 mm,

depicted in Fig. 7.1h has a power transfer efficiency of 10 % at 10 mm. The device

powered by radiative wireless power transfer reported in this thesis in Chapter 6

[17] achieved 5 % power transfer efficiency at 10 mm and with a size of 20 mm by

< 1 mm by < 1 mm. The works depicted in Fig. 7.1g through 7.1i all employ novel

transmitting antennas to achieve wireless radiative power transfer. Ho et al. [93] use

a slotted plate antenna with multiple feedpoints, Tanabe et al. [197] employ what

they call a "conformal phased surface" and the work in Chapter 6 [17] uses a wide

dipole transmitter. Wireless radiative power transfer can be favourable when the

device size needs to be reduced [17, 93, 197]. However, the drawbacks are limited

power to the load due to the use of transmission frequencies that can heat tissue, as

well as unusual transmitting antenna designs that may require complicated driver

circuits [17, 93, 197].

As a result of the results of this thesis and the latest literature, some broad design

guidelines can be suggested about whether wireless inductive, capacitive or radia-

tive power transfer is best suited to a particular bioelectronic application based on

the work in this thesis, as well as other work reported in the literature. In most cases,

wireless inductive power transfer is favourable [14–16, 30, 46, 69, 94, 100, 207]. How-

ever, if the implanted device is at least 10 cm long in one dimensions, then wireless

capacitive power transfer may work well [15, 52, 53, 89, 106]. If the device is 2 mm

in size in all dimensions [93], or less than 2 mm in size in two dimensions [17, 197]

then wireless radiative power transfer may be the most suitable choice.

7.2 Conclusion

This thesis extends the capabilities of three different wireless power transfer tech-

nologies for biomedical electronic implants. Wireless inductive power transfer is

demonstrated with many receiving devices that can be operated from a single trans-

mitter for optogenetic applications. Wireless capacitive power transfer is explored

as an alternative to inductive power transfer for stent-based devices and a radiative
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power transfer technique is presented for miniaturised, sub-millimetre diameter im-

plants. Devices are fabricated and measured in-vitro and in-vivo and the data ob-

tained in this thesis is synthesised with data from the literature to provide general

guidelines on choosing an appropriate wireless power transfer regime for a given

bioelectronic system based on implant geometry.

7.3 Future Outlook

Miniaturised biomedical electronic implants are an active research area and the fu-

ture of these devices is promising. In this section, the health and economic bene-

fits are explored along with predictions of how wireless power and data transfer

research will inform future implant design. With any new technology, ethical con-

siderations emerge and these are also discussed briefly.

Several reports outline economic and health benefits with grand predictions for mar-

ket value in the coming years. Allied Market Research predicts the medical implant

market will be worth $116 Billion by 2022 [159]. A subset of those medical implants

are biomedical electronic implants, which a Grand View Resarch report estimates

will have a market value $57.12 Billion by the year 2025 [160]. It is important to note

that one of the three key technologies identified by Grand View Research that will

enable the future of biomedical electronic implants is RF technology.

Benefits to health and well-being are also being reported. Bloss identifies that such

devices are addressing medical issues in the heart and brain, while cancer treatments

and prosthetic control are also being improved [31]. Wireless power and data trans-

fer to implants that do not require the need to store energy are enabling this future

transformation [122].

It is worth considering how current research will inform the manufacture and surgi-

cal implantation of such devices. This thesis has demonstrated that a suitable power

transfer scheme depends on the geometry and power requirements of the biomed-

ical electronic device. A promising future project could be the automation of the
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procedures used to identify and design an optimum wireless power and data trans-

fer link. The inputs to the software could be the implant size, implant geometry

and typical implant depth. An automated procedure could determine whether in-

ductive, capacitive, radiative or some other power transfer technique might be suit-

able and automatically design the wireless link. Many empirical approximations

are known for the mutual inductance and the coupling coefficient of two inductors

and this would speed up the computation process. By comparison, radiative power

transfer through dispersive biological media is computationally expensive so a brute

force approach to determining the optimum radiative power transfer link may not

be possible yet. With the market for wireless biomedical electronic implants set to

be worth billions, advanced software solutions are likely to become available.

An ethical framework will need to be established if such implants become ubiq-

uitous. Some work is being done in this area, with Berger et al. proposing three

considerations for future brain implants [29].

(A) Are there special issues regarding the testing of micro-nano-devices in clinical

trials?

(B) What are the individual risks for safety, autonomy and self-understanding in-

volved in the implantation of micro devices with nano-components into hu-

man brains?

(C) Do micro-nano-implants constitute a new step on the way to enhancement

beyond other forms of brain therapy (pharmaceutical or technical)?

Questions about morality [62], autonomy [161] and personal identity [123] are in-

evitable and important to consider if brain implants are to become common place.

Intelligent and implantable sensors and actuators are set to become common place

with further advancements in miniaturised, battery-free and safe wireless power

and data transfer.
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Appendix A

A Stent-Based Power and Data

Link for Sensing Intravascular

Biological Indicators

The main results of this appendix are published.

A. Aldaoud, J.-M. Redoute, K. Ganesan, G. S. Rind, S. E. John, S. M. Ronayne, N. L.

Opie, D. J. Garrett and S. Prawer. "A Stent-Based Power and Data Link for Sensing

Intravascular Biological Indicators." In: IEEE Sensors Letters (2018), vol. 2, no. 4, pp.

1 - 4.
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Abstract

This appendix details the design, fabrication, and testing of a miniaturized circuit

board capable of telemetry via a stent antenna. The circuit is less than 1.1 mm in

diameter making it sufficiently miniaturized to be delivered via a catheter. Exper-

iments in porcine tissue achieved a data rate of 277 kb/s with a 280-MHz carrier.

The implant was tested at depths of 3, 6, and 9 mm, requiring a transmitter power

of 44, 48, and 63 mW, respectively, to operate, surpassing specifications reported in

previous electronic stent-based works. These measurements confirm that stents in-

corporating a power and data link could be used to monitor biological indicators

such as blood pressure, blood glucose, or even neural signals.

A.1 Introduction

Near-field wireless powering technique for stent-based implants using capacitive

coupling is proposed in Chapter 5. An optimised transmitter is designed, power

transfer efficiency measurements are taken, an optimum transmission frequency is

derived and specific absorption rate is monitored [15]. This appendix is a contin-

uation of Chapter 5 and demonstrates that near field data transfer is also possible,

extending on previous electronic stent-based devices presented in the literature [39,

40, 188].

This appendix details the design, fabrication and testing of a suitable power and

data link for wireless intravascular applications. Section A.2 details the circuit de-

sign which is followed by the fabrication process in Section A.3, where the use of

a diamond printed circuit board is described. The use of diamond is advantageous
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FIGURE A.1: Wireless power and data link schematic. The volt-
age seen by the stents is rectified and doubled by the HSMS2822
diodes and the 10 nF capacitors. The PIC10F222 drives the base of

the BFG310W RF transistor to backscatter data to the transmitter.

as it provides a miniaturised, biopermanent and biocompatible substrate for the im-

plant. Techniques to encapsulate the entire implant in diamond have been reported

in the literature [112] meaning this prototyping technique can therefore be used to

create hermetic and implantable electronic diamond capsules.

A.2 Circuit Design

The circuit needs to meet a number of design parameters. It must be able to fit within

a 1.1 mm diameter catheter [145] while receiving wireless power and backscattering

data. Fig. A.1 depicts the top-level schematic. RF power is received by the stents

and fed into a voltage doubling rectifier. The 10 nF capacitors and diodes form the

voltage doubling rectifier that powers the PIC10F222 microcontroller. Data is sent

back by load modulating the stents using the BFG310W RF transistor. The 1 kΩ

resistor and 100 pF capacitor form a low pass filter providing a 3 dB roll off point

at 1.6 MHz, limiting interference at the base of the transistor from the transmitted

carrier. NP0 dielectric 0201 (600 μm by 300 μm by 300 μm) sized 10 nF capacitors

are chosen for their appropriate size and high quality factor. HSMS2822 Schottky

diodes provide a low forward voltage drop of 300 mV and reverse breakdown of 15

V making them suitable for this application.

The PIC10F222 microcontroller ensures precise timing requirements are met. It con-

tains an internal clock that can operate at either 4 MHz or 8 MHz. The former is cho-

sen to reduce power consumption and a minimal number of assembler instructions

are used to set and clear pin GP2. The ADC input is also shown on the schematic
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(A) (B)

FIGURE A.2: The active components from the schematic in Fig. A.1
decapsulated, revealing the bare dice. Bare dice are used for the
miniaturised PCB construction in Fig. A.4. (A.2a) Top view of de-
capsulated devices. (A.2b) Bottom view of HSMS2822 diode and
BFG310W transistor. Pad dimensions and pin outs for the PIC10F222
microcontroller were provided by Microchip. Other pin outs were de-
termined by observing wire bond connections to the dice during the

decapsulation process.

(A) (B)

FIGURE A.3: (A.3a) Polycrystalline diamond printed circuit board
with silver braze ready to be populated with passive components and
bare dice. The PCB measures 5 mm by 900 μm. (A.3b) Angled view

of diamond printed circuit showing a thickness of 250 μm.

FIGURE A.4: The schematic in Fig. A.1 assembled on a diamond
printed circuit board. From left to right: 1. Stent connection pad 2.
PIC10F222 die 3. 10 nF 0201 NP0 capacitor 4. two HSMS2822 dice 5.
another 10nF 0201 NP0 capacitor 6. 1 kΩ 01005 resistor 7. BFG310W
die 8. 100 pF 0201 NP0 capacitor 9. stent connection pad. Compo-
nents are placed and connected with conductive silver epoxy. Note
that the stent is compressed to less than 1 mm in diameter when inserted

into a catheter.
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FIGURE A.5: Experimental set up used to validate and characterise
the implant. The device under test (DUT) depicted in Fig. A.4 is
placed between two pieces of porcine tissue. A signal generator feeds
an RF coupler that drives the Transmitter. The RF directional cou-
pler output attenuates the signal by 20 dB and is connected to a GHz
bandwidth oscilloscope via a 98 MHz low pass filter. Varying depths

of porcine tissue are placed between the transmitter and implant.
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FIGURE A.6: Top) Backscattered data as it appeared on the oscillo-
scope for an implant depth of 6 mm using the experimental setup
shown in Fig. A.5. Bottom) Backscattered data after slicing with start
and stop bits are shown in red. The asynchronous data stream spells

the word "STENT" in ASCII. The data rate is 277 kbits/s.
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to indicate that a sensor input could be fed directly to the microcontroller. Asyn-

chronous return-to-zero amplitude shift keying is used to transmit the data stored

on the microcontroller. A set and clear takes 3.6 μs resulting in a data rate of 277

kbits/s. The diodes and transistor are suitable for use at frequencies of up to 6 GHz

offering flexibility regarding the choice of carrier frequency. The wireless transmitter

design was taken directly from [15]. The transmitter is 80 mm by 30 mm and is made

from a single-sided PCB. A 20 mm gap separates two 30 mm by 30 mm capacitive

plates that couple with each stent.

A.3 Fabrication Process

The fabricated circuit must be extremely small. It must be able to fit within a catheter

of diameter 1.1 mm to ensure intravascular implantation is possible. To achieve

significant miniaturisation, the active components had their bare dice removed from

their epoxy packaging as follows. Components with gold ball bonds were used as

they were resilient to the decapsulation process. The PIC10F222, HSMS2822 and

BFG310W were selected in SOT-23-6, SOT-23 and SOT-143 packages respectively. 70

% nitric acid was placed on each package with a pipette in a glass petri dish. This

was done on a 150◦C hot plate in a fume hood. Once the epoxy packaging started

to dissolve, the sample was removed, washed with acetone and then placed back

onto the glass petri dish. Another drop of nitric acid was placed onto the sample

and the process was repeated until the dice were exposed. The pin out of the dice

were determined by noting the wire bond connections between the die and the pins

during the decapsulation process. The full procedure used for die decapsulation is

explained in Appendix A.

Excess glue or epoxy on the dice were removed using a three part cleaning process.

Dice were sonicated in acetone, then isoproponal, then deionised water for approx-

imately a second in each solvent. Pressurised nitrogen gas was used to remove any

contaminants from the dice surface. The dimensions of each die were determined

by using an optical profiler and any damaged samples were discarded. This was

determined via visual inspection. The dice are shown in Fig. A.2.
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The diamond printed circuit board was fabricated from a 5 mm by 5 mm by 250

μm slab of polycrystalline diamond. Most of the process is detailed in [112] and

[20]. To summarise, 40 μm deep trenches were milled into the diamond using an

Oxfordlasers nanosecond pulsed laser micromachining system. The process used to

generate the laser milling coordinates is explained in Appendix B. The substrate was

covered in silver braze and annealed such that the silver braze filled the trenches to

create tracks. Excess silver braze was then removed using mechanical polishing and

the board was then cut to size with the laser. The final PCB is shown in Fig. A.3.

Conductive silver epoxy was placed on the pads of the PCB with a needle and the

board was populated as shown in Fig. A.4, with the stents being the final addition.

Non-conductive epoxy was placed over the wire bonds and the stent connections to

the PCB for mechanical stability.

A.4 Experimental Validation

The implant was tested using the set up depicted in Fig. A.5. The signal generator

feeds the input of a 1 to 2000 MHz directional coupler. The output drives the trans-

mitter which is fabricated from blank PCB. It is cut to dimensions 80 mm by 30 mm

with a 20 mm insulating section in the center where the feed point meets an SMA

connector. The coupled forward RF is connected to a low pass filter with a cut off

frequency of 98 MHz, which feeds the input of an Oscilloscope.

Sections of porcine tissue were used to separate the transmitter and the implant.

Readings were taken at implant depths of 3 mm, 6 mm and 9 mm. For each depth,

the signal generator frequency was set to 280 MHz and the output power was in-

creased until back scattered data appeared on the oscilloscope screen. As the input

power was gradually increased the microcontroller would first wake up and reset,

showing backscattered pulses around 1.5 ms apart, which is the power up time for

the PIC10F222. Soon after the power was increased slightly more, a full data stream

would appear on the oscilloscope. This is shown in Fig. A.6. The PIC10F222 was

programmed with the word "STENT" stored on it and the circuit was designed to

transmit using asynchronous return-to-zero amplitude shift keying. The top plot in
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Fig. A.6 shows the oscilloscope output for an implant depth of 6 mm. Each nega-

tive spike denotes a binary zero and is detected using a threshold value. Once the

threshold is detected, the code sets the output to binary zero for the next 3.6 μs since

this is the duration required for the PIC10F222 to set and clear GP2. The decoded

output data stream is shown as the bottom plot in Fig. A.6. The ASCII for the word

"STENT" is superimposed onto the data stream with the start and stop bits of the

asynchronous transmission shown in red. This demonstrates accurate transmission

of data at 277 kbits/s. The oscilloscope output was also processed in MATLAB to

determine bit error rate (BER). The system parameters are shown in table A.1.

A.5 Discussion

Table A.2 provides a comparison of this appendix with others reported in the litera-

ture. It can be observed that in [188] a higher data rate of 1 Mbit/s is reported. How-

ever, it appears their test set up involves the transmitting stent connected to a signal

generator and they do not present a fully wireless solution. When this appendix

is compared to [40], it can be seen that the present appendix achieves a higher data

rate and uses far less power at the transmitter. Although, the use of a 2.4 GHz carrier

frequency in [39] and [40] means their work has the potential to achieve higher data

rates with future design iterations.

A limitation of the present design is the power required by the transmitter. The spe-

cific absorption rate safety limit for tissue is 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g. According

to [15] the safety threshold is breached at 53 mW input power meaning the current

set up cannot be used safely for implant depths of 9 mm. However, the implant

consumes no more than 1 mW, meaning the wireless power link could be optimised.

Since the implant is in the near field of the transmitter, the power transmission is

predominantly due to the electric field. This means inductive compensation could

make the wireless link far more efficient with future design iterations, reducing the

amount of input power required by the transmitter.
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TABLE A.1: System parameter summary of stent-based data link.

Data rate 277 kbits/s
Carrier frequency 280 MHz
BER @ 3 mm Implant depth 10−6

BER @ 6 mm Implant depth 10−6

BER @ 9 mm Implant depth 10−5

Power in @ 3 mm Implant depth 44 mW
Power in @ 6 mm Implant depth 48 mW
Power in @ 9 mm Implant depth 63 mW
Tx length 80 mm
Tx width 30 mm
Stent diameter 4 mm
Total implant length 85 mm
Diamond PCB maximum diameter 1.05 mm
Catheter inner diameter 1.1 mm

TABLE A.2: State of the art review of stent-based data links.

Reference Data rate Tx Power Tx Freq.

This appendix 277 kbits/s Wireless, 63 mW 280 MHz

[39] 250 kbits/s Battery powered 2.4 GHz

[40] 42.2 kbits/s Wireless, 3162 mW 2.4 GHz

[188] 1 Mbit/s Sig. Gen. Powered 900 MHz

A.6 Conclusion

This appendix details the design, fabrication and experimental validation of a di-

amond printed circuit board capable of telemetry using a stent antenna. The cir-

cuit is less than 1.1 mm in diameter making it suitable for delivery via angiographic

catheter. The implant achieves a data rate of 277 kbits/s at a transmitted input power

that can reach as low as 44 mW at a 3 mm implant depth in porcine tissue. Future

work involves incorporating reactive compensation into the wireless link to improve

power transfer efficiency. The wireless power and data link will also require testing

in a large animal model with various sensors connected to measure biological indi-

cators.
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Die Decapsulation Procedure

Die decapsulation is the process of removing a single diced silicon wafer, hence the

name die, plural "dice", from its epoxy packaging [105]. Die are commonly con-

nected to the leads of their epoxy packaging with wire bonds that connect to pads

on the die that are typically in the order of 100μm by 100μm. The packaging and

leads of a semiconductor component permit them to be readily soldered to a printed

circuit board. Although bare die are difficult to handle in comparison, they offer ben-

efits for specialised applications. Thermal conductivity between the die and mount-

ing substrate is improved to offer a wider operational temperature range. Moreover,

miniaturization to the micrometer scale can be achieved.

Unfortunately, it can be difficult to acquire dice directly from the manufacturer, par-

ticularly in small quantities. Hence, described herein is a process for removing die

from their epoxy packaging, known as die decapsulation. These dice can then be

used to develop miniaturized prototype electronic devices, without incurring the

cost of purchasing production run quantities of dice. The process described uses

nitric acid to dissolve the epoxy packaging. Hence, this process is only useful for

the decapsulation of semiconductor devices with gold wire bonds and doped silicon

pads. Aluminium wire bonds and pads will be dissolved by nitric acid, damaging

the die. Fortunately, many devices do contain gold wire bonds. However, the only

ways to determine this are to attempt a die decapsulation or contact the manufac-

turer.

The items required are listed below. Note that nitric acid is a hazardous substance

and all necessary safety precautions must be taken.
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B.1 Materials

• Lab coat

• Safety glasses

• Gloves

• Approximately 20ml of 70% Nitric Acid

• Acetone

• Isopropanol

• Deionised water

• Dish washing detergent

• Glass Petri dishes

• Pipette droppers

• Fume hood

• Hot plate

• Sonicator

• Tweezers

• Wire cutters

• Sewing needles

• Glass slides

• Stereo microscope

• Small beakers
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B.2 Method

B.2.1 Device acquisition and set up

Acquire the desired semiconductor device in the smallest package available. If it is a

diode or transistor, aim for 0201, SOT-23 or SOT-143 packaging or something else of

that size. Avoid larger packages such as TO-92 or TO-220 if possible. For integrated

circuits, take a similar approach and avoid large packages such as DIP.

Once the devices have been acquired, cut the leads off with wire cutters. This stops

the leads reacting with the nitric acid and producing hazardous nitrogen dioxide.

Place the device in a glass Petri dish and place the Petri dish on a hot plate set to

150◦C. Wait two minutes for the hot plate to heat the Petri dish and device. Prior to

continuing, ensure that the set up is under a fume hood and that the sash is lowered

to a safe level. Safety glasses, gloves and a lab coat must be worn.

B.2.2 Epoxy removal with concentrated nitric acid

Draw approximately 1mL of nitric acid with a pipette dropper and place a single

drop onto the device in the Petri dish. A vigorous reaction should take place and

subside soon after causing the drop of acid to turn a blue/green colour. At this

point, the drop of nitric acid has become dilute and lost its ability to dissolve the

epoxy packaging rapidly. Even if more nitric acid is added, the dilute nitric acid

mixing with any fresh nitric will slow the reaction. Hence, carefully grab the device

with tweezers and move it out of the drop of dilute nitric acid and place it about a

centimetre away from where it was in a clean spot on the Petri dish. Place another

drop of nitric acid onto the sample with the pipette dropper, observing the vigorous

reaction until it subsides. Using single drops permits the nitric acid to heat quickly

and react with the epoxy vigorously. Avoid the temptation to flood the Petri dish

with acid as this will simply slow down the decapsulation process. Repeat the pro-

cess of moving the device to a clean spot on the Petri dish with tweezers and adding

single drops of acid. Stop this process when it can be observed that later additions

of nitric acid do not cause a vigorous reaction to occur.
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Place two or three drops of deionised water onto a glass slide. This ensure any

residual nitric acid on the device is diluted. Place the device into the drops of DI

on the glass slide with tweezers and observe under a microscope. If the die is still

entirely encapsulated in epoxy take a clean glass Petri dish and pipette dropper and

return to the fume hood. Place the device in the Petri dish and draw 1mL of nitric

acid with a pipette dropper. Flush the device up and down the pipette dropper

in nitric acid several times. Return the device to the glass slide preparation and

view under the microscope. The die should, for the most part, be exposed and may

have some residual epoxy on the surface and some glue on the back. From now on,

handle the die from the edges with tweezers and avoid touching the top. If there is

still a significant amount of epoxy on the die, use a needle to carefully agitate the

epoxy prior to repeating the nitric acid pipette flushing process. Avoid knocking the

bond wires when agitating the epoxy with the needle as the bond wires need to be

maintained to connect to the device.

B.2.3 Cleaning the die

By this point the die should be mostly exposed and two methods can be used to

handle the die. The first is grasping the die with tweezers at the edges. This is the

less desirable method as tweezer slips can result in scratching the die surface which

will damage the device. In general, handling with tweezers should be minimised to

avoid mechanical damage. The second method involves moving the die with liquid.

DI water or other solutions or liquids can be used with a dropper pipette to pick up

and place the die. Die can also be poured from beaker to beaker. Using liquid is also

less likely to result in the wire bonds becoming detached.

To clean the die start by placing it in a small beaker with around 3mL of acetone.

Sonicate very briefly, for around a second and return the die to a glass slide. Under a

microscope, the die should appear clean, with epoxy and glue entirely removed and

the bond wires attached to the pads. Residual specks of epoxy may be present on

the die surface and will be removed with further cleaning. Transfer the die to a small

beaker containing around 3mL of isopropanol. Flush the die in isopropanol using a

pipette dropper. Transfer the die to a beaker containing a similar amount of DI water
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and take a clean pipette dropper and flush the die again. To remove any salts that

may have developed on the die surface, add a drop of dish washing detergent to the

DI water and continue to flush the die with the pipette dropper. Transfer the die to

another beaker of DI water with a pipette dropper, taking as little detergent along

as possible. Fill the beaker with DI water to dilute out any residual detergent and

remove the die from the beaker and place it onto a glass slide. Leave the DI water on

the glass slide to dry. If the cleaning process has been done correctly, the die should

appear entirely clean with bond wires and ball bonds intact.

B.3 Die Mounting

There are several possible ways to mount the decapsulated die. The presence of

intact wire bonds can be advantageous as it provides a means of connecting to the

device, meaning no wire bonder is required. Conducting silver epoxy can be used to

join the wire bonds to pads on a printed circuit board. Moreover, the die itself can be

mounted with conducting epoxy provided the electrical connectivity of the backside

is known.

Another technique involves the wire section of the wire bond being removed to leave

a ball bond on the die surface. This typically results in ball bonds around 40μm tall

and is suitable for flip chip bonding. The wires can be removed by holding the die

in place with one pair of tweezers and gently moving the wire bond back and forth

with another pair. Wire fatigue between the wire and ball bond is the point at which

the wire breaks, resulting in ball bond on the die surface of uniform height.

A less reliable method involves knocking the ball bonds off with a needle and wire

bonding to the die. This method has yielded inconsistent results and often results

in the device not working. The previous two methods described are far more reli-

able, provided the die is not damaged during the decapsulation process. The most

common damage resulting from tweezer slips when handling the die.
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DXF to G-Code conversion for an

Nd:YAG Pulse Laser

Micromachining System

A 2.5 W Nd:YAG, 532 nm wavelength pulsed laser system from Oxford Lasers was

used to machine diamond to create diamond printed circuit boards. However, the

laser system operates using G-Code, which specifies XY coordinates and a speed at

which a gantry should move around under the laser. Writing in G-Code to pattern

the surface of diamond is tedious, hence the following procedure was developed

that is able to take a 2D CAD file from the free software Klayout and convert it into

G-Code for the laser system. All necessary files are hosted on GitHub:

https://github.com/LaserCodeNDYAG/LaserCodeNDYAG

Download and install the free and open source 2D CAD software Klayout. Create

two layers and draw all rectangles in one layer and all lines in the other layer. Save

the file in .DXF format and take note of the file name and directory. Ensure that the

options "no compression" and "Decompose into SOLID entities" are selected prior to

saving.

Download the python script DXF2GCODE.py and the file MillerCodeTemplate.pgm

from the link above. The python script can be edited and executed using the freely

available Spyder IDE on most operating systems. Open DXF2GCODE.py and edit

line 73.
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with open("/

PLACE_DIRECTORY_TO_MILLER_CODE_HERE/

MillerCodeTemplate.pgm") as g:

Replace the text PLACE_DIRECTORY_TO_MILLER_CODE_HERE with the directory

where MillerCodeTemplate.pgm is saved. Change the forward slashes to back

slashes if using windows instead of a UNIX based operating system when specifying

directories. Similarly, on line 89 replace the text PLACE_DIRECTORY_TO_SAVE_G_CODE_HERE

with the directory where the output file for the laser system is to be saved. Run the

DXF2GCODE.py script.

The script will prompt the user for the directory where the .DXF file is saved. Then,

enter the layer names under which the rectangles and lines were created in the .DXF

file. Fill in the prompt to name the output G-Code file and then go to the directory

specified for the output file. A .pgm file should be present in that directory.

Open the .pgm file in a text editor and locate the following lines of code.

$POWERrect = 10

$PASSESrect = 1

$STEP = .005

$DISTZ=.01

$POWERline=30

$SPEEDline=.5

$PASSESline=2

Each parameter can be adjusted to a desired value with its influence described below.

• $POWERrect The laser power used to mill a rectangle as a percentage.

• $PASSESrect The number of times the program will repeat milling a single

rectangle.

• $STEP The hatch width used to mill a rectangle.

• $POWERline The laser power used to mill a line as a percentage.

• $SPEEDline The speed at which a line is milled in mm/s
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• $PASSESline The number of times the program will repeat milling a single

line.

To use the .pgm file, open it in the Oxford Laser Systems software and click run. The

program will begin from the origin of the Klayout DXF file.
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Towards a Hermetic Diamond

Encapsulated Implant for

Optogenetic Stimulation

In Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that a sub-millimetre diameter device could be

wirelessly powered and used to stimulate cells. A limitation of the device not dis-

cussed is the encapsulation. In Chapter 6 PDMS is used to seal the electronics, which

is biocompatible but not biopermanent as it degrades when implanted into the body.

Lichter et al. [112] demonstrate that diamond is a suitable material for biocompati-

ble and biopermanent electronic implants that do not degrade over several decades.

It is demonstrated herein that the device from Chapter 7 can be fabricated using a

diamond printed circuit board, which combined with the techniques described in

[112] could be used to create a biocompatible and biopermanent radiatively pow-

ered optogenetic implant.

D.1 Fabrication process

Five diamond printed circuit boards were fabricated on a 5x5x0.25mm polycrys-

talline diamond substrate. The process used is described in various works in the

literature [9, 10, 59]. Briefly, trenches were milled into the diamond substrate with

a laser micromachining tool. Silver braze was then melted into the trenches and

polished back to reveal silver tracks. This is depicted in Fig. D.2a.
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FIGURE D.1: A 2D CAD layout of five identical devices on a DPCB.
The vector art is converted into Gcode, which is capable of driving a
laser micromachining system; a required part of the fabrication pro-

cess.

A trench approximately 40μm wide and 120μm deep was milled between each of

the five diamond printed circuit boards. The sample was then mounted under a

microscope on a glass slide with Kapton tape (Fig. D.2b).

A 25μm thick stencil laser cut from a sheet of Invar was placed on top of the sample

and held in place with Kapton tape and tweezers (Fig. D.2c). Solder paste was

then spread over the stencil and pushed into the holes in the Invar (Fig. D.2d). The

tweezers were used to peel away the Invar stencil, leaving the solder bumps shown

in Fig. D.2e. A needle tip was gently dabbed into solder flux and used to pick and

place each component. The flux in the solder bumps ensured that the component

remains on the diamond printed circuit board after the needle was removed (Fig.

D.2f). The sample was then placed on a hot plate at 300◦C for eight minutes. The

edges of the diamond were then cut away with a laser cutter. The devices were then

gently snapped apart with tweezers across the previously milled trenches. Wires

were soldered on using solder paste and a soldering iron. A device under test is

depicted in Fig. D.3a.
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(A) DPCB. (B) Kapton tape. (C) Invar stencil.

(D) Solder paste. (E) Solder bumps. (F) Components.

FIGURE D.2: The fabrication process used to create a populated
DPCB. Laser cut trenches in the diamond substrate are filled with sil-
ver to create conducting tracks. Components are then connected to

the DPCB using solder paste.

(A) (B)

FIGURE D.3: The fabricated diamond devices are tested in air to ver-
ify correct operation. The antenna to the left is powering the LED on
the DPCB. This confirms that the fabrication process has been suc-

cessful.
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Hermetic Diamond Capsule

Verification using Resonant

Circuits

The design of encapsulations for miniature biomedical implants is a challenge. How-

ever, diamond shows great promise as a solution. Diamond has been shown to be

biocompatible and due to its favourable material qualities, it is an appropriate candi-

date for biomedical packaging. Moreover, reporting of the incorporation of diamond

into electronic designs is increasing in the literature [23, 85, 113]. This section aims

to: Motivate the need for miniaturised diamond packages for biomedical implants

and demonstrate the use of LC resonant tank circuits as a potential means to inter-

rogate an implant’s hermetic seal.

One potential technique for verifying the hermetic seal on a diamond capsule is by

using a resonant LC tank. This is formed by placing an inductor in parallel with

a capacitor. An electronic schematic is shown in Fig. E.1. The series LC tank on

the interrogator side resonates at a predetermined frequency; the same frequency

as the LC tank on the implant. The loading on the Interrogator changes if liquid

contacts the implant resonator and this change is detected by measuring the power

consumed by the interrogator.
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E.1 Materials and Method

Two frequency bands are explored as options for hermetic seal verification. Section

E.1.1 describes the theoretical background and experimental method for using very

high frequency RF to interrogate the implant. The very high frequency (VHF) band

spans from 30 MHz to 300 MHz. Section E.1.2 employs microwaves and takes a

slightly different approach. Rather than embedding an LC tank into to the implant,

the braze line itself is used as the resonator. Microwaves span in frequency from

300 MHz to 300 GHz. Due to limitations regarding available equipment, section

E.1.2 describes simulations using a finite element method, rather than experimental

results. Hence, the results in section E.1.2 are considered preliminary as the method

used has not been verified with an experiment.

E.1.1 Very High Frequency Band Detection

The hermetic breach detection technique is based on the circuit schematic in Fig.

E.1. RF out is the output of a signal generator and RSource represents the signal

generator’s associated source impedance. CTune and LTX form a series resonant

tank circuit that couples with the implant when the implant is placed on top of the

interrogator. The implant contains an inductor LRX and another tuning capacitor

CTune that resonates at frequency fRES . If a contaminant is detected, a change in

power consumption of the interrogator is measured.

Resonant tank design

Eq. E.1 to E.5 are used to design the resonant tank circuits. Eq. E.1 to E.3 are taken

from Mohan et al. [134] and are used to calculate the inductance of a square planar

spiral coil where dout and din are the outer and inner diameters of the coil respec-

tively, μ0 is the permeability of free space and n is the number of turns. Using these

equations, four turns with a width of 40 μm, spacing between turns of 40 μm and an

outer diameter of 1mm gives an inductance of 16nH.
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FIGURE E.1: Electronic schematic of hermetic interrogator. The RF
out and RF in labels are connected to the output and input of an RF

spectrum analyser.

ρ =
dout − din
dout + din

(E.1)

davg =
dout + din

2
(E.2)

LSpiral = 2.34μ0
n2davg

1 + 2.75ρ
(E.3)

LTX is a solenoid and its inductance is determined by Eq. E.4 [203] where N2 is

the number of turns, a is the radius and h is the height. To match the inductance

of LRX , LTX is made from three turns of 0.5 mm diameter enamelled copper wire

wound around a coil former with a diameter of 2 mm. When matched with a tuning

capacitance of 100 pF, Eq. E.5 gives a resonant frequency of 125 MHz.

LSolenoid =
μ0N

2πa2

h
(E.4)

fRES =
1

2π
√
LC

(E.5)
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Detection of contaminant

Eq. E.7 and E.8 describe how a change in CSENSE and RSENSE impact the resonant

frequency and quality factor of the implant resonant tank. If a hermetic seal on

the implant is breached and liquid contaminant touches the surface of LRX there

are two possible outcomes. If the contaminant is conductive, the resistance of the

inductor LRX will increase. This resistance is denoted in blue as RSense in Fig. E.1.

This in turn, decreases the quality factor, loading LTX meaning an increase in power

drawn from the source should be observed. If the contaminant has a high dielectric

constant, then the capacitance CSense should increase, detuning the LC tank on the

implant and in turn, changing the loading on LTX . The arrow "To RF in" denotes a

connection from the RF source to an RF power meter.

To verify the detection method in simulation the LTSpice schematic in Fig. E.2 is de-

vised. The coupling between LTX and LRX is modelled using a T equivalent circuit

[74] formed by L1, L2 and L3 in Fig. E.2. The mutual inductance of LTX and LRX is

given by Eq. E.6 [168].

M = k
√
LTXLRX (E.6)

Where M is the mutual inductance and k is the coupling coefficient, which is a per-

centage representing how much magnetic field is shared by LTX and LRX . Since the

inductors are to be placed in very close proximity for the purpose of contaminant

detection, a conservative estimate of 10% coupling is assumed. This yields a mutual

inductance of 1.6nH, informing the values of L1, L2 and L3 in Fig. E.2. C1 and C2

are the tuning capacitors shown in Fig. E.1.

The voltage source in Fig. E.2 is configured to deliver a 1 Vpp sinusoid of 125 MHz.

The simulation setting are configured such that a parametric sweep of CSENSE ,

RSENSE and VSense can be performed. VSense measures the voltage of the source af-

ter the source resistance, and is a proxy for the power consumed by the interrogator.

A parametric sweep of CSENSE from 0 to 10pF and VSense from 0 to 1Ω is performed
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FIGURE E.2: LTSpice simulation schematic.

and the peak voltage at node VSense is measured. The simulation results are shown

in Fig. E.6.

fRES_SHIFT =
1

2π
√
LSpiral(CTUNE + CSENSE)

(E.7)

QRX_SHIFT =
2πfRESLSpiral

RSENSE
(E.8)

Eq. E.7 and E.8 provide insight into the effect of the contaminant on the implant res-

onant tank. CSENSE will increase if the coil is in the presence of a liquid with a high

relative permittivity. This increase causes a decrease in fRES denoted fRES_SHIFT .

When the implant resonant frequency becomes fRES_SHIFT the interrogator sees a

decreased load impedance, increasing the interrogator’s power consumption. RSENSE

in Eq. E.8 operates in a similar manner. A contaminant’s conductivity would cause a

decrease in RSENSE , reducing the quality factor, denoted QRX_SHIFT , of LRX . This

in turn also increases the loading on the interrogator. Therefore, there are two means

by which a contaminant can be detected. That is, if it is conductive or capacitive.

Fabrication Process

To test the resonant tank hermetic detection method, the sample in Fig. E.3 was

fabricated. A 3 mm by 3 mm by 250 μm section of polycrystalline diamond was

cut with a laser machining system. The surface of the diamond was milled with 40

μm deep trenches using the process detailed in appendix B. Silver active-braze-alloy

was used to fill the milled trenches, the process for which is detalied in appendix C.

Excess silver braze was polished away to reveal the diamond printed circuit board.
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FIGURE E.3: A 3 mm by 3 mm by 250 μm diamond sample with a
16nH inductor brazed into the substrate. A 100 pF 0201 sized (600μm
by 300μm by 300μm) capacitor is connected in parallel with the in-

ductor with silver epoxy.

A 50 μm thick braze line was formed on the border of the diamond and a wire bond

is used to connect to the internal pad of the spiral inductor. A 100 pF 0201 sized (600

μm by 300 μm by 300 μm) NP0 dielectric capacitor is connected in series with the

spiral inductor with conducting silver epoxy.

Experimental Method

The experimental set up is shown in Fig. E.4. A computer controlled SynthNV

spectrum analyser from WindFreak Tech was used to drive the interrogator, as well

as measure RF power. The "RFout" port was connected directing to the "RFin" port

via a T-piece connector that fed the interrogator. A frequency sweep from 60 MHz to

200 MHz was performed and the RF power measured at "RFin" was recorded. The

same frequency sweep was performed with the diamond sample placed onto the

interrogator. A drop of tap water was placed on the diamond sample surface and

the same frequency sweep was performed again. The results are shown in Fig. E.8.
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FIGURE E.4: WindFreak Tech SynthNV spectrum analyser connected
to the interrogating LC tank. The diamond sample is pictured on top

of the interrogator with a drop of tap water covering the LC tank.

E.1.2 Microwave Detection

Another approach that could be employed to detect contaminants inside an implant

is microwave interrogation. Using a higher frequency than in section E.1.1 per-

mits the braze line of the implant to be used as a resonator. The braze line forms

a loop, and a loop antenna resonates due to its distributed inductance and capaci-

tance. Hence, placing a contaminant inside the implant loop should change how it

resonates due to the contaminants conductive or capacitive qualities. This resonance

can then be detected using the external loop antenna and observing its transmission

and reflection characteristics.

Microwave detector design

The microwave detector design is depicted in Fig. E.5. The outer ring is a the in-

terrogator formed by a loop antenna, driven by a source. Its radius is given by Eq.

E.9.

r =
2S

√
εr

π
(E.9)

Where S is one of the side lengths of the square implant pictured in Fig. E.5 and

εr is the dielectric constant of the diamond substrate. Designing the interrogator
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FIGURE E.5: Microwave Resonator.

using Eq. E.9 means that the implant and interrogator should resonate at the same

frequency. The resonant frequency of the braze line in the implant is given by Eq.

E.10.

f =
c(2k + 1)

4S
√
εr

, k ∈ N (E.10)

Where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and N is the set of natural numbers includ-

ing zero. The 2k+1 term is included since a loop antenna resonates not only when

the circumference is around one wavelength of the operating frequency, but also at

odd multiples.

Detection of contaminant

Fig. E.5 also depicts the simulation model created in CST Microwave Studio R©. The

model uses parametric variables based on Eq. E.9 and E.10 such that the size of the

implant and interrogator can be readily changed. When the side length of the im-

plant is entered into the model, the radius of the interrogator changes automatically

according to Eq. E.9. The braze line around the implant is 50 μm thick and deep

and is modelled with gold. The implant is diamond and a patch of saline solution

is placed on top. The patch of saline is a quarter of the area of the implant and has
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FIGURE E.6: Simulation results.

a variable depth. The interrogator wire thickness is 300 μm and its feed point is 500

μm wide.

Simulations were performed to determine the transmissions and reflections on the

port feeding the antenna. Various geometries were considered and are described as

follows. The side length of the square implant denoted S was assigned values of 1

mm to 4 mm in 1 mm steps. The height of the saline patch was assigned values of 1

μm, 10 μm and 100 μm for each of the square implant sizes. Simulation results for

each of the 12 configuration were obtained for a frequency range of 0 to 200 GHz.

The S11 plots are shown in Fig. E.7.

E.2 Results

Fig. E.6 and E.6 show the simulation and experimental results respectively. Fig.

E.6 shows that an increase in CSENSE or RSENSE results in a drop in voltage at

VSense in the SPICE simulation. Fig. E.8 shows the power measured at the input of

the spectrum analyser when no sample is mounted, upon mounting the diamond

sample and after placing a drop of water on the sample. A dip in RF power can

be observed at 96 MHz when the sample is mounted onto the interrogator. When

a drop of tap water is placed on the sample, the entire curve shifts upwards, with

the initial dip at 96 MHz remaining. However, another smaller dip at 180 MHz also

appears.
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E.3 Discussion

A notable difference between the experimental results and calculations is the reso-

nant frequency of the system. Eq. E.7 to E.5 predict a system resonant frequency of

125 MHz. However, the measured frequency in Fig. E.8 was 96 MHz. This error of

23% is likely the result of Eq. E.3 and E.4 as well as the tolerances associated with

the tuning capacitors. Mohan et al. [134] report a maximum error of 5% for their

equations and the capacitors used have a tolerance of 10%. Moreover, Eq. E.4 is

intended for solenoids that have considerable height when when compared to their

diameter. Therefore, given the tolerances of the inductors and capacitors a 23% error

in resonant frequency falls within reasonable bounds.

E.4 Conclusion

It has been shown that an LC tank on diamond shifts in quality factor when mois-

ture is present on the sample. This could potentially be used as a method to verify

whether a diamond biomedical package is hermetically sealed. Other sensing tech-

niques could be employed, such as an integrated circuit. However, the simplicity

of a resonant tank circuit offers novelty as it can be embedded into the diamond

substrate.
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Appendix F

Additional Data for Chapter 3

Fig. F.1 repeats the data presented in Fig. 3.6 with some minor differences in how

the numerical results were obtained. The numerical curves in Fig. 3.6 were obtained

using εi = 3 such that the curve could be smooth. However, the cables used have

insulation permittivity ranging from 1.9 to 3.4. For each cable the numerical method

is performed with its specific insulation permittivity. Each wire geometry and per-

mittivity is detailed in Table 3.1.
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Design of a Miniaturized Wireless Blood Pressure Sensing Interface
Using Capacitive Coupling

Ammar Aldaoud, Callum Laurenson, Francois Rivet, Mehmet R. Yuce, and Jean-Michel Redouté

Abstract—This paper presents the implementation of a miniaturized
wireless blood pressure sensor interface. The system uses capacitive cou-
pling in order to transmit the data, as well as wireless inductive powering.
Designed for a bit length of 6.4 μs, the average power consumption of the
device has been measured to be 20.5 μW and 2.85 mW in air and phantom
material, respectively. The miniaturized sensor interface circuit consists of
two plates with a diameter of 2.5 cm, which are connected by means of a
thin wire; the device’s maximum thickness is 5 mm.

Index Terms—Capacitive coupling, inductive powering, wireless im-
plantable sensor interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
2.1 million Australians suffer from high blood pressure [1]: be-
ing responsible for 13% of deaths globally, high blood pressure
remains the main cause for morbidity and mortality worldwide.
Hypertension puts subjects at serious risk of cardiovascular
and heart diseases, damages and narrows the arteries, causes
aneurysms and strokes, and is even linked to dementia. Long-
term analyses based on blood-pressure measurements through
day and night as well as outside of the clinical surrounding are
an important method for physicians to find anomalies in the
blood pressure trend, while excluding side-effects such as the
white-coat or masked hypertension, in order to determine the
right diagnosis and adequate therapy for each patient [2]. How-
ever, having regular blood pressure checks throughout the day
is not only impractical, but also time consuming and impairing
to the subjects’ daily activities. Additionally, arterial pressure
changes very quickly in response to stress, physical exertion,
diet, temperature, and many other parameters. This underlines
the need for an implanted continuous blood pressure monitoring
system in at-risk patients.
This paper describes a proof-of-concept design for a minia-

turized interface that measures blood pressure and transmits the
data to an external controller. The system uses capacitive cou-
pling in order to transmit the data: it samples the blood pressure
at a frequency of 33 Hz and uses a bit length of 6.4 μs to transmit
the data. The employed modulation is ON–OFF keying (OOK),
in which the carrier signal is switched ON and OFF in order
to represent bits 1 and 0, respectively; this technique allows a
straightforward and power efficient implementation. A wireless
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inductive link is foreseen to power the interface circuit as well as
to charge an internal supply buffer capacitor. The average power
consumption of the interface has been measured to be 20.5 μW
and 2.85 mW in air and phantom material, respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. The capacitive coupling

which is used for the data transmission is described in Section
II. The design of the miniaturized interface circuit is explained
in Section III. The corresponding data receiver and the wireless
power transmitter designs are presented in Sections IV and V,
respectively. The measurements are reported in Section VI.

II. CAPACITIVE COUPLING

Biological tissue is a heterogeneous material where the dis-
persion changes with frequency [3]. Previous works have il-
lustrated that human tissue is very good at conducting signals
below 10 MHz [4]. At higher frequencies, the conductivity of
the human body increases dramatically, which means that more
energy is absorbed [5]. Additionally, reported in-vivo measure-
ments have shown that the relative permittivity of human skin
varies between 1000 at 1 MHz and down to 250 when the fre-
quency increases to 10 MHz [6].
Inductive coupling is quite common in biomedical implants,

but it presents two primary disadvantages. First, an inductor
creates a magnetic field in all directions, which can potentially
interfere with other electronics on an implant [7]. Second, con-
structing a planar or flat inductor with a suitably high quality
factor is challenging and is especially difficult, given the small
size of the implant. A possible alternative is to use capacitive
coupling. This involves two implanted plates which could cou-
ple with two other plates on an external receiving device, where
the human tissue acts as a conductive dielectric of which the per-
mittivity is highly dependent on the frequency [see Fig. 1(a)].
The resulting equivalent electrical model is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
In the latter figure, the following quantities are defined.
1) Cc is the coupling capacitance between a transmitting and receiving
plate.

2) Cp is the parasitic capacitance between the plates on the implant
and the plates on the receiver.

3) Rc is the resistance between the transmitting and receiving plates.
4) Rp is the resistance between the plates on the implant and the plates
on the receiver.
This electrical model assumes a uniform dielectric material

(“human tissue”), meaning that the dielectric impedance be-
tween each implant plate and its respective receiving plate is the
same: it also assumes that the parasitic capacitances between the
plates on the implant and the plates on the receiver are identical.
The resulting transfer function is equal to

VRX

VT X
=

Rp

1+jωRp Cp

2Rc

1+jωRc Cc
+ Rp

1+jωRp Cp

(1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Capacitive coupling through human tissue. (b) Equivalent electrical
model using capacitive coupling.

where VT X and VRX is measured on the transmitter and receiver
side, respectively. It can be observed that the parasitic impedance
between the signal and ground planes should ideally be as small
as possible in order to maximize the coupling as well as the
corresponding output signal. This is achieved by increasing the
distance between the capacitive plates on the implant and on the
receiver; however, the greater the distance between the plates,
the larger and the less practical the implant becomes. For this
implementation, a distance of 10 cm between the signal and
common plates was chosen as a compromise between these two
conflicting requirements.

III. MINIATURIZED BLOOD PRESSURE SENSOR INTERFACE DESIGN

A. Introduction

The miniaturized blood pressure sensor interface requires
three essential criteria to be filled. First, the circuit implemen-
tation should be made as small as possible to demonstrate that
it could potentially be implanted; second, it should consume as
little power as possible as well as be wirelessly powered so as
to be fully implantable without the need for a battery or ex-
ternal connections; third, it should transmit the measured data
wirelessly to an external controller at a frequency of 33 Hz,
which corresponds to the sampling frequency reported by state-
of-the-art work [8].
The top-level schematic of theminiaturized sensor interface is

depicted in Fig. 2. The circuit consists of a sensor, a differential
amplifier, a microcontroller, and a wireless power unit. As two
capacitive plates are required, the device is constructed on the
flip side of the first plate, while the active signal is transmitted to
the second plate (refer to Fig. 1). The interface is powered wire-
lessly and transmits data using capacitive coupling, as explained
in Section II. The circuit samples and transmits the pressure at
33 Hz.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the miniaturized blood pressure sensor interface.

Fig. 3. Blood pressure sensor interface showing space for the pressure sensor
and for the supercapacitor.

Fig. 4. Wirelessly powered blood pressure sensor interface.

A picture of the device without the sensor and supercapacitor
is shown in Fig. 3: observe that its size is comparable to an
Australian 10 cent coin. Including the supercapacitor of 47 mF,
as well as the coil, results in a thickness of 5 mm (see Fig. 4).

B. Pressure Sensor

In the final implementation, a miniaturized microelectrome-
chanical system (MEMS) sensor will be used to measure the
blood pressure. In essence, allMEMSpressure sensors are based
on thin diaphragms that deflect due to a pressure difference: the
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sensing of these sensors is capacitive, either piezoresistive [9]. In
the present system, a piezoresistive prressure sensor was chosen
and the interface circuit was designed accordingly.
Selecting a sensor that measures the pressure of a fluid results

in a proof of concept that reflects the real scenario more accu-
rately: a fluid also has a higher relative permittivity compared
to air, which complements the capacitive coupling between the
transmitter and receiver. However, the full device would have
to be sealed, which, in turn, would make it inaccessible for
electrical measurements and debugging. In order to develop a
proof-of-concept design, air pressure was eventually chosen as
it does not require an insulated and closed off sensor interface.
In order to save power, an analog pressure sensor was selected
(NPP-301-200AT from GE): this sensor has a pressure sensing
range between 0 and 30 psi. Blood pressure does not typically go
above 250 mmHg or 5 psi, meaning this sensor has a reasonable
range for the target application.

C. Differential Amplifier

The sensor is piezoresistive and records the pressure using
a Wheatstone bridge configuration, meaning that a differential
amplifier is required in order to amplify the weak sensor signal.
Since the bandwidth of the entire system is limited, a low-
power operational amplifier can be used. The LT6003 (Linear
Technology) opamp comes in a single package and does not
draw more than 1 μA: the gain bandwidth product is equal to
2 kHz.

D. Microcontroller

The microcontroller chosen for this design was the
MSP430G2231 mixed-signal microcontroller from Texas In-
struments. It has two internal clock sources, namely the digitally
controlled oscillator (DCO) and the very low power oscillator.
The former can be configured to run at frequencies between 0
and 20 MHz, with approximately 100 discrete steps between
these frequencies: the latter is nonconfigurable and outputs a
frequency 12 kHz with very poor accuracy. Since a slow clock
consumes far less power, it can be utilized when the micro-
controller is placed into one of its many low power modes. By
turning ON parts of the microcontroller only when required and
using slower clock speeds when possible to save power, the
consumed power has been drastically reduced.
In this design, the MSP430G2231 microcontroller’s clock is

used as the carrier for a signal, which simplifies the overall
architecture of the interface, hereby saving power and area. The
submaster clock (SMCLK) which is derived from the DCO can
be connected directly to an output pin, herebymaking it possible
to transmit data using OOK by switching the pin between the
SMCLK clock and high impedance. An initial setup was made
using a 3-V power source and the MSP430G2231 with pin 6
connected to the SMCLK oscillating at 8 MHz. When pin 3 of
the microcontroller is high, the amplifier and sensor are turned
ON. The ADC takes a reading via pin 4 and resets pin 3 to
disable the amplifier and sensor to save power.
These resultswere promising and provided a proof of concept.

However, it seemed necessary to make sure that the coupling

Fig. 5. Data receiver front-end.

was not due to ground connections between the oscilloscope
and the signal generator. To test this, the MSP430G2231 was
programmed to output a 8MHz on pin 6 and a 1-cm2 conductive
plate was attached to this pin. Running the microcontroller off
batteries meant that the ground connection between the signal
generator and the oscilloscope could potentially be ruled out as
a source of coupling. The receiving plate was a 10-cm2 blank
PCB. Measurements confirmed that the received voltage is pro-
portional to the distance between both plates, since the latter
behave as a parallel plate capacitor [10]. Measurements in the
phantom material confirmed that the receiver would be required
to amplify signals with an amplitude of not less than 40 mV.

E. Wireless Power Receiver

Space is at a premium, meaning that the wireless power re-
ceiver needs to take up as little space as possible. A 1-MHz
carrier frequency was chosen as it is high enough to ensure that
the resonator can be small, while being straightforward to gener-
ate on the transmitter side. Five turns of 0.8-mm enamel-coated
copper wire were wound around a Teflon bobbin, specifically
made to house the inductor and sensor interface PCB. The in-
ductance was measured to be 2.8 μH. A Schottky diode was
used to rectify the received sinusoid, and the Zener diode en-
sures the voltage does not exceed 3.3 V. A 47-mF supercapacitor
was used to store the required energy so as to provide the device
with a degree of autonomy.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DATA RECEIVER

The receiver is required to pick up signals with amagnitude as
low as 40 mV while filtering out common-mode noise sources,
such as the 50-Hz power line interference. The receiver achieves
this with four stages. The first stage consists of an LC tank that
attenuates 50-Hz noise significantly. The next stage is an active
first-order bandpass filter with a center frequency of 8 MHz and
a gain of 27 dB. This selects and amplifies the desired signal and
removes more unwanted noise. For an input signal of 40 mV,
this stage outputs a signal with a magnitude of not more than
900 mV. In the third stage, the signal is inverted and amplified
with a gain of 33 dB, which causes the signal to reach and clip at
the 3-V supply rails: since nonreturn to zero encoding is being
employed, this is desirable. In the fourth stage, the OOK signal
is demodulated by a diode detector. The data receiver front-
end is depicted schematically in Fig. 5. The complete receiver
has an LMV761 comparator (Texas Instruments) connected to
the output, which ensures that the signal is as noise free as
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Fig. 6. Implementation of the data receiver.

Fig. 7. Top view of the complete setup.

possible (not shown in Fig. 5). This binary signal is then fed
into a PIC16F628A 8-bit microcontroller (microchip), which
outputs the data to an LCD screen as well as to a serial to USB
interface, which allows the recorded data to be stored on a PC.
The construction and implementation of the receiver are shown
in Fig. 6.

V. WIRELESS POWER TRANSMITTER

On the transmitter side, a parallel LC tank is driven by dual
H-bridge L293 drivers (Texas Instruments). The latter are driven
by two TTL logic-level square waves, each 180◦ out of phase
with the other. The transmitter coil was made using transformer
wire, as it has extremely low equivalent series resistance due
to its thickness, giving the transmitting inductor a high quality
factor. Two turnswerewound around aPVCpipewith a diameter
of 200mm.The transmitting inductor has ameasured inductance
of 1.5 μH.

VI. MEASUREMENTS

The full setup is depicted in Fig. 7. The data receiver with
LCD screen displaying the sensed pressure is at the top left side.
The data receiver requires two metal plates; the second metal

plate is underneath the LCD screen and receiver circuit. The
powering inductor is shielded with black tape and located at
the top center. The miniaturized sensor interface is placed in a
rectangular glass box, which rests on the powering inductor. The
phantom material is kneaded in the glass supporting box (not
shown here). The H-bridge driving circuitry for powering the
inductor is situated in the top right corner. At the bottom right
is the diaphragm pump, with the plastic tube disconnected for
the photo and rolled up in the pump box. This pump pressurizes
the air in the tube, which fits over the pressure sensor vent em-
bedded on the interface PCB (center). At the bottom center, a
strapped Texas Instruments launchpad is connected to a project
box (bottom left) housing all external connections to the system
(i.e., complementary square wave used to drive the H-bridge for
the wireless power transmitter, the power supply to the H-bridge
and diaphragm pump and the pump switch) as well as program-
ming pins used for (re)programming the microcontroller on the
interface circuit.
In a first measurement, the receiving coil was wirelessly pow-

ered through air: the distance between the transmitting coil and
the receiving coil on the miniaturized interface was measured
to be 8 cm. The link efficiency was found by taking the quotient
of the input and output power

PT X = 1.2W, PRX = 3mW⇒ η =
PRX

PT X
= 0.25%. (2)

The power link is clearly weakly coupled [11]. However, when
the receiving coil was mounted on the interface PCB, and em-
bedded in the phantom material, the measured power link effi-
ciency decreased to 0.01%. This can be attributed to the ground
plane in the center of the inductor that is used for capacitive data
transfer: this plane attenuates the magnetic field, causing the ef-
ficiency of the inductive power link to drop. One solution could
have been to keep the ground plate and the inductor separated
by some distance, but this would increase the size of the device.
The ground plate could also potentially be reduced in size to
allow more magnetic field to couple with the inductor. Either
way, there is a tradeoff to be made between the plate sizes and
inductive link efficiency.
An approximate phantommaterial was constructed using play

dough. The properties of this phantom material were derived
from using a plate capacitor which was constructed out of two
copper plates, each 80mm2 , separated by 2.25mm, and using air
and the phantommaterial, respectively, as the dielectricmedium.
The quotient of the latter values gave the magnitude of the
complex permittivity (εr (ω)) [12]: at 8 MHz, it was found to be
equal to

εr (ω) = ε
′
r (ω) − jε

′′
r (ω) = 5.05 − j.20.38 (3)

where ε
′
r (ω) relates to the stored energy within the medium,

while ε
′′
r (ω) reflects dissipation of energy within the medium

due to conduction and polarization losses. Using the same
setup, the equivalent series resistance of the resulting phan-
tom material capacitor was measured to be 30 Ω. As can be
seen, the designed phantom material behaves much worse com-
pared to human tissue: the so-formed dielectric is highly con-
ductive, which exacerbates the power losses, while the relative
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Fig. 8. Measured received and demodulated waveforms.

TABLE I
STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

Reference Power consumption Data rate Frequency

[13] 300 μW 48 kb/s 4 MHz
[14] 0.2 mW 2 Mb/s 10 KHz–100 MHz
[15] 400 mW 2.4 kb/s 330 kHz
[16] 5 mW 5 Mb/s 0.3–15 MHz
[17] 650 mW 12 Mb/s –
This work 20.5 μW (air), 2.85 mW 363 b/s 8 MHz

(phantom material)

permittivity is considerably lower than the one presented by
human tissue (refer to Section II).
The data transmission determines the average consumed

power: for each sampled measurement, there is one start bit
(high), 9 data bits, as well as one stop bit (low). The start bit
and the high data bits consume power, while the low data bits
and stop bit draw a negligible current. In order to make a fair
comparison, it was decided to transmit the start bit as well as
four high-data bits when taking the measurements, as this fig-
ure represents the average transmitted bit code. The bit length
was programmed to be equal to 6.4 μs. Using a bit length of
6.4 μs and transmitting 5 high bits per sample at 33 Hz, the
average power consumption of the device was measured to be
equal to 20.5 μW and 2.85 mW in air and in the phantom ma-
terial, respectively. This difference is explained by considering
that the phantom material increases the parasitic coupling be-
tween both plates on the receiver and transmitter side since the
phantom material, as human tissue, has a finite resistance: the
latter, in turn, increases the power consumption, confirming the
observations made in Section II. The average power consump-
tion corresponds to a transmitted energy per “high” bit equal to
131 pJ/bit and 18.2 nJ/bit in air and in the phantom material,
respectively.
Finally, although the transmitted signal is attenuated by the

phantom material, the data transmission from the interface cir-
cuit to the receiver behaves as expected, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Table I presents a state-of-the-art review situating this study.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the implementation of a miniatur-
ized wireless blood pressure sensor interface. The system uses
capacitive coupling in order to transmit the data, as well as
wireless inductive powering. Measurements validated the de-
sign simulations and calculations, and showed that, using a bit
length of 6.4 μs, the power consumption of the miniaturized in-
terface circuit has been measured to be 20.5 μW and 2.85 mW
in air and phantom material, respectively.
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Abstract
State of the art bioelectronic implants are using thin cables for therapeutic electrical stimulation. If cable insulation is
thin, biological tissue surrounding cables can be unintentionally stimulated. The capacitance of the cable must be much
less than the stimulating electrodes to ensure stimulating currents are delivered to the electrode-tissue interface. This work
derives and experimentally validates a model to determine the capacitance of parallel cables implanted in biological tissue.
Biological tissue has a high relative permittivity, so the capacitance of cabling implanted in the human body depends on
cable insulation thickness. Simulations and measurements demonstrate that insulation thickness influences the capacitance
of implanted parallel cables across almost two orders of magnitude: from 20 pF/m to 700 pF/m. The results are verified using
four different methods: solving the Laplacian numerically from first principles, using a commercially available electrostatic
solver, and measuring twelve different parallel pairs of wires using two different potentiostats. Cable capacitance simulations
and measurements are performed in air, a porcine blood pool and porcine muscle tissue. The results do not differ by more
than 30% for a given cable across simulation and measurement methodologies. The modelling in this work can be used to
design cabling for minimally-invasive biomedical implants.

Keywords Finite-element method · Implants · Biology · Mathematical model · Capacitance · Cabling

1 Introduction

Implantable biomedical technologies are becoming increas-
ingly popular in the treatment of health conditions. Com-
monly used electronic biomedical implants include the
pacemaker (Timperley 2008), cochlear implant (Grayden
and Clark 2006), and deep brain stimulator (Chou et al.
2012), while ongoing research efforts aim to create safe
and effective retinal prostheses (Ashworth 2014; Luo et al.
2016), neuroprostheses and brain-machine interfaces (Hu
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et al. 2018). Persistent efforts are underway to create
implantable devices that are small, minimally-invasive and
wireless (Ma and Poon 2015; Chitnis et al. 2013).

Commercial pacemakers, cochlear implants and deep brain
stimulators require cabling from an implanted stimulation
and telemetry unit to stimulating electrodes. Modern
designs in the literature attempt to avoid implanted cabling
by connecting the telemetry unit directly to the electrode
or actuator (Aldaoud et al. 2018; Aldaoud et al. 2018).
However, implanted cabling is an inevitable feature of most
existing electronic biomedical implants (Lee et al. 2013;
Aldaoud et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016; der Spiegel et al. 2017).

Ineffective design of implanted cabling can have
undesirable consequences. If cable insulation is too thin,
the cables could have more capacitance than the electrodes.
In the case of electrical stimulation, the cables would then
have more charge injection capacity than the electrodes
and in turn, stimulation of biological tissue surrounding
the cable, and not the electrode-tissue interface, would
occur. Power would be wasted charging and discharging
the cables and measurements of charge injection capacity at
the electrode-tissue interface would be overstated. However,
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thin cabling is desirable as it can minimise immune response
(Karumbaiah et al. 2013), allow more conductors to fit in
the same volume (Ljungquist et al. 2018) and be implanted
using minimally-invasive surgical techniques such as an
angiographic catheter (Aldaoud et al. 2018; Aldaoud et al.
2019). Existing biomedical implants have cables whose
capacitance are several orders of magnitude less than the
electrodes. However, the capacitance of implanted cabling is
becoming increasingly important as state of the art implants
emerge with thousands or millions of electrodes and limited
cable insulation (Musk 2019). Therefore an understanding
of how the geometry of implantable wires influences their
capacitance will become useful when designing state of the
art biomedical implants.

To the authors’ knowledge the work herein is the first
in the literature to provide a model for the capacitance of
insulated parallel wires implanted in biological tissue. This
work is split into four sections. Section 2 details the problem
description and the assumptions. Section 3.1 specifies two
numerical methods used to calculate the capacitance of
implanted and insulated parallel conductors. The numerical
results are verified in Section 3.2 using twelve different
pairs of insulated parallel conductors of different geometry
with capacitance measurements taken using two different
instruments. The results are then discussed in Section 4.

2 Problem description

Biological tissue can have a static relative permittivity in the
order of 107 (Gabriel et al. 1996). Hence, the capacitance
of implanted conductors depends on the thickness of the
wire insulation. Imagine a pair of parallel conductors placed
apart in an infinite uniform block of insulating material.
Materials used to insulate conductors typically have relative
permittivity of 2 to 4. The capacitance of a pair of
wires will be some small quantity Csmall . Replacing the

Fig. 1 Insulated parallel conductors implanted in biological tissue
where ri is the radius of the conducting wire and ro is the radius of the
insulated conducting wire

infinite uniform block with biological material of relative
permittivity in the order 107 would increase the capacitance
to Clarge, where Clarge ≈ 107 × Csmall . Some arbitrary
geometry of insulation placed around the wires with the
rest of the dielectric medium being biological tissue would
cause the capacitance to become Cwires where Csmall <

Cwires < Clarge. That means the capacitance of a pair of
insulated conductors implanted in biological tissue could
span seven orders of magnitude, depending on the conductor
and insulation geometry. Figure 1 depicts a cross-section
of parallel cylindrical conductors implanted in biological
tissue. Provided the conductors are electrically short e.g.
the wire length is λ

10 or less, a lumped-element circuit
model can be used to represent the inductance, resistance
and capacitance. An equivalent circuit model is depicted in
Fig. 2, where R, L and C are the resistance, inductance
and capacitance of the pair of conductors respectively. The
quantity Ztissue is the impedance of the electrode-tissue
interface as well as the impedance of the tissue itself.
Several equivalent circuit models that replace Z in the
model can be found in the literature (Pomfret et al. 2013;
Brocker and Grill 2013; Roth 1995). The resistance R in the
equivalent circuit model in Fig. 2 can be obtained using the
closed form equation

R = 2ρl

π(ri)2
(1)

where ρ is the resistivity, l is the length of the cabling
and ri is the inner diameter of the wire shown in Fig. 1.
The inductance L can also be obtained from a closed
form analytical solution since the relative permeability of
biological tissue and the insulation material on the wire is
very close to unity. Hence, the inductance of the pair of
parallel wires is given by

L = μ0l

π
cosh−1

(
ro

ri

)
(2)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, ro is the outer
radius as shown in Fig. 1 and the rest of the quantities are
as previously defined. The capacitance is difficult to solve

R L

C
Ztissuevin

Transmission Line Stimulation Site

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit model of an implanted transmission line
driving an electrode to stimulate biological tissue where R, L and C

are the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the transmission line
and Z is the impedance of the stimulation site
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for as it depends on the permittivity and geometry of the
surrounding material. A closed form analytical solution for
the capacitance is given by

C = πε0εr l

cosh−1
(

r0
ri

) (3)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the relative
permittivity of the surrounding medium and the rest of the quan-
tities are as previously defined. However, Eq. 3 relies on a
uniform dielectric medium of constant permittivity. Instead, a
numerical method to solve for C is needed using Maxwell’s
equations. The scalar potential V , is subject to Jackson (1998)

∇2V = 0 (4)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator. The surface charge Q

on the conductors can be found using Gauss’s law

Q =
∮

ε|ET |dl (5)

where ε is the permittivity, ET is the electric field and
dl denotes infinitesimal lengths around the conductor of
which a closed integral is taken (Rienen 2001). Dividing the
surface charge Q by the potential difference between the
conductors gives the capacitance C

C = Q

Vb − Va

(6)

where Va and Vb are the voltages at each conductor. Equa-
tions 4 and 5 require the use of numerical methods to find a
solution.

3Methods

3.1 Numerical analysis

The work herein uses two numerical methods for compari-
son: a finite element method implemented in MATLAB and
an electrostatic solver in CST Studio Suite.

3.1.1 Finite element method

A finite element method is used to solve Eqs. 4 to 6 Dhatt
and Touzot (2012). The geometry depicted in Fig. 1 is
a cross-section of insulated wire implanted in biological
tissue. Assuming the wire is much longer than it is thick, it
is reasonable to assume a uniform field in the direction the

wire is travelling. The Laplacian in Eq. 4 is then reduced to
two dimensions and can be expressed as

∇2V = ∂2V

∂x2
+ ∂2V

∂y2
= 0 (7)

A grid of square mesh cells is superimposed over Fig. 1
where i and j denote the column and row references
respectively, for each mesh cell. An approximation of the
Laplacian can then be calculated by iteratively solving

Vi,j = 1

2

[
εi−1,j

εi−1,j + εi+1,j

Vi−1,j + εi+1,j

εi−1,j + εi+1,j

Vi+1,j

+ εi,j−1

εi,j−1 + εi,j+1
Vi,j−1+ εi,j+1

εi,j−1 + εi,j+1
Vi,j+1

]
(8)

where Vi,j is the scalar potential at a mesh cell in the mesh
grid at location i, j and εi,j is the relative permittivity at
the same location. Solving Eq. 8 iteratively until all mesh
cells converge to a value gives an approximate solution to
the Laplacian in Eq. 4.

An approximate solution to Eq. 5 can then be obtained
using Eq. 9. An enclosed path around one of the conductors
is identified. The scalar potentials at the mesh cells on the
outer section are multiplied by the permittivity at the same
mesh cell and the values are summed forming the first term
in (9). The second term in (9) is obtained in the same way,
except using the inner mesh cells on the enclosed path. The
enclosed line integral can then be approximated by taking
the difference of these two terms, resulting in the conductor
surface charge Q.

Q = ε0
[ ∑

εriVi(outer)
] − ε0

[ ∑
εriVi(inner)

]
(9)

The surface charge Q and the initial voltage on each
conductor Vb and Va can then be substituted into Eq. 6 to
solve for the capacitance per meter of the transmission line.

A MATLAB script was used to solve Eqs. 4 to 6 using the
approximations and numerical methods detailed in Eqs. 7
to 9. The input parameters are the inner and outer radii ri
and ro in Fig. 1, as well as the relative permittivity of the
insulating material εi and of the biological tissue εt . The
output is the capacitance in Farads per meter and the output
plots are depicted in Fig. 3.

Several optimisation strategies were used. Equation 5
involves the integral of |ET |, which is the amplitude of
the electric field along its direction. If an arbitrary path is
chosen, the exact amplitude of the electric field must be used
in the integral, which is difficult to implement. However,
if the path is on the surface of the conductor, the direction
of electric field must be perpendicular to the surface of the
conductor. Then, the absolute value of electric field of each
mesh cell is equal to the difference between the current
mesh cell and the minimum adjacent mesh cell, because
it is known that mesh cells on the conductor are constant
with the highest amplitude. The technique outlined permits
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Fig. 3 Output plots produced by
the finite element method
written in MATLAB a
placement of conductor,
insulator and biological material
in mesh grid b initial voltages
placed on each conductor c
initial relative permittivity
placed on the insulator and
biological material d scalar field
generated by iterating the
Laplacian

a circular enclosed integral to be approximated accurately
in a Cartesian coordinate system, simplifying the algorithm
and reducing error.

The MATLAB script was run for all quotients of ri and ro
from 0.05 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05. The relative permittivity
of the insulation material was set to εi = 3, which is
a typical approximate value for wire insulation materials
like Polyvinyl Chloride, Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene or
Thermoplastic Elastomer. The biological materials chosen
were blood and muscle since they have different values
for relative permittivity that are representative of most
biological materials. The electrical model is for low
frequency applications, where the wavelength is far greater
than the physical length of the wire. Hence, the static
relative permittivity for blood and muscle was used and the

biological tissue relative permittivity was set to εt = 5.26 ×
103 and εt = 2.6 × 107 respectively. The MATLAB script
was also run with εt = 1 to simulate parallel wires in air.

3.1.2 CST studio

The physical wire geometries in Table 1 were also simulated
in a commercially available electromagnetic solver. A meter
long 3D model of each wire geometry was designed in
CST Studio®. The copper wires were modelled as perfect
electrical conductors and the materials around the wire
were modelled with their respective relative permittivity. An
arbitrary potential of plus and minus 5 V was placed on each
conductor respectively. A tetrahedral mesh was chosen and
the accuracy of the electrostatic solver was set to 10

-12. The

Table 1 Parallel cables used for experimental validation of numerical analysis

Cable ri (mm) ro (mm) ri/r0 Conductor material Insulation material εi for insulation material

C1 0.254 0.64 0.15 Tinned solid copper Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) 2.41
C2 0.254 0.64 0.25 Tinned stranded copper TPE 2.41
C3 0.321 1.00 0.32 Tinned stranded copper Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 3.4
C4 0.321 1.27 0.32 Tinned stranded copper PVC 3.4
C5 0.405 1.27 0.37 Tinned stranded copper PVC 3.4
C6 0.321 1.27 0.40 Silver plated copper Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) 1.9
C7 0.511 1.4 0.40 Copper PVC 3.4
C8 0.644 1.6 0.40 Copper PVC 3.4
C9 0.812 1.8 0.45 Copper PVC 3.4
C10 2.0 4.0 0.50 Brass Polyolefin 2.4
C11 2.0 3.3 0.60 Brass Polyolefin 2.4
C12 2.0 2.9 0.70 Brass Polyolefin 2.4
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electrostatic solver was run for each wire geometry and the
capacitance was taken to be the capacitance of the line per
meter. The influence of the fringing fields at the ends of the
line were considered negligible and ignored.

3.2 Experimental analysis

To provide experimental verification, several pairs of
parallel wires with insulation were obtained. Nine, 30 cm
long parallel pairs of wires were purchased from 3M,
which were chosen since the data sheets contained details
about the conductor dimensions, insulation dimensions and
the dielectric constant of the insulation material. Another
three 30 cm long custom cables were constructed using
brass rods and heat-shrink tubing to obtain more extreme
quotients of ri and ro. The details are shown in Table 1.
The capacitance of the wires were measured in air, a
porcine blood pool and excised porcine muscle tissue. Two
measurement instruments were used: a Gamry potentiostat
and a BioLogic potentionstat.

Measurement set ups used to obtain the capacitance of the
cables in porcine blood and porcine muscle are depicterd
in Figs. 4 and 5. The Gamry potentiostat measures complex
impedance including capacitances in the fF range. The
frequency of measurement ranges from 10 μHz to 100
kHz. Since the numerical methods assumed a static relative
permittivity a very low frequency was desirable. However,
10 μHz measurements take significant time and the
difference in the relative permittivity of blood and muscle at
1 Hz compared to 10 μHz is negligible (Gabriel et al. 1996).
Hence, 1 Hz was used as the measurement frequency. Three
readings were taken and averaged for each pair of parallel
wires and the capacitance was calculated using

C = 1

2πf |�{Z}| (10)

where C is the capacitance, f is the measurement frequency
and |�{Z}| is the absolute value of the imaginary part of
the complex impedance. The measurements for the twelve
cables were taken in air, a porcine blood pool and excised

Fig. 4 Experimental set up used to measure the capacitance of twelve
different pairs of parallel wires using the Gamry potentiostat in a
porcine blood pool

Fig. 5 Experimental set up used to measure the capacitance of twelve
different pairs of parallel wires using the Gamry potentiostat in porcine
muscle

porcine muscle tissue. The experiment was repeated with a
BioLogic potentiostat at 1 Hz for comparison.

4 Results

Figure 6 depicts the relationship between the capacitance of
parallel cables and the quotient of inner and outer radii obtained
by solving the numerical equations in Section 3.1.1, using
the electrostatic solver in Section 3.1.2 and measuring
twelve pairs of parallel wires with two different potentio-
stats in Section 3.2. It can be observed that as ri

ro
approaches

unity, the capacitance increases markedly when cables are
implanted in a porcine blood pool or porcine muscle. The
capacitance spans almost two orders of magnitude sug-
gesting insulation thickness is a crucial consideration for
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Fig. 6 A summary of the capacitances obtained using four different
methods for a pair of insulated parallel wires in air, porcine blood
and porcine tissue. The continuous curves were created using the
numerical methods explain in Section 3.1, while the discrete points
were measured using the experiments outlined in Section 3.2
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Table 2 Average capacitance obtained for each pair of parallel wires and the maximum percentage difference from that average

Dielectric medium Cable C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

Air Average capacitance (pF/m) 24 35 43 40 45 39 43 47 51 54 65 78
Maximum % difference from average 21% 12% 12% 20% 14% 20% 17% 3% 14% 4% 10% 12%

Porcine blood Average capacitance (pF/m) 40 49 71 66 75 73 82 83 90 102 147 198
Maximum % difference from average 24% 8% 20% 28% 25% 14% 29% 27% 30% 10% 14% 4%

Porcine muscle Average capacitance (pF/m) 40 51 72 75 79 73 82 92 100 105 146 214
Maximum % difference from average 18% 11% 17% 15% 20% 15% 28% 15% 18% 14% 8% 16%

designing minimally insulated implantable cabling for the
human body. Both the finite element method in Section 3.1.1
and the electrostatic solver in Section 3.1.2 give identical
results to the second decimal place when compared to them-
selves for both blood and muscle, despite the fact that the re-
lative permittivity of blood and muscle differs by four orders
of magnitude. The simulation results in Fig. 6 are presented
in three different plots in Appendix A with a minor modifica-
tion: εi is set to the appropriate value from Table 1 rather than
the average value of 3 used to create the curves in Fig. 6.

The capacitances in blood and muscle are higher than
those in air due to the higher relative permittivity of
biological tissue. The results are summarized in Table 2,
which shows the maximum difference that the most outlying
value for each wire type was from the average across
measurements and simulations. The differences are no more
than 30% for any of the wires, which is a typical component
tolerance for off-the-shelf capacitors.

5 Discussion

The simulation and measurement results demonstrate that
changes in relative permittivity or insulation thickness
result in non-linear changes to cable capacitance. When
the material outside the insulation is changed from air to
blood, the change in relative permittivity from εr = 1
to εr ≈ 5000 causes the cable capacitance to double,
depending on the insulation thickness. However, increasing
the relative permittivity from εr ≈ 5000 to εr ≈ 2.4 × 107

by replacing blood with muscle results in no change in
the cable capacitance. Moreover, reduction of insulation
thickness for cables in biological material appears to cause
an exponential increase in the cable capacitance. Changes
in the material surrounding the insulated conductors as well
as the thickness of the insulation itself can influence the
capacitance of the cabling in the range of almost two orders
of magnitude from 20 pF/m to 700 pF/m.

It is surprising that the capacitance does not change
when the biological material surrounding the cable changes
from blood to muscle. It was expected that an increase in
permittivity from εr ≈ 5000 to εr ≈ 2.4 × 107 would cause
a notable increase in cable capacitance. This motivated

the use of two different potentiostats and two numerical
methods for verification.

The simulation results produced by the finite element
method and electrostatic solver have subtle similarities and diff-
erences. The finite element method outputs the same capaci-
tance for blood and muscle resulting in the overlapping cur-
ves in Fig. 6. Similarly, the electrostatic solver outputs the
same capacitances for blood and muscle resulting in another
pair of overlapping curves. However, the finite element
method capacitances are slightly larger than the electrostatic
solver capacitances. This trend is further demonstrated
in Appendix A by dividing the results into three plots
depending on the material surrounding the insulation cables.

The capacitances obtained in this work provide insight
into two use cases for implanted cabling: biological signal
recording and biological stimulation. With regards to
biological signal recording, in particular neural recording it
can be demonstrated that cable insulation thickness is not a
limiting factor. Consider an extreme design example where
l = 1 m, ri = 0.9 μm and r0 = 1 μm. Reading from
Fig. 1 gives capacitance C = 700 pF and solving Eqs. 1
and 2 gives 83 k� and 187 nH respectively, giving a cut-
off frequency of around 14 MHz. With repsect to neural
recording, local field potentials and extracellular neural
action potentials are of interest which occur at frequencies
in the range of 1 Hz to 10 kHz (Gao et al. 2012). The
cut-off frequency of 14 MHz is well above what would
be required. Moreover, 14 MHz is a conservative cut-off
frequency since the relative permittivity of muscle and
blood drops considerably at higher frequencies. Hence,
limited insulation thickness is not a limiting factor when
designing parallel cabling for neural recording.

On the other hand, biological stimulation or neural
stimulation does need to consider the influence of limiting
cable insulation thickness. The amount of charge injected
into tissue at the electrode site is usually measured via
cabling, without considering how much current is charging
up the cable itself. This is a non-trivial consideration since
according to Fig. 6 the capacitance seen by the cable can
span three orders of magnitude in biological tissue. The
intention to increase the number of electrodes in neural
prostheses will mean smaller electrode sizes and less charge
injection capacity per electrode. Hence, as electrode sizes
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decrease with an increasing density of electrodes, the
capacitance of the cable connected to the electrode will
become a more important design consideration.

Recent examples in the literature demonstrate the need
to consider the capacitance of implanted cabling. Luan
et al. (2017) report the fabrication of ulterflexible neural
probes that are microns in size. In Luan et al. (2017),
supplementary Fig. S11 shows that the electrodes have a
capacitance of no more than 300 pF at 1 Hz. According
to Fig. 6 300 pF of electrode capacitance is well within
the range at which cable capacitance may no longer be
negligible for neural stimulating applications. Pancrazio
et al. (2017) report even smaller electrode capacitances,
identifying that carbon fibers for neural recording and
stimulation that have an exposed geometric surface area of
500 μm2 have a capacitance lower than 160 pF. Tungsten
microwires reported by Zhao et al. (2019) with diameters
of 12 μm exhibit capacitances as small as 1.6 nF. Similarly,
the cables connected to these 12 μm microwires may
have non-negligible capacitance. Recent microfabrication
technologies are allowing for electrodes to be miniaturized,
which is desirable as smaller electrodes appear to evade the
foreign body response (Pancrazio et al. 2017). Despite what
techniques or materials might be used to increase charge
injection capacity (Tong et al. 2014), geometry dictates that
smaller electrodes have smaller capacitance when compared
to their larger cousins (Harris et al. 2018). As neural
electrodes shrink to the nano-scale (Liu et al. 2017) cable
capacitance will become increasingly important.

If the 300 pF electrodes reported in Luan et al. (2017)
were to be used for deep brain stimulation, a cable would
need to be around 10 cm long to reach the stimulation site
from the surface of the brain. Since the majority of the
charge should be injected at the electrode-tissue interface
and not stored in the cable itself, a cable capacitance of
less than 30 pF, which is an order of magnitude less than
the electrode capacitance would be desirable. Reading from
Fig. 6 the quotient ri

ro
needs to be less than 0.8 to ensure

less than 30 pF of cable capacitance. Hence, if an inner
conductor diameter of 20 μm were chosen, at least 5 μm of
insulation would be required.

The choice of geometry in Fig. 1 is not arbitrary and
can inform many implantable cable designs. A pair of
conductors in another cable design can be reduced to a
form where it contains the geometry in Fig. 1 plus some
additional insulation. The caveat is that the distance between
conductor centres must be less than the distance between
the conductor center and the edge of the insulation. The
additional insulation will act to reduce cable capacitance, so
the curve in Fig. 6 provides an upper bound on capacitance
rather than a precise capacitance. With respect to the deep
brain stimulator design example, if a pair of conductors
is part of a multi-core cable, or a twisted pair or another

conceivable geometry, an insulation thickness of at least 5
μm would ensure a cable capacitance of less than 30 pF.
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Appendix A

Figure 7 repeats the data presented in Fig. 6 with some
minor differences in how the numerical results were
obtained. The numerical curves in Fig. 6 were obtained
using εi = 3 such that the curve could be smooth. However,
the cables used have insulation permittivity ranging from
1.9 to 3.4. For each cable the numerical method is performed
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the numerical and experimental methods used
to determine the capacitance of twelve different pairs of parallel wires
in air, a porcine blood pool and porcine tissue. C1 to C12 denote a pair
of insulated parallel wires with properties detailed in Table 1
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with its specific insulation permittivity. Each wire geometry
and permittivity is detailed in Table 1.
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a b  s  t r  a c t

Optogenetic  neuromodulation  is a  powerful technique  used to study cells that  form part  of neuronal

circuits.  Light stimulation  of neurons has  led to a  deeper  understanding  of autism,  schizophrenia  and

depression.  However, researchers  are  often limited to tethered  systems involving  percutaneous plugs,

hence,  wireless  power  transmission  to an implantable  device  is  desirable.  This work  details the  design,

fabrication  and testing  of multichannel  wirelessly  powered optogenetic  devices. By  employing  several

carefully  tuned  resonant  tank  circuits, this  work  demonstrates  the  ability  to  address a scalable  num-

ber of light  sources  on  a  single  device.  Single  channel,  dual channel and  16  channel  devices  were

fabricated,  achieving  light  output  readings of up to 15mW  at 473nm,  suitable  for  activating  channel-

rhodopsin.  Wireless power transmission  was characterized  in air and  porcine  tissue  for  implant depths

up  to 30mm, making  device implantation feasible.  The  device  was successful in activating  endogenous

(in  retinal  ganglion  cells) and  exogenously  transfected  channelrhodopsin in human  embryonic kidney

cells,  providing  biological  validation.  The significance  of this approach  is  the removal  of power-hungry

and  area-consuming electronics  from  the  implant,  while  the ability to address and modulate individual

light  sources  is  maintained  by shifting  this  complexity to the external  wireless  power transmitter.

©  2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Optogenetics is an emergent field that has been developing

rapidly for the past ten years. The ability to control cells pre-

cisely using light has permitted researchers to interrogate what

were previously mysterious neuronal circuits. Advancements have

included a deeper understanding of the neurological bases for sleep

[1], depression [2] and Parkinson’s disease [3]. For the most part,

channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and halorhodopsin (NphR) proteins

sensitive to blue and yellow light respectively, have been popular as

they allow cells to be activated or silenced with high spatiotemporal

E-mail addresses: ammar.ald.91@gmail.com, aaldaoud@student.unimelb.edu.au

(A. Aldaoud).
∗ Corresponding author.

resolution [4]. Thus, techniques for delivering these wavelengths of

light to cells are desirable.

Most light delivery techniques rely on tethered systems, which

permit the delivery of  significant optical power. This can involve

either a percutaneous fiber optic cable [5] or  a wired micro-LED

[6]. It is desirable to demonstrate devices of implantable size that

can be wirelessly powered as they are a step closer towards using

optogenetic strategies to manage disease in humans. Montgomery

et al. [7]  have demonstrated a single-channel wirelessly powered

implant, to activate ChR2 expressed in a mouse model and Park et  al.

[8] extend the concept [7]  by  creating an  addressable dual chan-

nel implant, also verified in a mouse model. Both approaches use

microwave frequency signals, above 1GHz, to power their devices.

Shin et  al. [9] report a 10mm diameter flexible and fully implantable

device that  is powered at 13.56 MHz, reducing the transmission fre-

quency, which can be desirable, as higher frequencies are more

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2017.12.051

0924-4247/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Multi-resonant coil electronic schematic. The transmitter is tuned to the same resonant frequency as one of the receiving devices.

likely to cause tissue heating [10]. This work extends previous

approaches [9] by demonstrating that several coils can be tuned

to receive at different frequencies to fabricate a device with several

channels. Several electronic designs have been proposed to address

the need for wirelessly powered optogenetic stimulators. An exam-

ple is where an inductive power link to an integrated circuit drives

an array of light sources [11]. Although such designs are powerful,

they are typically unavailable to the research community due to the

requirement of a custom integrated circuit. Most other demonstra-

tions involve a wirelessly powered head borne device on a mouse

[12–14].

Optogenetic light sources need to meet several design require-

ments to be effective. Light intensity needs to be sufficient to

activate cells, the light source needs to be modulated and ideally,

several addressable light channels need to be made available [15].

This work describes a novel wireless power technique to meet these

needs that removes power-hungry and area-consuming electronics

from the implantable device. Furthermore, readily available com-

ponents are used. The need for varying intensity is met  by changing

the amplitude of the wireless power signal. By modulating the

transmitted signal, the light source is modulated in  turn. Individ-

ual light sources are addressed by tuning each receiving channel

to a different frequency, meaning the  transmitter activates a light

source by varying its carrier frequency. The design equations, fab-

rication, measurement results and in-vitro cell studies are detailed

in this work.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Design principal and equations

Fig. 1 depicts an overview of  the wireless n-channel optoge-

netic system and Eqs. (1) and (9) outline the design parameters.

On the transmitter side a  signal generator feeds an amplifier that

drives a series-resonant LC  tank circuit formed by LTX and CTX1,

CTX2 to CTXN. Jegadeesan &  Yong-Xin identify that the series res-

onant topology on the transmitter side improves power transfer

efficiency and that a parallel resonant tank on the receiving side is

suitable for lower frequencies and larger loads, which is the case

herein [16]. Hence, each receiving device contains a parallel reso-

nant tank circuit formed by  LRXN and CRXN.  The parallel tank serves

two purposes: to receive power at a given transmission frequency

and to act as a band pass filter to stop other frequencies powering

up the device. The Schottky diode rectifies the incoming AC signal

and CSMOOTH removes the carrier frequency, while maintaining any

frequency modulation present in the signal. This in turn drives the

LED on the output.

To transmit and receive power efficiently LRX1 must have high

quality factor, denoted QL. This is calculated using Eq. (1), where L

is the inductance of the  coil and RL is the parasitic series resistance

of the inductor at a given frequency.

QL = 2�fL

RL
(1)

A desired resonant frequency is chosen, denoted as fRES in Eq.

(2), which permits calculation of the matching capacitor CRX1.

fRES = 1

2�
√

LRXNCRXN

(2)

QPAR denotes the parallel resonant quality factor of the tank circuit

and is different to QL. A high QL is required to ensure effective wire-

less power reception, whereas a high QPAR is required for narrow

frequency selectivity. VLED and ILED denote the voltage and current

operating point of the LED used.

QPAR = VLED

ILED

√
CRXN

LRXN
(3)

LRX1 receives maximum power at fRES and half  the amount of power

at fLOW and fHIGH,  which are calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5). The

other devices are then tuned such that their resonant frequency is

spaced apart from fLOW and fHIGH meaning they cannot be activated

when the transmitter is tuned to fRES for LRX1. This design procedure

is then repeated for n  devices up to LRXN.

fLOW = fRES − fRES

2QPAR
(4)

fHIGH = fRES + fRES

2QPAR
(5)

CSMOOTH is a less critical value and is chosen such that fRES is fil-

tered out, while any  modulation in the transmitted signal, denoted

by fMOD is maintained. Hence, CSMOOTH must fall into the bounds

shown in equation 6.

fMOD <
ILED

2�VLEDCSMOOTH
<  fRES (6)

Once the number of  devices condition is satisfied, LTX and several

capacitor values denoted by CTX1, CTX2. .  . CTXN are chosen such that

the transmitter can match the resonant frequency of  any receiving

device. The circuit simulation software SPICE can then be used to

verify channel spacing, power output and LED modulation.

fRES = 1

2�
√

LTXCTXN

(7)

2.2. Fabrication and testing process

Single channel, dual channel and 16  channel devices were fabri-

cated for testing. Each receiving coil  was wound around a  2  mm
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Fig. 2. a) 3D rendering of component layout for a single channel receiver b) Side-view of 16 channel device showing inductive coils c) Single channel and dual channel

devices.

coil former with 0.5 mm  diameter enameled copper wire. Each

printed circuit board was milled using T-tech tools Quick Circuit

Prototyping Systems. Single channel, dual channel and 16 channel

boards measured 5 mm  by 2.5 mm,  5  mm by 5  mm and 11  mm by

18 mm respectively. LRXN varies between 8  and 20 turns and the

corresponding inductance was approximated using Eq. (8) [17].

L ≈ N2�0

(
D

2

)(
ln

(
8D

d

)
− 2

)
(8)

Where N is the number of turns, D is the loop diameter, d is the

diameter of the wire and �0 is the permeability of free space. An

alternate equation for the inductance of  a solenoid is given by equa-

tion 9.

L ≈ N2�0�D2

4h
(9)

Where h is the height of the solenoid and the other quantities are

as previously defined. CRXN varies in value from 910 pF to 1200 pF

and are 0402 sized (1mm by 0.5 mm)  surface mount devices with

NP0 dielectric. LRXN and CRXN were chosen based on the design

equations specified previously. The Schottky diodes used were

MMDL301T1G fast switching silicon hot-carrier diodes, which are

capable of forward currents of up to 100 mA while maintaining a

low forward voltage drop. CSMOOTH is a  0402 NP0 1nF capacitor and

the LEDs chosen are also 0402 sized. 473 nm blue LEDs and 590 nm

yellow LEDs were chosen, operating at  VLED =  2.8 V,  ILED = 5  mA  and

VLED = 2 V, ILED =  20  mA respectively. Fig. 2  depicts the component

layout of a single channel on a printed circuit board, as well as two

single channel, two dual channel and one  16 channel device.

The signal generator used was a Rigol DG4162, which fed an LZY-

22+, 0.1–200 MHz  amplifier with 43 dB gain from Mini-Circuits.

The output power of the signal generator was measured using

an RF power meter called a SynthNV from WindFreak Technolo-

gies, permitting the transmitter output power to be calculated. The

transmitting coil was made by winding four turns of 1 mm  diameter

enameled copper wire around a 30 mm  diameter coil former. This

was connected in  series with a switched capacitor bank of values

47 pF, 68 pF, 82 pF and 100 pF. Layers of  1.1 mm  glass slides were

used to separate the transmitting coil  and the receiving device. The

light output power of the LEDs was measured using a Field Max

laser power meter from Coherent. Measurements were taken in

a dark room and the  LED was placed as close to the light output

power sensor as possible. The transmitted carrier signal was  square

wave modulated at 2  H, 5  Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz. A photodiode was

connected to an LM358 operational amplifier circuit and powered

by a 5V supply. The photodiode was placed near the  powered LED

and a Lecroy 6100 A oscilloscope was used to measure the voltage

change on the output of  the operational amplifier with respect to

time. Post processing of the time domain signal from the oscillo-

scope was done in MATLAB. The test set up used is depicted in Fig. 3.

Power output, modulation and channel selectivity were measured

and verified. All measurements were repeated with the volume

between the transmitting coil and device replaced with porcine

tissue, with the devices embedded in porcine tissue to simulate

device implantation. The influence of angular displacement was

also monitored.

2.3. Quality factor measurement process

Quality factor measurements were taken for each receiving coil,

as well as each resonant circuit in each channel. To characterise

each receiving inductor LRX,  separate identical coils were fabricated

with 7,  8,  11, 12, 16  and 20  turns using a 2  mm coil former. The

coils were connected in parallel to a 470 pF reference capacitor and

an SMA  connector. A signal generator was configured with a 50  �
source impedance and used to drive the parallel resonant LC tank

and the voltage across the LC  tank was measured with an oscillo-

scope. High impedance AC coupling was used to avoid loading the

resonator. Moreover, the oscilloscope input was bandwidth limited

to avoid harmonic influence on the measurement. The quality fac-

tor of the  capacitor is assumed to be orders of magnitude higher

than the inductor. Hence, the quality factor of the parallel LC tank

formed with the 470 pF  reference capacitor was taken to be QL of

Eq. (1). The signal generator frequency was varied until the maxi-

mum peak to peak voltage was seen on the oscilloscope, indicating

resonance. Then, the inductance of the coil was calculated using Eq.

(2). The upper and lower frequencies, fH and fL at which the max-

imum voltage became attenuated by  3dB were also recorded. The

coil quality factor was then calculated using Eq. (10). The measure-

ment process was repeated for all coils in air, as well as in porcine

tissue.

Q = fRES

fH −  fL
(10)

QPAR was  then measured using two  different methods. Eq.  (3) was

used to calculate QPAR using the measured inductance LRX. Mea-

surement results for QPAR were also verified with the same process

used to measure QL and Eq.  (10).

2.4. Simulation process

Electromagnetic simulation software was used to determine

how the wireless link heats tissue. A volume of muscle tissue mea-

suring 100 mm  by 100 mm by  50  mm  was  created in the simulation

software CST Microwave Studio®.  Four turns of 1mm  diameter wire

with an  inner diameter of 30 mm  was placed 1mm above the tissue

volume. Simulations were run for frequencies between 5  MHz  and

25 MHz  in 5  MHz  steps. The input power to the coil was  increased at

each frequency step until a specific absorption rate (SAR) threshold

was reached. The SAR safety limit was  taken as 1.6W/kg averaged

over 1  g of tissue [18].
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Fig. 3. a) Experimental setup used to test light output power, modulation and channel selectivity of optogenetic devices. Devices were tested in air and porcine tissue.

Fig. 4. Electrophysiological set up configuration used for in-vitro cell testing. The

transmitting coil can be seen around the recording chamber whereas the receiving

device is under the cover slip.

2.5. In-vitro cell testing

Whole cell recordings of a retinal ganglion cell (RGC) were per-

formed using the current-clamp technique described previously

[19–22], shown in Fig. 4.  In brief, an adult rat  was anaesthetized

with a mixture of Ketamine (100 mg/kg) and Xylazine (10 mg/kg).

After enucleation, the rat was killed with an  intracardiac injection

of Letherbarb (1ml). The retina was then dissected, flat-mounted

with RGC side up on a glass coverslip, placed in a recording chamber

and superfused (3–8 ml/min) with carbogenated Ames’ medium at

room temperature. A single channel device was mounted under

the cover slip and the transmitting coil  was mounted around the

recording chamber prior to patch clamping. To  obtain a whole cell

recording a sharp glass pipette was used to make a hole in the  inner

limiting membrane to expose the RGC to be tested. The RGC was

then patch-clamped with a recording glass pipette filled with 6.5 �L

of 90% potassium gluconate, 5% energy cache, 2.5% biocytin and 2.5%

Alexa Fluor (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). The impedance of the

recording pipette was 6  M�.  Once a quality recording was estab-

lished, the single channel device was  modulated at 0.5 Hz, 1  Hz and

2 Hz. Following the recording, superfusion was stopped and 1.5 �l

of 10 mM  sulforhodamine 101 was  added to the recording cham-

ber. The recorded RGC was imaged with a confocal microscope and

the morphology was  reconstructed with depth imaging. All animal

experiments were conducted as per the  policies of National Health

and Medical Research Council of Australia and were approved by

the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Melbourne.

A dual channel device was  tested using Human Embryonic Kid-

ney cells. (HEK)-293 cells were grown on 9 mm  glass coverslips

in DMEM in the presence of  10% fetal calf serum, penicillin and

streptomycin [4]. Cells were then transfected with pAAV-EF1a-

hChR2(H134R)-EYFP using calcium chloride. Two days later, the

cells were studied using patch-clamp electrophysiology with a  dual

channel device mounted under the  cover slip. The transmitter was

driven with a 13.4 MHz  and 15.6 MHz  carrier to drive the yellow

and blue LEDs respectively and modulated at 1 Hz, 2 Hz,  5  Hz and

10 Hz for each colour. The cell response was recorded.

3. Results

3.1. Inductance and quality factor

Fig. 5  depicts the inductance and quality factor of each receiving

coil. Eqs. (8) and (9) are both used to calculate the inductance of a

solenoidal coil for comparison. Eqs. (8) and (9) overestimate and

underestimate the measured inductance, respectively. The quality

factor of each coil declines as the number of turns is increased. From

Eq. (1), this means that extra turns are contributing more series

resistance than inductive reactance to the total impedance of the

coil. The coil characterization results did not differ in porcine tissue

by more than 3%. Hence, the results are taken to be  the same in air

and porcine tissue.
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Fig. 5. Left) Measured and calculated inductance of receiving coils, LRX. Coils are of diameter 2  mm with 7, 8, 11, 12, 16 and 20 turns. ‘Calculated 1’ and ‘Calculated 2’ are

obtained using Eqs. (8) and (9) respectively. Right) Measured quality factor for each coil, denoted QL in Eq. (1). Not to be confused with QPAR in Eq. (3).

3.2. Device characterisation results

Tables 1–3 describe the parameters for each single channel, dual

channel and 16 channel device. LRX is calculated using equation

eight and in turn, fRES is calculated using equation two. The value

of fRES is also measured by finding the frequency for which maxi-

mum LED brightness is observed. Calculated and measured values

for fRES are compared in each table. QPAR is the quality factor of

the resonant circuit loaded with the LED, indicating the  selectivity

of each channel. The POUT /PMAX column of  Table 3 was  obtained

by the following process. The 16  channel device was placed 5  mm

away from the transmitter coil at an  input power of 5  W.  The max-

imum light output power from a single channel was  recorded and

in this case, it was channel 11 at 4.38 mW  and this value was taken

to be  PMAX.  All the other channel output powers were normalized

with respect to PMAX to provide a point of comparison. Measure-

ments of LRX, fRES and QPAR were found to differ by  no more than

3% when measured in porcine tissue as compared to air. Hence, the

measurements listed are for both air and porcine tissue.

3.3. Light output power as a function of distance

The light output power of  single channel device 2 is plotted

against the transmission distance in  Fig. 6.  The transmitted signal

is a sine wave of 20  MHz  delivered with varying power as identi-

fied in the figure legend. A value of  light output power in mW/mm2

Table 1
Single Channel Device Parameters.

Inductor #turns LRX Calculated (nH) LRX Measured (nH) CRX (pF) fRES Calculated (MHz) fRES Measured (MHz) QPAR

Device 1 7 14 or 90 49 1200 15.3 or 38.8 19.0 15.6

Device 2 7 14 or 90 49 1000 16.8 or 42.5 20.0 14.3

Table 2
Dual Channel Device Parameters.

Device 1 Inductor #turns LRX Calculated (nH) LRX Measured (nH) CRX (pF) fRES Calculated (MHz) fRES Measured (MHz) QPAR

Yellow (590 nm)  11 22 or 223 81 1200 9.7 or 31 13.4 12.2

Blue (473 nm)  11 22 or 223 81 910 11.2 or 35.6 15.6 10.6

Device 2

Yellow (590 nm)  8  16 or 118 56 1200 13.4 or 36.3 16.2 14.6

Blue (473 nm)  8  16 or 118 56 910 15.4 or 41.7 17.8 12.7

Table 3
16 Channel Device Parameters.

Channel number Coil #turns LRX Calculated (nH) LRX Measured (nH) CRX (pF) fRES Calculated (MHz) fRES Measured (MHz) QPAR POUT /PMAX

1 20  40 or 737 230 1200 5.4 or 22.9 12.9 7.2 0.68

2 20  40 or 737 230 1100 5.6 or 24.0 13.6 6.9 0.79

3 20  40 or 737 230 1000 5.9 or 25.2 14.2 6.6 0.77

4 20  40 or 737 230 910 6.1 or 26.4 15.1 6.3 0.78

5 16 32 or 472 112 1200 6.7 or 25.7 14.7 10.4 0.92

6 16 32 or 472 112 1100 7.0 or 26.8 15.4 9.9 0.98

7 16 32 or 472 112 1000 7.3 or 28.1 16.0 9.4 0.97

8 16 32 or 472 112 910 7.7 or 29.5 17.1 9.0  0.98

9 12 24 or 265 85 1200 8.9 or 29.7 16.8 11.9 0.98

10 12 24 or 265 85 1100 9.3 or 31.0 18.8 11.4 1

11 12 24 or 265 85 1000 9.8 or 32.5 18.2 10.8 0.99

12 12 24 or 265 85 910 10.2 or 34.1 19.1 10.3 0.98

13 8  16 or 118 81 1200 13.4 or 36.3 22.8 12.2 0.69

14 8  16 or 118 81 1100 14.0 or 37.9 24 11.7 0.67

15 8  16 or 118 81 1000 14.7 or 39.8 25.5 11.1 0.65

16 8  16 or 118 81 910 15.4 or 41.7 26.4 10.6 0.61
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Fig. 6. Light output power plotted against wireless power transmission distance for a single channel and dual channel device.

Fig. 7. Channel selectivity demonstrated across two, dual channel devices by varying transmission carrier frequency a) 13.4 MHz  b) 15.6 MHz  c) 16.2 MHz  d) 17.8 MHz.

Fig. 8. 16 Channel device channel selectivity a) 15.4 MHz  single channel selection b) frequency sweep from 12 MHz  to 20 MHz  selecting channels 1  to 12 c) frequency sweep

from 12 MHz  to 27 MHz  selecting channels 1–16.

is often desirable as a point of comparison between various pub-

lished works. This can be calculated by  taking the  surface area of

the LED into consideration. Each LED is an 0402 surface mount

device, which is 1mm  by 0.5 mm  in surface area. Hence, a mW/mm2

value can be obtained by  dividing each measured output power by

0.5 mm2.  Results obtained in porcine tissue were close to identi-

cal to those obtained using glass slides to separate the device and

transmitter coil, differing by no more than 3%.

The light output power of dual channel device 2 is shown in

Fig. 6.  Once again, the  13.4 MHz  and 15.6 MHz  signals are sine  waves
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Fig. 9. Influence of misalignment on dual channel and 16 channel devices. Each pair of figures shows the angular range within which the selected channel remains activated.

Fig. 10. a) Depiction of CAD model used for electromagnetic simulation of transmitting coil above a volume of muscle tissue. At an input power of 25 W  at 20 MHz, the

maximum 1g averaged SAR is  1.44 W/kg, which is still below the safety threshold of 1.6 W/kg. b) The continuous input power to the coil required to exceed the safety

threshold for SAR (specific absorption rate) of 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g of tissue.

and a mW/mm2 value can be calculated by  dividing the light output

power by 0.5 mm2.  When one carrier frequency and hence, LED is

selected, the other channel is measured to ensure it  is off. This is to

confirm that the channel selectivity is sufficiently significant to stop

the 13.4 MHz  signal driving the tank tuned to 15.6 MHz  and vice

versa. It was observed that at 10 W  input power and at a transmis-

sion distance less than 3 mm,  signal interference did occur resulting

in both LEDs being activated.

3.4. Channel selectivity

The ability to address individual channels across two, dual chan-

nel devices is shown in  Fig. 7.  The devices are separated from the

transmitting coil by  11mm and the input power is set to 5 W.  Each

channel of each device is addressed by transmitting a sine wave of

frequency 13.4 MHz, 15.6 MHz, 16.2 MHz  and 17.8 MHz. The corre-

sponding response of each transmitted frequency is pictured from

left to right. The capacitor bank switches are adjusted to allow for

optimum tuning. This is done by observing the LEDs to determine

maximum brightness for a given switch configuration. The resonant

frequency of each channel is spaced enough such that no chan-

nel interference is observed. Identical channel selectivity behaviour

was observed with the devices embedded in porcine tissue.

The ability to address multiple channels simultaneously is

shown in Fig. 8,  with the 16 channel device. Channels 1–4 are num-

bered from top right to top left with channel 16 in the bottom left

corner. The device is separated from the transmitter by 5.5 mm.

Channel 6 is addressed by setting the transmitted power and fre-

quency to 5 W and 15.4 MHz. This is depicted in Fig.  8a. A sinusoidal

frequency sweep from 12 MHz  to 20  MHz  activates channels one to

12 in Fig. 8b and all channels are shown to be working with a sweep

from 12MHz to 27MHz in Fig. 8c. Due to tuning considerations and

varying coil sizes, each light varies in brightness with the frequency

sweep. However, this is solved using an arbitrary waveform that

varies the transmitted power with frequency. Once again, identical

channel selectivity behaviour was observed in porcine tissue.

3.5. Angular displacement

The influence of angular displacement on power transfer is

depicted in Fig.  9.  Fig. 9a and b show a test of a dual channel device.

The device could be turned counter clockwise to 80◦ with the  chan-

nel remaining activated. This was  limited to 70◦ when turning the

device clockwise. A similar test was performed for the 16 chan-

nel device as shown in  Figs. 9c and d. The dual channel device

demonstrates greater tolerance to angular displacement than  the

16 channel device.

3.6. Tissue heating

Fig. 10 depicts how the transmitting coil  heats tissue. Fig.  10a

shows the CAD model used with the coil above a volume of mus-

cle tissue. Fig.  10b  shows that the  safety limit of 1.6 W/kg is only

reached when the transmitting power is much larger than 10 W,  the

maximum transmitting power used in this work. This is particularly

evident for a transmitting frequency of 5  MHz, where over 200 W of

input power is required to breach the safety threshold. Fig. 10b  also

assumes that the carrier frequency is continuously transmitting.

This is known not to be  the case, since modulation is a requirement

of optogenetic systems as depicted in Fig. 11.  Therefore, a  more

accurate input power threshold can be  realised by multiplying the

maximum input power by the reciprocal of  the modulation duty
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Fig. 11. Square wave modulation of carrier frequency superimposed onto the photodiode response to the light source for modulation frequencies of 2  Hz, 5 Hz,  10 Hz and

20 Hz. The voltage scale refers to the amplifier input signal, whereas the photodiode response is  binary.

cycle. For example, in Fig. 11, the carrier frequency is on 50% of

the time, meaning the duty cycle is 50%, meaning the maximum

input power transmitted by  the coil could be doubled before safety

thresholds were reached.

3.7. Frequency response and in-vitro cell study

Light modulation is an essential requirement for optogenetic

experiments and is shown in  Fig. 11.  The behaviour shown in Fig. 11

was observed for modulation frequencies of  up to 1 kHz. Fig. 12

depicts the response of a RGC to a single channel device. The cell

exhibited spontaneous activity when the device was  switched off.

When the device was modulated, the RGC responded precisely to

the stimulus such that bursts of  action potentials occurred in syn-

chrony with the light stimulus. The activity of the RGC is clearly

in synchrony with the modulated single channel device, indicating

the cell is an ON type cell. Fig. 13 shows the response of HEK-293

cells to a dual channel device. The cells were held at -60 mV  and illu-

mination while blue light evoked a robust inward current. This is

consistent with the opening of a light-sensitive, cation-conducting

ion channel. The responses followed repetitive light stimulation at

1–10 Hz (Fig. 13). When the cells were held at positive potentials

the current reversed to outward, consistent with the opening of

a cationic channel. Stimulation with yellow light did not evoke a

response. Removal of the electrode from the cell was also without

effect.

4. Discussion

An optogenetic stimulator needs to provide spatiotemporal

resolution, sufficient light intensity, multiple channels and mod-

ulation capability. This work demonstrates that spatial resolution

can be achieved with individual channels spaced as close as 2.5 mm

apart. Power outputs of up to 15 mW  are shown, which converts

to 30 mW/mm2 based on the LED surface area. The light output

power at 590 nm is limited compared to that at 473 nm, due to

LED efficiency. Several reports describe varying light power den-

sity requirements ranging from below 1  mW/mm2 to 10  mW/mm2,

being largely dependent on implant location and the light deliv-

ery method used [23–26]. Light pulsing requirements are also met

by using modulation on the transmitted sinusoidal carrier wave.

Square wave modulation at 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10  Hz and 20 Hz was  mea-

sured with a photodiode and was also shown to work up to 1kHz.

Modulation requirements do not typically exceed 50  Hz in the lit-

erature, meaning that the modulation strategy used in this work is

more than sufficient. Testing of a single channel and dual channel

device on RGC and HEK-293 cells, provides biological validation.

The magnetic field produced by the transmitter did not appear to

adversely affect the cells. At 5Hz and 10Hz square wave modulation,

the HEK-293 cells did not recover entirely. However, this could be

changed by using pulsed modulation to increase recovery time or

by increasing the light intensity [4], both of  which are possible with

the system described in this work. As expected, HEK-293 cells did

not respond to yellow light, providing biological validation of  the

channel selectivity feature in  Fig. 6.  Addressing multiple channels

simultaneously is achieved through multiplexing, but this presents

a limitation. That is, less optical power is available for each indi-

vidual channel as it is shared between channels. However, if  this is

taken into consideration at the design phase, sufficient light output

power can be made available.

All measurements were done in  air, as well as in porcine tis-

sue for biological validation and results were found to differ by

no more than 3% in the two media. This is surprising, as elec-

tromagnetic fields and waves are known to interact with tissue.

Nevertheless, the result can be understood by  appreciating the sub-

tleties of the experimental setups described in this work. Wireless

power transfer in this work is due to inductive coupling in the

quasi-static magnetic near field of the transmitting coil. The rela-

tive magnetic permeability of  biological tissue is close to unity [27].

Hence, a  magnetic field sees biological tissue much like it sees air.

However, this is not the case for the frequency dependent relative

permittivity, which is around 100 for muscle in the frequency range

used in this work [28]. Out of all biological media, muscle is used

since it  has average electrical characteristics. Due to the high rela-

tive permittivity of  muscle, the extra parasitic capacitance created

by the surrounding porcine tissue should influence the resonant

frequency and quality factor measurements. Moreover, the lossy

nature of  the parasitic capacitance due to its conductivity should

reduce light output power. Why  then, does biological tissue have

such a negligible effect on these variables in these experiments?

There are three probable reasons: CRX is large compared to the par-

asitic capacitance, the inside of each receiving coil LRX does not

contain porcine tissue and the receiving resonant tank is loaded

with an LED.

The majority of solenoid self-capacitance emerges between

windings, and on the inside of the coil. The capacitance emerg-

ing from the outside is much less, in  this work likely less than  a

1pF based on the  measurement results. Even when the  coil is sur-

rounded by  biological material with relative permittivity of 100,

the increase in parasitic capacitance is negligible compared to the

choice of tuning capacitors that range from 910 pF to 1200 pF. This

explains the  limited influence of  porcine tissue on fRES and Q. The

negligible influence of  porcine tissue on light output power can be

understood by  appreciating that the  LEDs place considerable load
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Fig. 12. Retinal ganglion cell morphology and response to light stimuli generated by a single channel device. Left). A confocal reconstruction of the retinal ganglion cell

recorded and labelled with Alexa 488 (green) with the extracellular spaces labelled with Sulforhodamine 101 (red). Right) Recordings of the retinal ganglion cell in response

to light stimulation (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is  referred to the web version of this article.).

Fig. 13. HEK-293 cells were transfected with blue-sensitive opsin for 48 h (left) and studied under patch-clamp. The cells were held at −60 mV  and stimulation with blue

light evoked robust inward currents.

Table 4
State of the Art Review.

Reference Number of channels Wireless method Input power Device mass Longest device dimension

This work 4  Inductive Up to 10 W  1g 5  mm

This work 16 Inductive Up to 10 W  6.5 g 20 mm

[7] 1  Radiative 4W –  2  mm

[8] Up to 3 Radiative <1  W 33 mg 5  mm

[9] 1  Inductive Up to 12 W 30  mg 10 m

on the resonant receiving tank, in  the order of  100 �.  The loss due

to the surrounding porcine tissue is easily an  order of  magnitude

or two less than the power consumed by  the load.

Angular displacement or coil  misalignment has greater effect

with an increase in the number of  channels as depicted in Fig. 10.

The dual channel device is slightly more tolerant to counter clock-

wise angular displacement. In Fig.  10a and b,  the left coil  is driving

the blue LED, meaning the  right coil attenuates the received sig-

nal. The same effect can be observed in Fig. 10c  and d, and is more

significant due to the increased number of coils blocking the signal.

In its current form the device still requires biocompatible

packaging that permits transmission of  light. For short term appli-

cations, low temperature melting glass or epoxy are likely to suffice

as an encapsulate. For longer term implantation, a previously

reported method of  forming hermetic packages from diamond and

gold braze could be suitable [29]. Moreover, receiving coils could be

embedded into the diamond substrate itself [30]. It is known that

diamond has high transmittance in visible wavelengths and causes

negligible immune response making it potentially suitable for this

application [31].

Eqs. (8) and (9) for calculating the inductance of  a solenoid differ

by an order of magnitude. However, they do bound the measured

inductances, which can be explained by the origins of each formula.

Eq. (9) assumes that the wire used is an infinitely thin filament,

which is not the case as the winding thickness is 20% of  the coil

diameter [32–33]. Eq. (8) on the  other hand is empirical and was

initially devised as an approximation of the inductance of  a loop

antenna [17].  As the number of turns increases, Eq.  (8) over approx-

imates inductance. Nevertheless, Eqs. (8) and (9) are useful bounds

for approximation.

The different coil sizes mean the power transfer efficiency dif-

fers for each channel. This is shown by  the scaling factor POUT /PMAX

in Table 3.  A strategy that could be  used to compensate for this

difference is driving each channel with a different input power.

Most signal generators can be programmed to deliver waveforms

of arbitrary amplitude and frequency. This technique was used for

channel selection by varying frequency and can be extended to

include amplitude to provide a constant light output per channel.

Table 4  provides a comparison between this work and other

miniature wireless optogenetic devices. Studies [7,8] demonstrate

that their  devices work in home cages, whereas this work focuses

on the design equations used, bench top characterization and in-

vitro cell studies. The wireless system in this work could be used

in a home cage where the coils form part of the  platform. Since
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the transmitter coil is 30 mm  in diameter, it  would take several

coils to cover a reasonable area, increasing power consumption,

although, such a configuration would also reduce SAR dramatically.

The size of the transmitting coil and mass of the devices in this

work means it is likely more suited to a large animal model, where

the animal can wear the coil above its skin, above the location of

the implanted optogenetic device. There are several advantages to

having a wireless link between a wearable coil and an  implant.

Infection is less likely to occur since percutaneous wires are not

used [34–36] and transcutaneous wire breakages would not occur.

Furthermore, from a design perspective, this work emphasizes that

variables such as coil quality factor and power transfer efficiency

can be traded for an increase in the number of individual channels.

Hence, this work is  useful for the optogenetic user, as the implant

design is simple and uses only readily available components. The

techniques described herein provides researchers involved in opto-

genetics with a tool kit for creating bespoke, multiple wavelength,

implantable, individually tunable devices.

This work describes a multichannel inductively coupled link

for the purposes of wireless optogenetic stimulation. By  encoding

light intensity, modulation and channel selection into the trans-

mitted carrier wave, complex electronics are removed from the

implant. Light output power, modulation and channel selection are

all verified experimentally in  various configurations and biological

settings to demonstrate design efficacy. Moreover, readily avail-

able components are used for all aspects of the  design, making the

described technique accessible to researchers.
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Near Field Wireless Power Transfer to Stent-Based
Biomedical Implants
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Abstract—Safe wireless power transfer is an essential requirement for biomedical implants. Emerging technologies are becoming
smaller, less invasive and consuming less power. Moreover, stent-based devices are being recognized as a minimally invasive alternative
to traditional surgery. Hence, the idea of using the body of the stent as the power receiving element is becoming increasingly attractive.
The objective of this work is to analyze two near field wireless power transfer methods to stent-based devices, viz., inductive and
capacitive coupling. The methods used are lumped element modelling, ac circuit theory, finite-element analysis, experiments with
excised bovine muscle tissue and a live ovine vascular model. Capacitive coupling is proposed as an alternate method due to the
transmitter design that can be worn anywhere on the body. It achieves power transfer efficiencies of 2.6% and 1% when placed
at depths in muscle tissue of 15 mm and 30 mm respectively. Safety requirements are also met. The capacitive link can accept an
input power of 53 mW before exceeding the safe specific absorption rate limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g of tissue.

Keywords—Wireless power transfer, stent, biomedical implant, inductive, capacitive, coupling

I. INTRODUCTION

INVASIVE surgery is a problem for biomedical implants.

Risks can involve infections at the incision site, reactions to

anesthesia and in rare instances, death [1]. Therefore, the use

of stents embedded with electronics is an attractive alternative

method of implanting minimally invasive biomedical devices.

However, if stents are used, there needs to be a method

for powering the electronics. The size constraints preclude

batteries, hence, in this work we analyze the wireless options

for delivering power to an implanted stent.

Stents have a long history of chronic implantation, tradition-

ally being used to treat arterial atherosclerosis [2]. Potential

applications have been extended to include sensing blood flow

[3], arterial pressure [4], restenosis [5] and the accumulation

of intimal tissue and sludge [6].

Previous work on stent-based sensors can be classified

into three categories: passive, semi-active and active devices.

Studies [2] to [6] involve the stent behaving as a passive

electrical component. This involves the relevant biological

indicator influencing the shape of the stent, which changes

the resonant frequency of the stent-based LC tank, which in

turn can then be interrogated by an external antenna. A key

limitation is that these devices employ no active circuitry on

the stent. Hence, they are passive in their response to their

biological environment.

A recent advance by Son et al. [7] has seen the creation of

semi-active stents. Unlike passive devices that are memoryless,

the semi-active stent employs a non-volatile memory based

on memristors. The biological indicator directly influences the

state of the memristor, which once again could potentially be

interrogated by an external antenna.

A. Aldaoud, K. Ganesan, D. J. Garrett and S. Prawer are with Department
of Physics, University of Melbourne

Jean-Michel Redoute is with Department of Electrical and Computer
Systems Engineering, Monash University

This research was funded by the Australian Research Council (ARC) Link-
age Grant LP150100038. DJG is supported by NHMRC Grant GNT110171.

Fully active stent-based devices involve the incorporation of

electronics as part of the stent. As a result, these electronics

require a wireless power and data link. Significant progress

towards this goal has been made in the work by Chow et al.

[8]. This involved the design of an integrated circuit capable

of receiving RF power and transmitting data back. The key

limitation of the device envisaged by Chow et al. is low power

transfer efficiency, resulting in the specific absorption rate of

tissue being exceeded. This means in its current form, the

device could potentially be unsafe for human use [9].

Inductive coupling via a magnetic field has been studied

extensively, particularly for biomedical applications [10] [11].

Combining this understanding with the inductive stent design

in Mohammadi et al. [12], this work will evaluate the possi-

bility of using an inductive link to deliver power to a stent. A

less commonly used technique for wireless power transfer is

capacitive coupling [13]. In this case, an electric field is used

to deliver power. This work extends that of Jegadeesan et al.

[14] by demonstrating that stents could potentially be used as

receiving electrodes in this scheme. Moreover, data transfer

via capacitive coupling could also be included as detailed in

[15].

This work is divided into five main Sections. Section II

describes the inductive link and contains a lumped element

analysis and the experimental method used to test the link.

Section III on the capacitive link follows on in a similar

manner, with the addition of finite element and ovine vascular

models. Section IV is a safety verification that uses a finite

element model to check the specific absorption rate of a vol-

ume of tissue for both the capacitive and inductive link. This

is followed by the results in Section V with the implications

explained in Section VI.

II. INDUCTIVE POWER TRANSFER TO A STENT

This section analyzes a power transfer link to a stent using

inductive coupling. This is done using a circuit model in

section II-A and an experimental set up specified in section

II-B.
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A. Lumped element model for inductive power transfer to a
stent

Extensive information on inductive power transfer can be

found in the literature. Comparisons of parallel and series

resonance techniques, coil alignment [16] and coil topologies

[17] are all common. The work herein will use a parallel-

resonant receiver topology with two coaxial coils forming the

inductive link.

η =
k2QTXQRX(

1 + QRX

ωCRXRL
+ k2QTXQRX

)
+ ωCRXRL + 1

QRX

(1)

The equation in (1) can be used to calculate the power

transfer efficiency for an inductive link [18]. QTX and QRX

are the primary and secondary inductor quality factors, k
is the coupling coefficient, CRX denotes the capacitance of

the parallel tuning capacitor on the receiver side, RL is the

load resistance and η is the power transfer efficiency. The

parameters required to solve equation (1) can be found using

the freely available software Inca.

B. Experimental method for inductive power transfer to a stent

The experimental set up in Fig. 1 was devised to test

inductive power transfer to a stent. Eight turns of 0.5 mm

enamel coated copper wire form the receiving stent, which

has a diameter of 4 mm and a length of 40 mm. Strictly

speaking, this is not a stent, but is designed to mimic the

inductive stent shown in the work by Mohammadi et al [12].

The transmitting coil is made from 3 turns of 3 mm diameter

copper wire, with a coil diameter of 100 mm and a length of

70 mm and surrounds the biological tissue, which is made up

of two pieces of 15 mm thick excised bovine muscle tissue.

The stent is placed between the pieces of biological tissue for

power transfer readings. Two extra 15 mm pieces are placed

either side of the stent to emulate the stent being implanted

deeper into the body. Hence, two sets of readings are taken,

one at 15 mm deep and another at 30 mm deep.

The signal generator is set to supply a 10 Vpp sine wave at 4

MHz with a 50 Ω source impedance. This is connected to the

transmitting coil in series with a 400 mΩ current sensing resis-

tor and a parallel pair of 680 pF capacitors in series for reactive

compensation. The receiver coil is connected in parallel with a

50 V NP0 10 nF capacitor for reactive compensation and then

loaded with a 2 kΩ single turn potentiometer. The AC output

voltage across the load is measured with an oscilloscope.

A switch is used to disconnect the load from the coil stent

such that the load resistance RL can be measured. The load

resistance is varied for each transmission depth from 5 Ω to

2 kΩ and the received power is calculated as V 2
out p/(2RL).

Peak readings of the voltage and current on the transmit coil

are taken using the oscilloscope and the power delivered to

the transmit coil is taken to be (Vsense pVin p)/(2Rsense).

III. CAPACITIVE POWER TRANSFER TO STENTS

Capacitive power transfer to stents is analyzed in three

different ways. A circuit model is specified in section III-A.

(a) (b)

N = 8 turns
D = 4mm
L = 40mm

N = 3 turns
D = 100mm
L = 70mm 10nF

1360pF

10VPP
4MHz

Signal
Generator

RL

To Oscilloscope

To Oscilloscope

To Multimeter

Vin

Vsense

Rsense

Magnetic
Field To Oscilloscope

SW

LRXLTX

Vout

0.4Ω

50Ω

Excised
Muscle
Tissue

Pin=(Vin_pVsense_p)/(2Rsense) Pout=(Vout_p)
2/(2RL)

CRX

CTX

(c)

Fig. 1. a) Eight turns of 0.5 mm diameter enamel coated copper wire forming
a 40 mm long receiving coil. b) Experimental set up with excised bovine
muscle tissue placed around the receiving stent and inside a 3 turn, 100 mm
diameter transmitting coil. c) Equivalent circuit schematic of (b)

This is followed by a computational CAD model (section

III-B), an experimental set up (section III-C) and an ovine

vascular model (section III-D).

A. Lumped element model for capacitive power transfer to a
stent

Equations (2) to (6) can be used to calculate the power

transfer efficiency of the capacitive link in Fig. (2). The

quantities L, D and a refer to the geometry shown in Fig.

2, where L is the length of a stent, D is the distance between

the stent and the transmitting plate, a is the radius of the stent

and A is the area of a transmitting plate. εr is the relative

permittivity of the biological tissue and ε0 is the permittivity of

free space. The first equation in (2) is an exact expression for

the capacitance between a cylinder and an infinite conducting

plane [19]. For the sake of approximation, it is assumed that

the area of the plate is large compared to the size of the stent.

The losses in the system are approximated by the quantities

CS and RS . These are the familiar expressions for a parallel

plate capacitor and resistor. This is not entirely accurate due

to the geometry, as well as the fact that there are other
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(a)

VS

C

C

RL

ZS

RS CS

AC Source Parasitic
Impedance

Load

Vo

Coupling
Capacitance

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Diagram of a capacitive wireless power transfer link to two stents
and its associated equivalent circuit. The letters in blue denote the geometry
of the set up, whereas the letters in black are the impedances. D is the
distance between the transmitter and receiver, d is the distance between the
two transmitting plates, A is the area of a transmitting plate and a is the
radius of a stent.

losses in the system. This includes the coupling capacitance,

which would dissipate energy, as well as the parastic coupling

between the receiving stents themselves. However, simplifying

the system losses to RS and CS provides clarity regarding the

frequency response of the system, since the majority of loss

is assumed to behave like a shunt impedance.

C =
2πεrε0L

cosh−1
(
D
a

) CS =
ε0εrA

d
RS =

ρd

A
(2)

Equation (3) is used to calculate the ideal load resistance for

maximum power transfer efficiency. Based on the schematic in

Fig. 2, when the total reactance of the coupling capacitances C
is equal to the load resistance, maximum power is transferred

to the load. Including inductive reactance could improve

impedance matching. However, the coupling capacitance C
changes with the distance between the transmitting plates and

stents. Therefore any inductive compensation would need to

be variable, adding further complexity [13].

RL =
2

ωC
(3)

The impedance seen by the source in Fig. 2 is shown in

(4). It is the series combination of the coupling capacitances

C and the load resistance RL, all in parallel with RS and CS .

This expression is useful for simplyfying (5).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. a) A CAD model of a capacitive power transfer link to a stent-based
device. The model is used to numerically solve for the amount of power
transferred to the stents, as well as evaluate the safety of the wireless link b)
Transmitting coil model with diameter 100 mm and length 70 mm around a
200 g mass of tissue to check for tissue heating.

Zeq =

(
jωC

jωRLC + 2
+

1

RS
+ jωCS

)−1

(4)

VO

VS
=

Zeq

ZS + Zeq

(
jωR2

LC

jωC + 2RL

)
(5)

Pout =
|VO RMS |2

RL
Pin = �

{ |VS RMS |2
Z∗
S + Z∗

eq

}
(6)

The power transfer efficiency of the capacitive link can then

be calculated with ac circuit theory using equations (4) to (6).

VO is the voltage across RL, ZS is the ac source impedance,

VS is the ac source voltage, ω is the circular frequency,

VO RMS and VS RMS emphasise that RMS quantities must

be used for (6). � denotes taking the real part of a complex

quantity, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and εcap is the

power transfer efficiency of the wireless link.

B. Finite element model for capacitive power transfer to stents

The system depicted in Fig. 2 is modelled using the numer-

ical electromagnetic simulation software CST MICROWAVE

STUDIO R© in Fig. 3. Each plate is 30 mm by 30 mm and

separated by a 20 mm gap. The tissue is a block of muscle

with a conductivity 1 S/m and a relative permittivity of 60

[20]. The total volume of the tissue is 300 cm3 at an implant

depth of 15 mm and 600 cm3 at a depth of 30 mm. This gives

tissue masses of 312 g and 624 g respectively. The stents are

made of nitinol, which has a conductivity of 1.32×106 S/m.

A numerical full-wave finite element electromagnetic solver is

run to determine the power transfer to the stent-based device.

C. Experimental method for capacitive power transfer to
stents

Capacitive power transfer to stents is tested experimentally

in Fig. 4. Two transmitting plates are fabricated using a single

piece of blank printed circuit board cut to a size of 80 mm by

30 mm. The required sections of copper are covered with tape

and the rest is etched away in a solution of ferric chloride.

An SMA connector is soldered to the printed circuit board

to feed the transmitting plates. Two Trevo Proview R© stents
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are soldered either side of another SMA connector. Each stent

measures 4 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length and is made

of a conducting nickel titanium alloy called nitinol. Each stent

has a DC resistance of 2 Ω when measured lengthways.

The stent receiver and transmitter are connected to a USB

controlled RF signal generator from WindFreak Technologies.

It can sweep between 34 MHz and 4.4 GHz outputting up

to 20 dBm. This RF output is connected to the transmitting

plates and the stents are connected to an RF power detector

on the same device. The connections are made using flexible

50 Ω coaxial cable from minicircuits.

The stent receiver is placed between two pieces of 15 mm

thick excised bovine muscle tissue. The transmitting plates are

driven from 200 MHz to 400 MHz in 10 MHz steps, with the

received power recorded at each step. This frequency range is

chosen since the lumped element and finite element modelling

both predict peak power transfer efficiencies within this range.

The same process is repeated with two extra pieces of 15 mm

tissue placed either side of the stent receiver. This increases

the transmission distance to a depth of 30 mm.

The power output of the SynthNV is not flat. Hence the

power transfer efficiency is calculated using the known power

output of the signal generator and the RF power detector.

Reflections at the input to the transmitting plates are not

taken into consideration when calculating the power transfer

efficiency.

D. Ovine vascular model

Fig. 5 depicts simulations and experiments to compare the

electrical characteristics of excised bovine muscle tissue with

a live ovine vascular model. Due to the difficulties associated

with implanting a coaxial cable to receive power as shown

in Fig. 4, the coupling capacitance C is measured in lieu of

the power transfer efficiency. Since C is a proxy for power

transfer efficiency, a similar value for C for each model would

indicate similar electrical properties across single layer and

multilayer tissue models. Due to the long leads required for

the ovine vascular model, the frequency at which capacitance

is measured is lowered to 1 MHz.

In each set up in Fig. 5 a transmitting plate is 15 mm from

a receiving stent. The top two figures depict both a simulation

and experiment involving a single layer, homogeneous muscle

model. The bottom two figures depict a multilayer tissue

model, with the live ovine model depicted in the bottom figure.

The capacitance between the transmitting plate and receiving

stent is simulated in CST MICROWAVE STUDIO R© and

measured using a Gamry Potentiostat. Standard angiogrpahic

procedures are followed to deliver a Trevo Proview R© stent

into the ovine vasculature, with the lead wire exiting the

sheep’s skin at the incision site. All animal experiments are

conducted as per the policies of National Health and Medical

Research Council of Australia and are approved by the Animal

Ethics Committee of the University of Melbourne.

IV. SAFETY VERIFICATION

The safety of the wireless power links can be evaluated by

calculating the specific absorption rate in 7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Experimental components used for the capacitive power transfer set
up a) The transmitting plate dimensions b) Two 40 mm long Trevo R© stents
made from nitinol attached to an SMA connector placed between two pieces
of excised bovine muscle tissue in (c)

SAR =
1

V

∫
sample

σ(r)|E(r)|2
ρ(r)

dr (7)

The SAR safety threshold is 1.6 W/kg when averaged over

1g of tissue. σ is the conductivity of the tissue, E is the RMS

electric field, ρ is the tissue density and V is the volume of

the tissue. Calculating SAR for inductive links can be difficult

and often relies on upper-bound approximations for the electric

field produced. To overcome this, the inductive link described

in section II-B is constructed using a CAD model in CST

MICROWAVE STUDIO R©, pictured in Fig. 3. A numerical

finite element full-wave electromagnetic solver is run on a

muscle tissue volume of 200 g. Symmetry is used where

possible to speed up the computation time. The safety of the

capacitive link is evaluated in a similar manner.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Simulations and experimental set ups to measure the capacitance
between a transmitting plate and a stent at 1 MHz in single layer and multi-
layer tissue models a) single layer, homogeneous muscle volume simulation
b) single layer experiment with excised bovine muscle tissue c) multilayer
simulation d) angiographic prodecure used to implant stent into live ovine
animal model for a multilayer experimental measurement.

V. RESULTS

This section outlines the results obtained from the circuit

models, numerical methods and experiments previously de-

scribed. Table I shows the inductive parameters from Inca that

are substituted into equation 1 to create the lumped element

model curve in Fig. 7. Both depths of 15 mm and 30 mm

gave the same power transfer efficiency for the inductive ex-

periment, provided the excised muscle tissue was not pressed

against the transmitter coil, detuning the wireless link. Table II

depicts the parameters used for the lumped element and finite

element models of the capacitive link. The results plot depicted

in Fig. 6 include all power transfer efficiencies as a function

of frequency. Table IV shows the measured capacitances from

Fig. 5. The low percentage deviation from the mean for the

measured capacitance suggests a homogeneous muscle model

is electrically similar to a multilayer tissue model. Finally, a

state-of-the-art review is shown in table III.

TABLE I
LUMPED-ELEMENT MODEL FOR INDUCTIVE POWER TRANSFER TO A

STENT

Parameter Description Value
f Frequency 4 MHz
QP Primary coil quality factor 98
QS Secondary coil quality factor 14
k Coupling coefficient 0.012
η Peak power transfer efficiency 2.25%

TABLE II
FIXED PARAMETERS USED TO EVALUATE THE WIRELESS CAPACITIVE LINK

Parameter Description Value
a Radius of stent 2 mm
d Distance between transmitting plates 20 mm
A Area of transmitting plate 900 mm2

ρ Conductivity of bio tissue 1 S/m
ρstent Conductivity of stent 1.32×106 S/m
L Length of stent 40 mm
εr Relative permittivity of bio tissue 60
ZS Source impedance 50 Ω
D Transmission distance/depth 15 mm and 30 mm
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Fig. 6. Power transfer efficiency as a function of frequency for a capacitive
link to a stent-based receiver using lumped element, finite element and
experimental models for implant depths of 15 mm and 30 mm.

VI. DISCUSSION

Wireless power transfer to stent-based biomedical implants

is feasible while remaining under the 1.6 W/kg SAR threshold.

The specific absorption rate for the inductive link is notably

small. At a SAR of 60 μW/kg for 500 mW of input power, it

would take 13 kW of input power to reach the SAR threshold,

assuming a linear relationship. The capacitive link on the other

hand is far more susceptible to tissue heating, albeit safe

provided the input power is below 53 mW.

The inductive power transfer efficiency results appear ac-

curate as the lumped element circuit model matches the

experimental result in excised muscle tissue closely in Fig.

7. For both curves the peak power transfer efficiency is

around 2% and occurs at 140 Ω. Conversely, the capacitive

lumped element circuit model warrants more careful analysis.

Given the model’s simplicity when compared to the finite

element method, it is significant that it is able to determine
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TABLE III
STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

Author Stent- Method Power in Efficiency Biological Transmission Max. receiver SAR Safe?
based medium depth dimension

This work Yes Inductive 500 mW 1.9% Excised muscle tissue >30 mm 40 mm 60 μW/kg Yes
This work Yes Capacitive 53 mW 2.6% Excised muscle tissue 15 mm 83 mm 1.38 W/kg Yes
This work Yes Capacitive 53 mW 0.98% Excised muscle tissue 30 mm 83 mm 1.38 W/kg Yes
[8] Yes Radiative 3.2 W 0.06% Not reported (possibly air) 10 cm 40 mm 2.3 W/kg No
[21] No Radiative 500 mW 0.04% Porcine tissue 4 cm 2 mm 0.89 W/kg Yes
[22] No Capacitive 94 mW 66% Primate cadaver 7 mm 60 mm 1.6 W/kg Yes
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Fig. 7. Power transfer efficiency as a function of frequency for an inductive
link to a stent-based receiver using lumped element and experimental models.
The results are identical for implant depths of 15 mm and 30 mm.

TABLE IV
OVINE VASCULAR MODEL COMPARISON

Method Capacitance (pF) % deviation
from mean

Homegeneous muscle volume 1151 4.8%
Excised bovine muscle tissue 1270 13.7%
multilayer tissue volume 1063 3.1%
Ovine vasculature 918 16.2%

the optimal transmission frequency as depicted in Fig. 6. The

approximations regarding the losses in the system are less

accurate as seen by the difference of a few percent between the

lumped element power transfer efficiency and the experimental

result. Further work could be done here to approximate the

losses while still using a simplified circuit model.

Table III provides a state-of-the-art review of the results

obtained. Compared to [8], which is the other stent-based

wireless power technique in the literature, this work provides

wireless power transfer methods that are two orders of mag-

nitude more efficient, and that do not exceed the SAR safety

threshold of 1.6 W/kg. Authors [21] and [22] provide a point of

comparison where the power receiving element is not restricted

to the geometry of a stent.

The results in table IV for the capacitance values in Fig. 5

demonstrate that a homogeneous muscle model is electrically

similar to a multilayer tissue model. Hence, excised muscle

tissue provides a suitable electrical approximation of a mul-

tilayer tissue medium. Similar results are highlighted in [23]

where muscle is adopted as an appropriate average biological

medium with respect to its electrical properties.

The wearable power transmitters analyzed in this work

could power a host of stent-based biomedical implants. The

fact that SAR restrictions are met means continuous operation

is possible. Applications include blood pressure monitoring,

blood glucose monitoring and the detection of restenosis. One

possible application may have been the creation of a stent-

based brain machine interface [24]. However, in [24], a wired

connection between the stent and a distant rectal electrode was

used in an ovine model, in a similar manner to a right-leg drive

used in EEG recordings. Attempts to reproduce the electrical

recordings in [24] without the inclusion of a rectal electrode

were not successful, meaning a fully wireless intravascular

approach for [24] may not be possible.

Gurun et al. report that a catheter fed device can take three-

dimensional images from within a blood vessel [25]. The

addition of a wireless power link could mean that devices

like this could be made fully wireless. The next step required

to achieve this goal would be a device that is capable of

relaying data back to the wireless power transmitter. This could

involve a technique similar to that used by radio-frequency

identification tags or a separate antenna operating at a different

frequency. Further exploration is required in this area.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work has evaluated the efficiency and safety of near

field wireless power transfer to a stent-based biomedical im-

plant. Both inductive and capacitive methods of power transfer

were analyzed and it was found that both methods are suitable

for wireless power transfer to a stent. Although the inductive

link is safer, the capacitive link still remains below the required

safety thresholds, while offering the flexibility of being able

to be used discretely on more places of the body. Future work

involves incorporating a data link and intelligent sensors into

stents to create minimally invasive intravascular biomedical

devices.
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Abstract—Stents are a common biomedical device used to treat atherosclerosis, but they are typically passive and employ
no electronics. This article details the design, fabrication, and testing of a miniaturized circuit board capable of telemetry
via a stent antenna. The circuit is less than 1.1 mm in diameter making it sufficiently miniaturized to be delivered via a
catheter. Experiments in porcine tissue achieved a data rate of 277 kb/s with a 280-MHz carrier. The implant was tested
at depths of 3, 6, and 9 mm, requiring a transmitter power of 44, 48, and 63 mW, respectively, to operate, surpassing
specifications reported in previous electronic stent-based works. These measurements confirm that stents incorporating a
power and data link could be used to monitor biological indicators such as blood pressure, blood glucose, or even neural
signals.

Index Terms—Sensor networks, biomedical, capacitive, coupling, data transfer, implant, stent, telemetry, wireless power transfer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive implantable electronic devices have the poten-
tial to revolutionize healthcare. Electroceuticals could treat movement
disorders, epilepsy, and even disorders of consciousness [1], [2]. One
of the challenges of implanting devices in the body is invasive surgery.
Risks of surgical implantation can include infection or even death [3].
However, delivery of intravascular stents via angiographic catheter is
a less invasive and safer approach [4]. Attaching intelligent sensors to
stents that can be powered wirelessly and transmit data would allow
for the monitoring of biological indicators.

Current electronic biomedical implants tend to be wireless but still
involve invasive implanted cabling [5]–[7]. Devices such as the pace-
maker [8], cochlear hearing device [9], and deep brain stimulator
[10] employ a similar topology. A telemetry unit connects via cabling
to stimulate a biological area of interest. Efforts to miniaturize the
telemetry unit to incorporate it into the biological area of interest are
reported in the literature [11]–[16], but this is not the only advantage
that stent-based implants provide. The telemetry unit could be incor-
porated into an intravascular stent, which is already in a biological
area of interest. A further advantage is that stents can be delivered
using a minimally invasive angiographic catheter.

In a previous work, a near-field wireless powering technique
for stent-based implants using capacitive coupling is proposed. An
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optimized transmitter is designed, power transfer efficiency measure-
ments are taken, an optimum transmission frequency is derived, and
specific absorption rate is monitored [17]. This article is a continuation
of [17] and demonstrates that near-field data transfer is also possible,
extending on previous electronic stent-based devices presented in the
literature [18], [19] by being fully wireless and surpassing the speci-
fications reported in [20].

This article details the design, fabrication, and testing of a suitable
power and data link for wireless intravascular applications. Section II
details the circuit design, which is followed by the fabrication process
in Section III, where the use of a diamond printed circuit board is
described. The use of diamond is advantageous as it provides a minia-
turized, biopermanent, and biocompatible substrate for the implant.
Techniques to encapsulate the entire implant in diamond have been
reported in the literature [21], meaning that this prototyping technique
can therefore be used to create hermetic and implantable electronic
diamond capsules. The implant is tested with a 280-MHz carrier sig-
nal in Section IV and a state-of-the-art review is presented in Table II.
The justification for the 280 MHz carrier frequency is provided in [17].
Applications of this article include blood pressure or blood glucose
monitoring or even neural signal recording [22], provided a suitable
sensor is connected to the power and data interface.

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN

The circuit needs to meet a number of design parameters. It must
be able to fit within a 1.1-mm diameter catheter [22] while receiving
wireless power and backscattering data. Fig. 1 depicts the top-level
schematic. RF power is received by the stents and fed into a voltage
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Fig. 1. Wireless power and data link schematic. The voltage seen by
the stents is rectified and doubled by the HSMS2822 diodes and the
10 nF capacitors. The PIC10F222 drives the base of the BFG310W RF
transistor to backscatter data to the transmitter.

Fig. 2. Active components from the schematic in Fig. 1 decapsulated,
revealing the bare dice. Bare dice are used for the miniaturized PCB
construction in Fig. 4. (a) Top view of decapsulated devices. (b) Bottom
view of HSMS2822 diode and BFG310W transistor.

doubling rectifier. The 10 nF capacitors and diodes form the voltage
doubling rectifier that powers the PIC10F222 microcontroller. Data
are sent back by load modulating the stents using the BFG310W RF
transistor. NP0 dielectric 0201 (600 μm × 300 μm × 300 μm) sized
10 nF capacitors are chosen for their appropriate size and high quality
factor. HSMS2822 Schottky diodes provide a low forward voltage
drop of 300 mV and reverse breakdown of 15 V making them suitable
for this application.

The PIC10F222 microcontroller ensures precise timing require-
ments are met. It contains an internal clock that can operate at either
4 or 8 MHz. The former is chosen to reduce power consumption and
a minimal number of assembler instructions are used to set and clear
pin GP2. The ADC input is also shown on the schematic to indicate
that a sensor input could be fed directly to the microcontroller. Asyn-
chronous return-to-zero amplitude shift keying is used to transmit the
data stored on the microcontroller. A set and clear takes 3.6 μs, result-
ing in a data rate of 277 kb/s. The diodes and transistor are suitable
for use at frequencies of up to 6 GHz offering flexibility regarding the
choice of carrier frequency.

III. FABRICATION PROCESS

The fabricated circuit must be extremely small. It must be able to fit
within a catheter of diameter 1.1 mm to ensure intravascular implan-
tation is possible. To achieve significant miniaturization, the active
components had their bare dice removed from their epoxy packaging
as follows. Components with gold ball bonds were used as they were
resilient to the decapsulation process. The PIC10F222, HSMS2822,
and BFG310W were selected in SOT-23-6, SOT-23, and SOT-143
packages, respectively. In total, 70% nitric acid was placed on each
package with a pipette in a glass petri dish. This was done on a 150 ◦C
hot plate in a fume hood. Once the epoxy packaging started to dissolve,

Fig. 3. (a) Polycrystalline diamond printed circuit board with silver
braze ready to be populated with passive components and bare dice.
The PCB measures 5 mm by 900 μm. (b) Angled view of diamond
printed circuit showing a depth of 250 μm.

Fig. 4. Schematic in Fig. 1 assembled on a diamond printed circuit
board. From left to right: 1) Stent connection pad. 2) PIC10F222 die. 3)
10 nF 0201 NP0 capacitor. 4) Two HSMS2822 dice. 5) Another 10 nF
0201 NP0 capacitor. 6) 1 k� 01005 resistor. 7) BFG310W die. 8) 100 pF
0201 NP0 capacitor. 9) Stent connection pad. Components are placed
and connected with conductive silver epoxy.

Fig. 5. (a) Experimental setup used to validate and characterize the
implant. The device under test depicted in Fig. 4 is placed between
two pieces of porcine tissue. A signal generator feeds an RF coupler
that drives the transmitter (copper side shown in (b)). The RF directional
coupler output attenuates the signal by 20 dB and is connected to a GHz
bandwidth oscilloscope via a 98-MHz low-pass filter. Varying depths of
porcine tissue are placed between the transmitter and implant.

the sample was removed, washed with acetone, and then placed back
onto the glass petri dish. Another drop of nitric acid was placed onto
the sample, and the process was repeated until the dice were exposed.
The pin out of the dice were determined by noting the wire bond
connections between the die and the pins during the decapsulation
process.

Excess glue or epoxy on the dice were removed using a three-part
cleaning process. Dice were sonicated in acetone, then isopropanol,
then deionized water for approximately a second in each solvent.
Pressurized nitrogen gas was used to remove any contaminants from
the dice surface. The dimensions of each die were determined by using
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Fig. 6. (Top) Backscattered data as it appeared on the oscilloscope for an implant depth of 6 mm using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5(a).
(Bottom) Backscattered data after slicing with start and stop bits are shown in red. The asynchronous data stream spells the word “STENT” in
ASCII. The data rate is 277 kb/s.

an optical profiler, and any damaged samples were discarded. This was
determined via visual inspection. The dice are shown in Fig. 2.

The diamond printed circuit board was fabricated from a 5 mm ×
5 mm × 250 μm section of polycrystalline diamond and is depicted
in Fig. 3. The process is detailed in [21] and [23]. Conductive silver
epoxy was then placed on the pads of the PCB with a needle, and the
board was populated as shown in Fig. 4, with the stents being the final
addition. Nonconductive epoxy was placed over the wire bonds, and
the stent connections to the PCB for mechanical stability.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The implant was tested using the setup depicted in Fig. 5(a). The
signal generator feeds the input of a 1–2000 MHz directional coupler.
The output drives the transmitter that is fabricated from blank PCB.
It is cut to dimensions 80 mm × 30 mm with a 20-mm insulating
section in the center where the feed point meets an SMA connector.
The coupled forward RF is connected to a low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 98 MHz, which feeds the input of an oscilloscope.

Sections of porcine tissue were used to separate the transmitter
and the implant. Readings were taken at implant depths of 3, 6, and
9 mm. For each depth, the signal generator frequency was set to
280 MHz, and the output power was increased until back scattered
data appeared on the oscilloscope screen. As the input power was
gradually increased, the microcontroller would first wake up and reset,
showing backscattered pulses around 1.5 ms apart, which is the power-
up time for the PIC10F222. Soon after the power was increased slightly
more, a full data stream would appear on the oscilloscope. This is
shown in Fig. 6. The PIC10F222 was programmed with the word
“STENT” stored on it, and the circuit was designed to transmit using
asynchronous return-to-zero amplitude shift keying. The top plot in
Fig. 6 shows the oscilloscope output for an implant depth of 6 mm.
Each negative spike denotes a binary zero and is detected using a
threshold value. Once the threshold is detected, the code sets the output
to binary zero for the next 3.6 μs since this is the duration required
for the PIC10F222 to set and clear GP2. The decoded output data
stream is shown as the bottom plot in Fig. 6. The ASCII for the word
“STENT” is superimposed onto the data stream with the start and stop
bits of the asynchronous transmission shown in red. This demonstrates
accurate transmission of data at 277 kb/s. The oscilloscope output was
also processed in MATLAB to determine bit error rate (BER). The
system parameters are listed in Table 1. An angiographic guidewire
was connected to one of the stents to confirm that the device could be
delivered via catheter.

Table 1. System Parameter Summary.

Table 2. State-of-the-art Review of Stent-Based Data Links.

V. DISCUSSION

Table 2 provides a state-of-the-art comparison of this article with
others reported in the literature. It can be observed that in [19], a
higher data rate of 1 Mb/s is reported. However, it appears their test
setup involves the transmitting stent connected to a signal generator,
and they do not present a fully wireless solution. When this article is
compared to the work in [20], it can be seen that this article achieves
a higher data rate and uses far less power at the transmitter. However,
the use of a 2.4 GHz carrier frequency in [18] and [20] means their
work has the potential to achieve higher data rates with future design
iterations.

The present design has some limitations. The specific absorption
rate safety limit for tissue is 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g. According to
[17], the safety threshold is breached at 53 mW input power meaning
the current setup cannot be used safely for implant depths of 9 mm.
However, the implant consumes no more than 1 mW, meaning the
wireless power link could be optimized. Since the implant is in the near
field of the transmitter, the power transmission is predominantly due to
the electric field. This means inductive compensation could make the
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wireless link far more efficient with future design iterations, reducing
the amount of input power required by the transmitter. Furthermore, the
PIC10F222 cannot modulate the carrier faster than 277 kb/s without
increasing power consumption. The carrier frequency has the available
bandwidth, and therefore, future work should be able to achieve a
higher data rate. Cutting the stent in half to attach the PCB may affect
its mechanics and its long-term performance, which is a point that
future work should also explore.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article details the design, fabrication, and experimental vali-
dation of a diamond printed circuit board capable of telemetry using
a stent antenna. The circuit is less than 1.1 mm in diameter, making it
suitable for delivery via angiographic catheter. The implant achieves
a data rate of 277 kb/s at a transmitted input power that can reach as
low as 44 mW at a 3 mm implant depth in porcine tissue. Future work
involves incorporating reactive compensation into the wireless link to
improve power transfer efficiency. The wireless power and data link
will also require testing in a large animal model with various sensors
connected to measure biological indicators.
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